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-. Shub and Smale 527 
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Boolean 
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Boolean functions 
computation of w 723 
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representation of N 723 
Boolean graphs 403 
Boolean 
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languages 524 
matrices 709 
matrix multiplication time 709 
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operations 165, 213, 410 
Boolean two-person games 378 
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Boolean-valued functions 610 
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evaluation, efficient N 682 
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degree 697 Broder 21, 739 
discrete values 765 brother trees 424 
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bounded free choice Bruno’s formula 247 
nets 17 Bruschi et al. SOS 
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graphs of Q 174 Biichi 390 
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height 249 automata 406 
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objective functions 765 Buchberger S48 
quantitication 606 algorithm 548 
second-order A abstraction 639 theory 548 
time 499 bucket 
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bounds 81. 168. 177, 228. 252, 302, 397. 416, buffers 659, 725 
487. 509. 520. 523. S31, SSO. 612, 613, 723, building 8, 86 
732. 778 blocks 187, 655. 765 
sanitv - 228 libraries 534 
sharp - 723 strategies 280 
strong - 89. 765 built-ins 277, 685 
tighter - 612 bulk 
boustrophedonic algorithms 498 data 224 
Bouton 775 updates 532 
Bovet et al. S4 Bunernan’s lossless power domains 587 
bracketing property 584 Butge’s mapstream function 332 
branching bisimulation 648. 743 Burstall’s intermittent assertions method 300 
rooted Y 743 Buss 771 
branching busy period, long-run average N 75 
Row graph 774 Culik and Dube 614 
nodes 5.5 C/E systems, augmented N 184 
programs 723 c-competitive heuristic 122 
search space ‘00 C-edNCE grammar I 
structure 373 sets 1 
term rewriting systems 598 c-expressions 96 
branching transition C-LAGS 77 
relation 633 U-LAGS 77 
systems 633 C3-LAGS 77 
branching-time 306 CA 3. 721. 779 
framework 64X one-dimensional reversible N 779 
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cancellation 420 
cancellative automaton 579 
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solution 206 
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capacities. unbounded - 373 
capacity-oriented availability 441 
capturing 
complexity classes 2 
strong reduction 100 
cardinalities 1 IO, 377, 401, 408, 454, 760, 790, 
791 
successor - 803 
cardinality bound 790 
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product 376 
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Cartmell 95 
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case-based representation 607 
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number 261 
categorial axiomatizations 805 
limitations of - 805 
categorial grammar 77 
categorical 
abstract machines 591, see also CAM 
approaches 345, 590 
combinator reduction system 637 
combinators 59 1 
equivalence 579 
framework 129, 590 
graph grammars 133 
graph-grammar approach 133 
models 591, 742 
notation 637 
programming 637 
programming language 153, see also CPL 
programming language implementation 637 
properties 28 
semantics 478, 637 
viewpoint 154 
categories 14,28, 38. 95, 129, 131, 133, 150, 154, 
155, 201, 206. 272, 288, 340, 478, 587, 588, 
641. 751, 805 
*-autonomous N 638 
Cartesian closed N 153,272, 588,591, see also 
ccc 
comma .-- 155 
comprehension - 95 
display-map N 95 
indexed - 577 
Kleisli - 590 
large - 155, 579 
monoidal closed - 203 
nonsymmetric *-autonomous N 638 
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symmetric monoidal -_ 638 
category 
classes 288 
theory 155, 789 
Cauchy integrals 38.5 
causal 
automata I I 
behaviour 373 
dependencies 132, 373 
partial orders I.57 
trees 263 
causality I I, 157, 373 
Cayley 247 
automata 107 
graph languages 107 
graphs 107, 509 
trees 498 
ccc models 742 
cccs 153, 591 










concurrency model of ^ 
CDF 712 




probe complexity 700 
I84 
cells 3, 186. 292, 423, 766 
neighbor N 509 
cellular 352 
array models 691 
automata 3. 135, 292, 352, 42.5, 509, 542, 559, 
764. 770, 779 
automata computations 
automata limit sets 425 3s2 
automata probability functions 770 
cellular automata 
additive - 292 
asynchronous Y SOS 
elementary - 721 
finite state - 429 
irreversible - 779 
limit sets of - 425 
linear-time - 691 
one-dimensional -- 172, 352 
one-dimensional irreversible - 779 
cellular automata, one-dimensional one-way - 509 
cellular automata 
one-way N 509 
reversible 779 
universal N 135, 352 
cellular 
automaton 3, see also CA 
automaton model 691 
code 661 
finite state asynchronous - SOS 
centers algorithm, method of N 627 
CF-languages 77 
CGPP 37 
chain 339, 550, 740. 796 
chain-code picture language 5 I 
chance leads 360 
game of - 360 
Chandy and Misra 636 
change, job class - 387 
change-making problem 36 I 
changing semantics 187 
channel 432 
bidirectional communication N 432 
fife - 179 
hyperedge w 432 
chaos, edge of N 525 
chaotic characteristics 721 
characterization 1 I, 258, 272, 276 
structural ‘Y 193 
characterize fault tolerance 440 
characteristic classes 260 




characteristics 54, 123, 215, 466, 529 
chaotic N 721 
Euler h 665 
characterization theorems 608 
characterization 5, 71, 88, 213, 328,405, 420,668 
Anguin - of learnable families 666 
circuit - 771 
explicit - 797 
for multi-pattern languages 670 
Kleene - of recognizable subsets 390 
logical N 1, 5, 31, 785 
morphic - of regions in uniform 2-structures 
453 
of accessible prefix transitive graphs 69 
of bisimulation equivalence 195 
of brother trees 424 
of complexity classes 54 
of finite Sturmian words 599 
of graphically representable formulae 67 
of A definability 742 
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of macro tree transducers I12 
of I)-languages accepted by X-automata 134 
of one-counter groups 16 I 
of permutation groups 257 
of polynomial time 2 
of rational functions 560 
of rational R-languages 690 
of the 2-bounded languages recogized by I- 
DPDA 285 
of the classes of recognizable Boolean languages 
524 
of the deductive strength of surface deduction 
29.5 
polynomial-length program - 88 
characters 283, 391, 608 
Chem - 260 
strings of - 608 
charity programming system 6.71 
CHARM 333 
framework 333 
Chase’s algorithm for pattern preprocessing 68 
checking stability 797 
chemical abstract machine I48 
Chem characters 260 
Chervonenkis and Vapnik 6 I2 
chess 513 
chtp games 168 




sequences, theory of - 332 
axiom of - 42 
method of - 147 
choices 7. 42, 147. 154, 202, 277, 373, 431, 576, 
594. 613. 625, 746 
Chomsky hierarchy 77, 309, 608 
chord, path without - 726 
chordal graphs 657, 759 
chordless path 7.35. 726 
Christensen, result of N 786 
Christol et al. I23 
Chu construction 6.38 
Church 14. 1%. 315 
numerals S8S 
Church-numerals 59 I 
Church-Rosser 3.5. 147 
property 334 
Church’s 




characterizations 77 1 
complexity lower bounds 362 
graph search problems 513 
size relative 91 
circuit-size complexity 91 
circuit-switching connections 385 
circuit-value, time complexity of N 475 
circuits 22, 90, 238, 523, 610 
analog N 628 
Boolean - 5, 165, 238 
constant-depth - 19, 92 
depth-three deterministic - I8 I 
depth-two probabilistic N I8 I 
generating Hamiltonian - 5 I3 
standard nonuniform N 489 
threshold N 89, 610 
unambiguity of N 90 





circumscription 98, 198 
propositional ‘v 198, 273 
CL 447 
clairvoyant scheduling 466 
clan in a Z-structure 453 




membership, theory of - 49 
specification 652 
classes Hk 237 
hierarchy of - 237 
classes 
opt-L 87 
addition - 49 
approximation N 802 
BDD - 723 
Bore1 Y 173 
category - 288 
characteristic “V 260 
classical - 690 
congruence - 180, 355 
counting - 2.5, 163 
defined - 652 
deterministic space N 51 I 
distinct connection - 97 
equivalence ++ 13, 28, 545 
function N 668 
large 16. 28, 127, 225, 379, 465, 5 10, 71 I, 750 
large ground - in an object-oriented language 
652 
multiple-job N 387 
nonuniform - 4 
on-line learning of N 778 
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pomset - 516 
program - 98 
restricted - 321. 555, 560 
restricted nondeterminism h 691 
space-bounded m 4 
special - 96. 657,670 




combinatorial structures 498 
computational models 489 
cryptosysrems 233 
digital computation 489 
hierarchy 787 
classical linear 
first-order predicate I8 
logic 571. see n/so CLL 
predicate logic 18 
classical logic 143. 188, 202. 205. 359. 446 
extension of - 202 
Girard translation of - 143 




order-sorted logic 63 
partial orders 287 
proof rules 575 
set-functions 643 
stochastic scheduling 382 
structures 597 
theorems 222 
tding problems 485 
classifications 
of 2x 2 switching networks 23 
of bottom-up tree pushdown automata 417 
of coefficient subsets for exact BKK bound 529 
of elementary CA’s 721 
of genus-l rooted maps 243 
of parallel complexity class 5 
of set operations 137 
clause unfolding 61 
clauses 37, 59, 132, 327, 381, 61 1. 681 
definite - 267. 329 
Horn - 276, 29.5. 329. 447, 596 
parent - 237 
clean 
correspondence I88 
operational semantics 333 
cliques 55 I. 774 
maximal number of - SS1 
CLL 571 
clock construction in full asynchronous parallel sys- 
tems 434 
clock, common N 
for different locations 799 
C log* m variables 61 I 
closed 
&-normal form BCK-A-terms 97 
comprehension categories 95 
curve 731 
curve, graphs generalizing - 702 




normal form 3 14 
queueing network 385 
set 38 
subsets 622 
world assumptions 328 
closed-form evaluation 226 
closed-form expressions 442 
closed-world assumption 198, see also CWA 
extended 198 
closed-world reasoning 198 
extended 198, 273 
variants of - 198 
closure 4, 112, 309. 341, 428. 557 
conditions 689 
conditions, infinitary - 636 
properties 7 I2 
downward - 38 
forward - 684 
Kleene r~ 428 
reflexive-transitive N 616 
transitive - 616 
CLP 679 
clustering 612, 735 
ems-based semantics 367 
ems-semantics 367 
CN 628 
co-nondeterministic 8 1 
decision trees 81 






coalgebras 153, 803 
coarser-grained program 650 
coarsest 
congruences 196 
equivalence relation 796 
CoC 42 
Cocke and Kennedy 729 
code properties 546 
codes III, 215, 614, 764 
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error-correcting - 788 
finite elementary - 109 
grammatical - 394 
neighbourhood -+ 764 
recognizable bifix Y 736 
strong maximal - III 
theory of ^U 614 
codewords 543 
codings 4 I ~ 244. 3 Ii, 5 16. 784 
suffix - 560 




coefficients 144. 165, 251. S29, 613. 700, 713 
bipolar - 765 
coupling ry 144 
coexistence 350 




coherent field 143 
cohesive prefix codes 602 
structure of 1 602 
coin game 2.3 
coinduction 376 
principle 376 
coinductive definitions 33 I 
facility of - 331 
realizability interpretation of - 
coinductive principles 637 
coins 93. 122 





collapsing execution histories I 3 




collection types 789 
games, complexity of N 78 
online graph N 473 
colors 78, 473 
columns 249, 254, 423, 696 
combination techniques 686 
combinational complexity 708 
combinations 194, 280, 336, 378, 487, 534, 628, 
716 
combinatorial 241, 338, 599, 713, 720 




constructions 7 13 
extension I75 
331 
games 289, 694 
games, sequential compounds of N 289 
interpretation 245 
mathematics 7 1 1 
objects 430 
objects, labelled ru 498 
optimization problems 565 
problems 506, 765, 781 
combinatorial properties 
of meanders 256 
of Sturmian words 599 
of approximation preserving reducibilities 802 
combinatorial structures 251, 655 
counting sequences of - 251 
labelled - 498 
combinatorial 
theory of Miibius functions 105 
concrete - 205 
combinatoric properties of the Morse sequence 460 
combinatorics 250, 7 14 
enumerative N 240 
combinators 200, 313, 325. 326, 584, 591, 637 
categorical - 591 
non-existent - 326 
unfold - 637 
combinatory abstraction 584 
combinatory 
algebras 647 
logic 147, 200 
logic approach 642 
logic framework 642 
logic, fragments of N 147 
combinatory reduction systems 32 I, see also CRS 
combinatory terms 200 
comma categories 155 
commanded direction for robots 658 
committed updates 532 
common 
base function 71 I 
clock for different locations 799 
collections 29. 118. 159, I8 I, 333, 467. 579. 609. 
623. 632, 637. 6.54, 658, 804 
collision resolution algorithm 116 
ALOHA- 116 
collision resolution interval 116 
colonies 537 
generative power of r- 547 
languages of - 547 
color values 766 
coloring 473, 766 
games 7X 
COMMON CRCW PRAM 365 
common 




logspace-complete problems 375 
nature 688 
notational primitw 749 
properties S.17 
recovery strategies 795 
subsequence 757 
subtrees I 19 
superstring 39 I 
superstring. complexity of -_ 39 I 
unbounded queue 386 
communicating 
finite-stare machines I79 
hequential processes ree CSP 
systems. calculus of - sea CCS 
communication complexity 402. 419.436 
measures 4 19 




networks 3X0. 759 
Qructure 4 19 
theory 7 I I 
communications 3 19. 432. 436, 576. 659, 732 
protocol transmitting 63 I 
local - 755 
roundc of -. required number of 732 
commutative algebra 548 
commutative 




monoids 105. 299 
power 218 
power sernigr)ups 101 
rings 497 
hcrnigroups IO3 
collmutativity 4S. 10 I 
matching module b IS8 
compact 
clement% I SO 
compact metric <pace< 75 I 
category of _ 751 
compacr 
srm-algebraic set 66.5 
set 268 
set, saturated - 587 






comparator gates 475 
comparator-circuit value problem 475 
comparator-network stability 475 
comparison branching programs 137 
comparisons 6, 30, 37, 64, 139, 178. 191, 266, 
321, 328, 367, 649 
key-to-key - 7 I7 
redundant key - 717 
worst-case number of - 266 
competing semantics 607 
competitive 
algorithms 437, 467, 469 
online scheduling 437 
ratio 426. 467-469. 474 





compilation 483, 729, 745 
system 483 
incremental - 483 
subtask of N 729 
compile-time transformations 48 
compiled base 483 
compiler 661 
methodology 729 
named CAML 334 
optimizations 744 
Lisp-based - 48 
neural - 661 
compiling 745 
complementary hardness results 21 
complementation 4, 287, 410, 500 
lemma 776 
operator SO0 
unrestricted Y 500 
complements 2, 556, 603, 701. 704 
complete axiomatizations 192, 268, 633, 645, 799, 
805 
complete binary trees 604. 755 
computing minimum embeddings of - 604 
execution of - 75s 
optimal parallel execution of - 755 
complete 
extension 3 I6 
functions 87 
graphs 433, 6% 
graphs, potential of - 655 
grid graphs 759 
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join semilattice 800 
languages 54. 771 
complete metric 
space framework 576, see also ems 
spaces 10, 367, 630, 751 
complete 




ordered set see cpo, cpos 
orders 324. 367. 630, see also cpo, cpos 





proofs 597, 798 
query-answering system S9 
recursive axiomatization 3 16 
relative to a set of sentences 636 
restrictions IS 
semantic unification procedure 679 
semi-Thue systems 1 OS 
sequent calculus 479 
sets 4.5, 163, 200. 213, SO7 
system 541, 6.51 
theorem proving strategies 685 
traces 300 
traversal I75 
type inference problem 371 
ultra-metric space I76 
inference system - 4X 
search strategy - 48 
completed predicate definitions 59 
completeness 44, 64, 6.5, 126. 152, 156, 180, 230, 




results 98. 126, 445. 571 
theorems 44, 65. 265, 449 
refutational - 748 
relative network N 439 
semantic - 636 
weak - 698 
completeness-and first-order logic 187 
completing sets 683 
completion 58. 59, 98, 147, 206. 298, 683. 736, 
748, 803 
modulo associativity 4.5 
procedures 180, 683, 748 
procedures, foundation of - 748 
theory S8 
application of - 748 
Boolean - 641 
consistent N 98 
constrained N 683 
Knuth-Bendix - 160, 748 
metric - 803 
traditional N 147 
complex 222, 246, 302, 643, 669, 763 
coefficients 529 
formulas 359 
geometric objects 655 
geometrical decomposition 243 
images 235 
images, generation of N 235 






complexity 21, 22, 33, 37, 74, 77, 78, 92, 114, 
115, 135, 142, 160, 162, 198, 223, 225, 227, 
283, 294, 302, 307, 310, 344, 368, 391, 392, 
452, 527, 568, 569, 610, 611, 658, 734, 764, 
765 
complexity classes 2, 54, 81. 88, 94, 163, 222, 
269, 395, 457.475, 521, 522. 698, 783 
capturing - 2 
characterization of w 54 
nondeterministic space - 4 
polynomial-length program characterizations of 
- 88 
relativized N 54 
relativizing r~ 4 
separation of N 521 
complexity 
measures 419 
models 475, 498 
question NP # co-NP 758 
results 105, 447, 559, 582, 663, 761 
theoretic approach 475 
complexity theory 25, 222, 269, 384, 524, 785 
descriptive - 222 
quasilinear-time N 788 
complexity 
amortized - 436 
asymptotic N 709 
average N 566 
cell probe - 700 
circuit-size CY 91 
combinational N 708 
computational - 74, 77, 92, 277, 283, 384, 
419, 447, 765, 774 
descriptional N 164 
distributional N 84 
expresston - 223 
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formula - 601 
fragmentary - 769 
compound timed behaviours 39 
comprehend form 534 
global - 526 
incremental time - 
comprehension categories 95 
47s closed - 95 
Kolmogorov - 178 
lowest time - 175 
comprehension principle 49 
comprehensive 
maximum - 658 fibrations 95 
multiplicative - 22 compressible string 170 
nondeterministic time h 91 
nonuniform - 
compressing 
214 data 422 
parametetized - 757 images 517 
quasilinear-time - 788 compression 295 
randomized decision tree N 89 standard path - 252 
relative parallel-time N 418 tape - 264 
round - 732 computability 
sample N 
182, 232, 315, 502, 526, 548, 757 
612 theory 3 15, 485 
structural - 3.52 model of TY 526 
subword - 30s polynomial-time N 282 
total - 6.58 relative N 643 
worst-case time - 37, 462. 656 theory of - 31.5 
component grammars 547 computable 
components concurrent processes 643 
dimensional - 529 
disjoint - 653 
metric spaces 182 
natural number 567 
event-controlled - 628 process functions 643 
hardware - 534 
nontrivial - 
shortest consistent superstrings - 695 
102 computation 
spare - 443 domains 320 
weak - 805 mechanisms 345 
composite models 54 
rule 681 path 723 
transformation rule 68 1 sequences 579, 679 
composition universal 352 
functions 302 accuracy of N 455 
operations 796 axioms of - 315 
powers 705 Blum-Shub-Smale model of N 522 
problem 203 514 
rules 
high-level model of N 
190 model of N 88, 92, 516, 524, 526, 557 
compositional models of N 89 
axiomatic system 12 theory of - 143, 352, 528 
axiomatization 12 
formal semantics 378 








computational complexity 74, 77, 92, 277, 283, 
384. 419, 447, 765, 774 
network proof theory 439 average-case - 529 
program verification I2 parameterized - 757 
proof systems 481, 629, 650 computational depth 499 
semantics 327, 378 computational 
syntax-directed proof system 481 efficacy 165 
verification 650 experiments 9 
compositionality 438 computational foundations 3 I5 
compositions 8, 73, 110, 11 I. 15.5. 190, 243, 247, computational 
302, 354, 404. 40.5, 523, 616, 796. 800. 804 geometry 655 
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independence 22 
computational interpretations 148 
computational learning 43 1 





model 125, 726 
optimization problems 77 I 
paradigms 335 




systems, theory of - 45.5 
techniques 548 
techniques, development of - 54X 
computational-tuple sequence scheme 733 
computations 
accepting - 25, 408 
alternating - 691 
arrows abstract - 28 
concrete - 28 
derandomtze randomized - 717 
distributed - 144, 402 
equivalence of - 130 
force - 681 
nondeterministic polynomial-time - 7x3 
nontrivial - 525. 725 
oracle Y 418 
SCONE - 669 
simulating synchronous ti 434 
space-bounded in 699 
universal N 502. 622 
computer algebra systems 34.5 
computer aided design see CAD 
computer-aided geometric design 230 
computer-assisted proof constructions 156 
computer-controlled robot 628 
computer-oriented theory 182 
computers, parallel distributed-memory Y 75.5 
computing aggregate functions 22s 
computing differentiable functions 402 
communication complexity of N 402 
computing 
functions 668 
minimum embeddings 604 
stable models 797 
well-founded models 746 
complexity of - 611 
concatenation 176, 242, 428, 488, 500. 675, 724 
operations 428 
operator SO0 
unrestricted - 488. 500 
concentration 140 
concept formation approach 537 




concepts, algorithms for generating N 531 
concrete computations, equivalence classes of w 
28 
concrete data structures 8, 186 
theory of - 8 
concrete 
domains 319, 320 
mathematics 140 
terms 484 
concurrency 12, 28, 157, 184, 187, 196,263,333, 
442, 576, 579, 634, 643,794 
control algorithm 535 
model 184 
monoids 804 
relations 505, 579, 804 
semantics 184 
feature of N 187 
noninterleaving models of N 157 
player model of N 643 
potential - 184 
realtime - 12 
structure of N 157 
treatment of N 333 
concurrent algorithms 633 





calculi, implementation of N 669 
communication 659 
computation 8 
concurrent constraint logic 




programming 132, 333 
programming, partial ordering semantics of w 
132 
concurrent 
distributed systems 192 
execution 132 
concurrent logic programming 132 
shell 132 
concurrent logic programs 370 
concurrent 






processes 9, 332, 643 
program design 650 
programming 284 
programming, typed - 148 
concurrent programs 284. 368 
behaviours of - 368 
global serializability of - 368 
propositional logics of - 284 
stream-based - 332 
concurrent 
semantics 669 
concurrent systems 16. 67. 194, 332. 390, SOS. 
579, 650 
finite behavtour of - 390 
implicit specifications of - I94 
mathematical models of - SOS 
nonterminating fi 390 
operational model of - 579 
concurrent constraint logic programs, fixpoint se- 
mantics of - 61 
concurrent 
read exclusive write see CREW 
read concurrent write SCP CRCW 
concurrent-readconcurrent-write parallel algorithms 
667 





limiting distributions 7 13 
narrowing 680 
systems 232 
systems, computability of -._ 232 
traces I3 
traces. equivalence classes of - 13 
conditions 27. 34. 44, so, 52, 54, 58, 7.5, 145, 
160. 179, 209. 272, 297, 298. 300, 314, 387, 
404. 448, 491. 509, 526. 535, SSS, 517. 583, 
654, 655, 689. 7.53, 773 
accepting - I34 
decision + 784 
gluing v 131 
Muller acceptance -., 410 
sheaf - 689 
configuration graph 699 
configurations 130, 172. 249, 634 
growth 172 
conflict relations 795 
conflict-freeness 558 
confluence I I. 321.412.6X9 801 
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criteria 412 
proof for h-calculus 321 
short proof of N 321 
confluency 673 
confluent 
linear numeration systems 73 
monadic string-rewriting systems 180 
semicommutation systems 105 
string-rewriting systems 180 
systems 180 
term rewriting systems 556 
congruence 
classes 180, 355 
relations 35 
congruences 192, 196,271, 602, 644, 690, 743 
bisimulation-based N 192 
coarsest N 196 
morphic N 567 
congruential 
functions 363 
tree languages 221 
conjecture of Yves MCtivier 339 
conjectured semilinear set 52 
conjectures, disprove inductive N 748 
conjoined negative constraints 336 
conjugate kernel 199 
conjunction 293 
multiplicative N I8 
conjunctive actions 189 
geometry of Y 189 
conjunctive 
case 189 
normal form 61 I 
predicate transformers 805 
conjunctive queries 555 
object-oriented - 555 
restricted classes of - 555 
satisfiability of N 555 
unique-typed cv 555 
connected 
combinatorial optimization problems 565 
component 653 
graphs 128 
input-output pairs 362 




oracle separation results 19 
regions 162 
sets 563 
sets, families of - 563 
connection 
graph proof procedure 37, see also CGPP 
graphs 189 
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path 23 
connections 88, 97, 161, 165, 205, 214, 227. 256. 
321, 324, 364, 417, 590, 592, 593, 614, 788, 
789, 792 
circuit-switching - 385 
Galois - 563, 589, 806 
Lagois N 589 
consensus 751 
problems 757 
binary monotone - 732 
consequence relation 202 
choice of N 202 
single-conclusion cu 64 
consequence verification method 267 
conservative 
extensions 35, 65, 160. 334 
learners 666 
learners, power of - 666 
consistency 37, 98, 202, 267, 314, 666, 806 
condition 38 
proof 155. 156 
algebraic proofs of N 806 
logical N 37 






finding sequences - 734 
console 33.5 
constant 
alternations 77 1 
approximate tours 399 
average cost 17.5 
bounded treewidth 142 
bounds 467 
competitive algorithm 47 I 
deadline 759 
functions 3 12 
languages 724 
memory requirements 293 
number of negative strings 564 
service time deadline 720 
size alphabets 667 
target 158 
vector field 62 1 
constant-degree parallel architectures 708 
constant-depth 
circuits 19, 92 
formulae 89 
constant-factor approximation algorithm 399 
constants 2 1, 226, 277, 293, 318, 323, 41 1, 463, 
487, 500, 5 11. 5 18, 564, 575, 600, 611. 676, 
686, 724, 765, 774 
possible combinations of - 411 




equivalence assertions 64 
constrained rewriting 
module associativity 45 
proving termination of N 45 
constraint entailment 336 
constraint logic programming 679, see also CLP 
constraint logic 
programming framework 132 
programs 59 
constraint 
nets 628. see also CN 
system 132, 336 
unsatisliability 336 
constraint-based grammar formalisms 749 
constraints 64. 132, 267. 336,470, 473, 513, 564, 
577, 588, 666,679, 683,686, 765 
database - 296 
disequality - 59 
dynamic - 532 
finite sets of N 64 
Herbrand system of N 336 
inclusion - 371 
incomparable N 795 
incorporating strictness w 278 
independent waiting-time N 382 
integer (gap ) -order 226 
integrity - 533 
logical N 149 
negative N 336 
polynomial-time - 489 
solvability of - 679 
timing - 410 
typing N 555 
constructible differentially finite algebraic series 
722 
constructing 
competitive tours 47 1 
logical inferences 692 
models 49, 324 
optimal regular mbd 380 
proofs 534 
repetitive process of N 537 
constructions 28, 38, 42, 131, 176, 179, 197,231, 
275, 289, 303, 330, 340, 345, 380, 410, 433, 
434, 459, 472, 536, 591, 634, 693, 731, 777, 
781, 788 
calculus of - 42, 591 
computer-assisted proof - 156 
cycle N 498 
domain N 278 
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elementary w 324 context-sensitive 
free N 28, 577, S87 case 558 
function-type w 49 grammars 608 
pushout - 129 languages 77, 511, 674, 704 
standard class - 49 context-specific information 795 
tail-recursive - 209 context-specific synchronization 795 
constructive contexts 
logics 143, 331. 332 
13, 16, 112, 194, 197, 315, 513, 590, 
637, 651, 712 
negation 59 first-order - 153 
proofs 313,488 contiguous block 436 
separations 19 continuation concepts 531 
topological analysis I70 continuation capture 49, 644 
type theories 315 continuity 182, 578 
upper bound 168 definitions of N 182 
constructor systems 404 continuous 
composition of _ 404 approximation 382 
constructor trees 336 complete lattices 324 
constructor-sharing systems 598 components 628 
constructors 36, 637 control systems 623 
collection of - 631 cpos, category of - 272 
convex powerdomain - 376 
fixed arity N 336 
dynamical systems 622 
environment 626. 628 
shared N 36, S98 functionals 325 
constructs functions 8, 150, 151, 182, 278 
data modeling - 224 functor 38 
domain-theoretical - S88 ground domains 587 
fair merge N 643 information systems 197 
repetitive - 367 lattices 272, 578 
contact 654 
direct - 654 
lattices, category of - 272 
nonlinear control systems 623 
context free 675, sre ulso CF periodic function S 719 
languages 67S plant 625 
context induction, principle of Y 46 plants subject to disturbances 625 
context-free 51. 77. 420, 558 posets 197 
grammar forms 164 posets, context of N 197 
context-free grammars S3. S6, 247,420, 488, 6 14, structures 38 
678 
features of - S3 
structures, category of r~ 38 
subsystems 628 
subclass of - 678 time 628 
context-free variables 628 
graphs 1, 32, 69 continuous-state 627 
groups 180 dynamical systems 627 
language decision problem 398 contour integration 714 
context-free languages 53, 161. 231. 283, 365. contracting functors 75 1 
398. 405, 420. 428, SO3, 614. 709, 760, see contraction inference rules 748 
dlso CFL, (deterministic) cfl contraction-free 143 
commutative images of N 40s contractions 243, 359, 575, 688 
deterministic N 239. 355. 366 contractivity, hypothesis of N 751 
slender N 519 contradiction 42 
context-free contrast 8, II, 77, 93, 132, 138, 140, 156, 157, 
picture languages 5 1. SO I 213, 302,402,489, 577,603,668.697 
recognition 709 control 35, 49, 625, 640, 773 
sets 405, 420 automata 625 
tree languages 4 IS automata, finite state - 625 
context-freeness problems 760 grammars 53 
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grammars. variant of 2 53 
mechanisms 336 
policies 627 
strategies 44 I 
vectors 627 
vectors, space of -., 627 
calculi of - 35 
distributed -_ 640 
finer h 148 
imperfect w 658 
local - 633 
sequential -.. 3s 
supervisory rr 773 
syntactic theories of - 3s 
controllable events 640 
controlled retransmission probability 116 
controller 627. 628 
supervizing 627 
DES N 627 
convergence 209. 397 
quadratic - 526 
convergent models 209 
convergent term rewriting system 642 
conversativity results 575 
conversion 6 16 
converting noninteractive zero-knowledge proofs 
SIO 
convex 38 
geometric approach 529 
geometry 529 
layer problem 676 
polyhedra 620. 653 
polyhedral obstacles 653 
polyhedron moving 653 
polyominoes 423 
power domains I49 
powerdomam 38 
powerdomain constructors 376 
directed - polyonimo 423 
convex-bipartite graphs 767 
Conway 363 
Cook and Rockoff 785 
cooperating grammar systems 419 
cooperation strategies 547 
coordinates 307, 529 
coordinatizing environment models 647 
Coppo et al. 316, 324 
coprimality 74 
coprocessors 769 
copying top-down tree transducers 556 
Cornsick and Aho 487 
Cordy and Barnard 157 
Cori, results of Y , Metivier, Perrin and Ochmanskr 
in trace theory 804 
coroutine computation 320 
coroutines 49 
correctness 148, 180, 275, 279, 438, 448, 583, 
644, 651, 678, 794, 797, 798 
proof 57, 798 
modular - 651 
partial - 267 
correspondence 
between closed Cartesian categories and ,&calcuh 
153 
between nets and circuits 489 
analogical N 185 
analogy N 183 





costs 6, 122, 408, 443, 469, 471, 514, 717 
count 538 
countable 
Cartesian products 150 
graph 512 
set 175 
completion of N I-categories 206 
counterintuitive results 314 
counters 122, 124, 213, 791 
unnested - 791 
counting 21, 529, 791 
classes 25, 163 
factors 103 
parallelogram polyominoes 254 
quantifiers 791 
sequences 25 I 
expressive power of N 791 
logarithmic-space - 87 
coupling coefficients 144 
Courcelle and Engelfriet I 
covariance 7 1.5 
CPL 153 
reduction rules of - 153 





cpos 206, 367, 576, 590 
crash failure 732 
CRCW PRAM 118,456, 517, 706, 767 
algorithm 416 
COMMON - 365 
restricted N 365 
CRCW-PRAM steps 118 
creation, standard object N 790 
creative sets 457 
CREW PRAM 82, 92, 239,456, 565, 767 
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CREW-PRAM model 6.57 random edge N 777 
CRI-length 116 cutting images 517 
critical-section problem 444 CWA 328 
Crochemore and Apostolico 416. 756 cycle congruence 690 
Crochemore and Galil 756 named - 690 
Crole and Pitts 594 cycle 
crossing numbers I74 constructions 498 
CRSs 321 decomposition 498 
comparison of - 321 index, fundamental properties of - 240 
cryptography 309 cycles 75, 76, 379, 433, 703, 713, 744 
CSP 367, 630, 63 I, 632 directed - 291 
model 630 edge disjoint - 433 
operator 630 cyclic 
timed N 629 extended free-choice systems 193 
untimed N 630 interpretations 551 
CSS 627, 733 n-root problem 529 
plant state 627 network 389 
plants 627 network, closed “V 389 
CTL 406, 787 towers 337 
cubic Cyclic-ScSe 391 
period length 775 Cyclic-SCSt 391 
subgraph 726, 727 cyclicity 193 
time 128 
time methods 301 
CYK parsing algorithm 310 
cylindric algebra 647 
CUCH 325 D’OL 
Curien 153. 639 languages 760 
Curien and Berry 8 systems 760 
Curien? categorical abstract machine 59 I D-categories 9S, 340, 591 
Curry fixed point operator 3 14 &dimensional 
Curry’s system 445 meshes 443 
Curry-Howard space 167 
isomorphism I48 tapes 562 
paradigm 573 DOL 567 
currying operations X languages 567, 704, 760 
curve 731 systems 30.5 
closed - 731 DAGs 141 
output shortest - 162 Dagum et al. 21 
curved boundary 162 data 
Jordan regions 162 bases 282 
customers 383 collection 224 
arriving N 383 complexity 223 
total number of - 783 compression 422, 564, 716 
cut elimination 202 dependencies 145 
procedure 203 
formulas 301. 452 
evolution regularities 536 
flows 393 
cut formulas, complexity of N 452 independent 659 
cut-elimination 148. 183, 452. S73 items 38 
strategy 452 modeling constructs 224 
upper bound of - 492 structure common 749 
cut-formulas 452 data structures 86, 119, 133, 224, 234, 280, 4 
complexity of - 452 6.55, 672, 681. 693, 719, 781 
depth of - 452 concrete cv 8, 186 
structure of - 452 digital - 711 
cut-free 265 mathematical - 47 
cuts 452 probabilistic modeling of N 86 
72, 
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data type DC 626 
representation 578 DDBs 145 
specifications 49, 644 semantics of - 145 
data 42, 49, 66, 154, 280, types 372, 446, 514 de Branges of proof the Bieberbach conjecture 253 
algebraic abstract - 49 
atomic +- 795 
implementing atomic Y 79s 
reliable atomic - 795 
data 
bulk - 224 
compressing - 422 
imprecise N 538 
learning noisy - 6 I2 
mutate N 64 
data-dependency properties 145 
database 




programming environments 224 
queries 224, 682 
database query languages 789 
development of N 789 
database 




databases 226-228,532, 533, 536, 531, 715 
and/or special purpose w 536 
deductive N 145. 533, 682 
disjunctive - 227 
distributed - 535 
indefinite N 227 
object-based - 795 
object-oriented - 532, 536 
relational - 224,491, 537, 715, 789 
spatial - 536 
dataflow 369 
construction 369 
Datalog 225, 226 
program 227 
queries 226 
generalization of - 226 
datatypes 209, 637 
coinductive - 637 
defined - 376 
final - 637 
inductive - 637 
initial Y 637 
interior of - 637 
strong categorical - 637 
Dauchet 516 
Davies and Schneider 631 
de Bruijn network 755 
De Santis 701 
result of N 701 
deadline meeting properties 720 
deadlines 437, 720, 759 
deadlocks 17, 61, 761 
decidability 70, 179, 233, 242, 404, 414, 417, 
450, 546, 620, 670 
concept 315 
questions 556 
results 108, 179, 180, 305, 485, 786 
decidable 
characterization 72 
halting problem 464 
property 267 
sequences 499 
word problem 486 
decision 391, 441. 788 
algorithms 147, 351 
conditions 784 
problems 169, 180, 269, 410, 415, 558, 559, 
574, 575, 611,686, 770,784. 788 




trees, co-nondeterministic - 8 1 
declaration 378 
unfolded N 378 
declarative 
properties 267 
semantics 10, 59, 98 
declared correct 644 






calculus of N 484 
decompositions 102, 110, 111, 484, 506, 806 
decreasing generalized Sierpinski grammars 728 
Dedekind multisets 136 
dedicated communication registers 659 
deduction problem 198 
deductive 
database modules 145 
deductive databases 145, 533, 682 
framework of N 533 
intuitionistic interpretation of N 533 
deductive 
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strength 295 denoting observation trees 192 
system 203 dense 
system, autonomous - 203 divergence 624 
default 40 open subsets 154 
logic 797 subset 176, 201 
translations 40 symmetric difference 308 
deferred update 795, see &O DU density 520 
deferring repair 441 function 2 12 
definable dependability 44 1 
implicit operations 208 measures 441 
transductions 405 dependable systems 441 
monadic second-order - 6 dynamic control of N 441 
definite dependence 385, 466, 601 
abductive programs 335 alphabet 545 
clause programs 329 graphs 176 
clauses 267, 329 relations 784 
distributed computations 436 dependencies 793 
logic programs S9. 330. 682 causal - 132, 373 
programs 267 local - 98 
programs, declarative properties of ? 267 dependency relation 98 
definitions nontransitive N so5 
coinductive - 331 dependency set 793 
completed predicate - 59 depth 
eureka - 681 probability generating function 718 
fundamental - 133 reduction technique 362 
inductive - 6. 205 Boolean circuits of - 238 
recursive N 156.400 VC-dimension of - 610 
semantic w 327 depth-first iterative-deepening search 48 
standard w 13, 75 depth-three deterministic circuits 181 
Degano et al. 184 depth-two probabilistic circuits 181 
degree-k k-hypergraphs 168 derandomization 492 
degrees derandomize randomized computations 777 
hp-T - 357 
p-m-complete h 762 
derivable, irreducible elements - from a recogniz- 
able tree language 556 
polynomial many-one - 762 derivation lengths 62, 646 
Delange, theorem of - 356 primitive recursive - 62 
Delaunay derivation 
tree 167 process 27.5 
triangulation I67 rule IS 
deleterious effect 44 I sequence I27 
deletion operations SO3 steps 133 
deletions 68, 243. 472, 487, 715, 78 I trees 28, 127 
d-free event structures 263 derivations IS, 49, 62, 116, 218. 275, 327. 646, 
d-language 282 688, 720, 760 
d-programming 282 distributed - 129 
d-sums 428 failed - 679 
A: low sets 357 
d,P-immune set 19 
length of - 62, 646 
restricted Y 684 
demonic structured fair ti 645 
composition 800 derivatives 117, 778 
join 800 Brzozowski - 303 
semilattice 800 piecewise-constant N 621 
denotational semanttcs 12, 132, 1.50, 156, 270, derived 
369. 376, 516, 595 preorders 754 
mathematical presentation of Y 156 refinement operations 263 
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relations 7 IS 
relations. sizes of N 7 I5 
deriving 
algorithms 304 
existence 75 I 
lower lev*el specification 535 
programs I85 








levels of - 28 
descriptional complexity 164 
aspects 164 
measure 4 19 
descriptions, partial - 38 





efficient procedures 748 
linear classifiers 765 
DE% 627. 773 






unique solutions 25 
determinism I I, 5 I I, 562, 680 
deterministtc 
algorithm 426 
automata 134, 410 
automata, permutation-reset N 740 
CH 239, 366 
cH, fast recognition of N 239. 366 
competitive ratio 469 
context-free language 355 
double exponential time 552 
equality-synchronized automata 415 
exponential ttme SO7 
expressions 303 
deterministic finite 




language 63 I 
lower bound 122 
one-tape Turing machines 115 
polynomial time 508, 552 
programs 300 
regular expressions 303 
space classes 511 
strategy 492 
synchronization 5 11 
synchronizers 436 
deterministic timed 
Muller automata 410 
processes 630 
deterministic top-down look-ahead 705 
deterministic top-down tree 
automata 705 
transducers 556, 705 
transformations 705 
deterministic 
transition structures 410 
tree automaton 221 
developing 
algorithms, limits on - 384 
computational techniques 280 
query languages 789 
deviation theorems 523 
devices. analog N 489 
DFA 396 
language 396 
DI-domain 151, 186 
dl-domains 150, 340, 753 
category of - 340 
diagonal function fX (x) 400 
dialgebras 153 
diameters 660, 772 
dictionary 122, 487 
order 287 
pattern matching problem 487 
Diekett 105 
differences 
high order N 714 
symmetric - 219, 308 
differentiable function 402 
differential algebra 548 
differential equations 523 
ordinary N 622, 768 
solutions of N 523 
differential operators 247 
differential-functional equations 7 16 
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225 
search trees 713, 716. 719 
sums 356 
topology 702 
combination of - and analog circutts 628 
digraph 
arc geography .TCC DAG 
minimal broadcast - 380 
digraphs 141, 291. 380, 727 
bipartrte degree-restricted - 141 
planar acyclic 3~ 291 
Dijkstra’s predicate transformer 747 
formalizing n 747 
Diks. Garrido and Lingas 706 
dimension-complemented 647 








dinaturality 203. 272, 592 
direct contact 654 
direct embeddings 406 
direct sum 801 
directed animals 244, 430 





graphs 276, 428 
graphs, acyclic - 362 
set 176 
trees I41 
directional uncertainty 658 
directions 8, 157. 170. 188. 380, 393, 492. 513. 
621. 658 
director string calculus 100. .MP also DSC 
discovery of new concepts from data 537 
discrete 
divergence 624 
dynamical systems 622 
dynamics 622 
event 627 
event controller rer DES, DE% 
finite automaton Fee DFA 
finite state automaton 623 
input symbols 623 
probabilistic models 7 I I 
processes 640 
program 620 
straight lines 215 
transitions 62 I 
warehouse 654 
warehouse problem 654 
nontrivial mixture of - and continuous 628 
discrete-time single-server queueing system 720 
discretizations 542 
discretized curves, parametrization of - 702 







equational theories 686 
paths 722 
problem 722 
term rewriting systems 801 
union 376, 404, 552, 598 
disjointness 84, 404 




dtsks 331. 442 
disparity 662 
display-map categories 95 
disprove inductive conjectures 748 
dissolution technology 477 
distance automata 552 
finite-valued - 552 
single-valued - 552 
distances 20. 306, 428, 469, 552, 657, 718, 766 
Hamming ,-._ 20 
shortest - 234, 657 
distinct 
connection classes 97 
members 539 
objects 295 
distingutshing factors 56 
distributed 




computations 144, 402 









scheduling problem 474 
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distributed systems 299, 333 
behavior of - 333 
behaviour of - 299 
distributed task 732 
distributed-memory machines 693 
distribution-free 294 
distributional 
communication complexity 84 
complexity 84 
distributions 257, 614. 637, 718, 777 
execution time _ 720 
limiting N 713, 716 
product-form - 385 
distributive 
categorical setting 637 
lattices 197, 692 
stable L-domains 1 SO 
distributivity assumption 1 SO 
disunification 686 
disunification problems 686 
ground solvability of - 686 
solvability of - 686 
divergence 160, 624, 639 
accumulative - 624 
dense - 624 
occurrence of - 624 
diverging judgement 639 
divide-and-conquer methods S65 




sequencing 564, 695 




DOL see DOL. D’OL 
Dolev et al. 732 
domain constructions 278 
stable power N 587 
domain 
equations 206 
knowledge 5 13 
products 278 
domain-theoretic framework 186 
domain-theoretical constructs 588 
domains 38, 149%151, 182, 186, 232, 256, 267, 
272, 278, 299, 377, 390, 531, 556, 579, 588, 
590. 636 
equation 573 
bifinite N 38. 150 
Cartesian-closed category of N 272 
categories of - 272 
concrete - 319, 320 
defined N 376 
filter N 316 
flat N 278 
inf-faithful N 588 
labelled - 579 
polyhedral - 29 
Scott - 197,206, 299 
semantic N 327, 367 
stable N 150, 151 
dominant root 73 
dominating spaces 630 
domination games 512 
domineering 
games 290 
snake positions 290 
domino snake problems 485 
solvability of N 485 
Donos 573 
Doshita and Yamasaki 237 
dot-depth SO, 353 
hierarchy SO 
monoid varieties of w 353 





framework 13 I 
transformation rule 13 1 
transformations 13 1 
downward closure 38 
DR 705 
DR, look-ahead 705 
drawing graphs 490 
drinking glasses game 117 
DSC 100 
DSPACE 395 
DTOL systems 427 





characterization, Stone N 38 
Stone - 641 
duality, Hoffmann-Lawson N 197 
Dube and &lik 614 
dumps 388 
duplicate-freeness 790 
duration calculus 624, 626, see also DC 
framework of - 624 
durations 468, 626, 649 
DuvaI 756 
Duval’s algorithm for Lyndon words, average cost 
of - 518, 756 
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average cost of - 518 
Dyck 
paths 2.54 
semi- - language 5 IX 
set 420 






behavior 130. 6.59 
behaviour 13.1 
clauses control operators 277 
constraints 532 
control 44 I 
data structure 291 
detection 680 
dictionary matching 487 
environment 45.5 
evolution 130 
















behavior 2 I6 
law< 620 
properties 704. 721 
dynamical systems 347, 489, S25, 542, 621, 703 
continuous-state - 627 
low-dimensional - SO2 
qualitative behavior of h 542 
dynamics 2l6.234,441.47S,621, 628,7lS, 79s 
E-bi-immune 603 
E-complete kernel 2 I9 
E-hard kernel 219 
E-unilication 642 
problems 642 
E’PROM type memories 469 
Earley 
algorithm on parsing 56. 158, 3 IO 
Ebbinghaus 485 
ECTL 406 
embedding of - 406 
edge disjoint 
cycles 433 
perfect matchings 21 
edge geography 169 
game of - 169 
undirected - 169 
edge 
labeling 722 
replacement graph grammars 227 
separators 174 
maximum number of N 21 
edge-colored hypergraph 506 
edge-search, natural generalization of N 617 
edges 168, 169. 234, 287, 399, 436, 443, 472, 
490, 525, 655, 693, 694, 722,73.5, 772, 780 
edit problem 697 
EFDOL languages 760 
effective 
closure properties 7 12 
inhnitary logic formulas 792 
interpretations 297 
namings 182 
programming system 302 
effectiveness 304, 466 
effectivity I82 
efficiency 114, 434. 464, 569, 746 
incremental N 475 
efficient 
algorithms 212, 456. 537, 538, 543, 566, 604, 
654, 657. 658 
augmentation 653 
bottom-up multi-pattern matching 68 
bounds 24 
efficient 
dynamic solutions 475 
evaluation 6 
induction mechanisms 536 
learning algorithm 613 
efficient parallel algorithms 456, 565, 722, 739, 
767, 78 1 
development of - 78 1 
efficient parallel solutions 475. 565 





Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg 229, 504 
Ehrhard 95 
Ehrhard’s D-categories 591 
eigenvalue, largest - 236 
Eilenberg 614 
EL;‘, lower level - 554 
ELECTRE 
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language 745 
programs 745 
reactive language 745 
element distinctness 137 
elementary 
cellular automata 721 
constructions 324 
formal systems see EFSs 
models 324 
net systems 582, see also EN system 
path 142 
rectangles 349 
recursive 4 I 
recursive class 507 
recursive set SO7 
relations 578 
set-theoretical model 324 
elements 
abstract unification of - 275 
bispecial N 599 
common - 354 
compact - 1.50 
domains of - 377 
equality of - 376 
infinite repetitions of - 136 
Lie - 218 
maximal - 71,753 
maximum number of N 339 
minimal - 287 
moving - 122 
n-l- so4 
n-2- 504 
neutral - 616 
processor - 441 
repeated - 136 
threshold - 610 
elimination 428 
cut - 202 
Gaussian - 565 
loop-invariant - 281 
useless code N 729 
ellipsoid method 627 
embedded 
implications 533 







embedding-projection pairs 751 
embeddings 76, 406, 472, 604, 800, 806 
computing minimum N 604 
direct N 406 









word 245, 355 
EMRM 441 
emulating random walk 739 
EN system 582 
encasement 766 
eNCE 306 
graph grammar 306 
boundary N 306 
encoding 80, 575 
multivalued N 543 
ordinary - 543 
endmarking 560 
endofunctors 20 I, 75 1 
endomorphism 567 
ergodic aperiodic - 347 
Engeler 324 
Engelfriet and Courcelle 1 
Engelfriet et al. 306 
engineering systems 385 
enlarged probability space 566 








higher-order E-unifiers 642 
procedure 297 
enumeration 249, 343 
formula 599 
enumerative combinatorics 240 
enveloping algebras 548 
environment machine 591 
environments 100, 194, 431, 455, 591, 628, 662 
database programming - 224 








equal 20. 38, 96, 112, 194, 259, 377, 378, 386, 
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428. 454, 518, 538, 551, 599, 665,759, 783 
376, 489, 641. 
equal-level predicate 3 I 
equality 59, 160, 295, 335, 347 
644, 668, 743. 791 
atoms 335 
test s57 
extensional - 200, 331 
observational L 644 
symptotic - 24 
equational axiom systems 743 
equational 
axioms 616. 644 
case 577 
completion procedures 748 
deduction 65 
hypergraphs 32 
implication, characterization of 
logic 187, 204 
logic programming 96, 679 
logic, presentation of - I87 
preference pnnciple 295 




theories 35, 147. 372. 541, 748 
theories, tailored N 63 
295 
equations 49, 103. 108, 276, 314, 348, 353, 448, 
480, 488, 500, SO3, 548, 622. 683, 765 
valid 372 
differential - 523 
differential-functional - 7 I 6 
domain N 206 
finite sequence of - 353 
functional _ 363, 7 12 
ground - 26X 
implicit - 724 
polynomial - 526. 530 
recurrence - 232 
recursive - 32. 580 
sequence of - 353 
solving N 578. 679 
system of - 448 
systems of - 49, 276, 448 
valid - 692 
weighted systems of - 276 
equilibrium state 
probabilities 387 
probability distributions 387 
equivalence 
classes 13, 28, 54.5 
problems IOX. 760 
equivalence relation 28, 327, 413. 644, 703, 796 
behavioural - 651 
coarsest N 796 
morphic N 704 
equivalence relations 35, 64, 796 
abstract compositional N 796 
mixtures of - 35 
equivalence-preserving first-order unfold/fold 60 
equivalence-provable 183 
equivalences 9, 39, 58, 64, 102, 130, 135, 145, 
155, 231, 254, 327, 415, 501, 524, 558, 592, 
641,649, 688,786, 788,799 
basic program - 637 
bisimulation-like - 754 
observational N 192, 641 
equivalencies, Calculus of N 578 
Erdiis 168 
EREW-PRAM 78 1 
ergodic 








error-correcting codes 788 
errors 66, 283,449,460, 513, 526, 778,793 
finding design - 33 
fixed number of N 283 
squared - 778 
syntactic N 283 
Ershov numerations 3 13 
escape mechanisms 49 
Estelle specifications 179 
estimated maximal number 37 
estimation 283, 385 
algorithm 228 
methods of N 283 
query size N 228 
estimators 531 
Euclidean algorithm 2 15 
Euclidean geometry 230 
Euclidean geometry, axioms of - 230 
Euclidean 
plane 399 
spaces 614, 621 
Euler characteristics 665 
Eulerian statistic 257 
eureka definitions 681 
evaluating 
expressions 575 
scheduling strategies 466 
evaluation 148, 270, 320, 334, 518, 538 
approaches 746 
rules 334 
strategies 334, 571 
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closed-form - 226 
lazy - 270 
monadic second-order - 127 
order of Y 148, 270, 334 
repeated - 744 
semi-naive - 746 
sequentiality of - 320 




structures 16. 196. 263, 299, 338, 634 
structures admitting 338 
event structures 
J-free - 263 




protocols. phenomena of N 634 
event-controlled components 628 
event-driven 12 
event-structures 576 
events 263.338.389.535.579.63 I. 634,745,799 
controllable - 640 
expansion of - 263 
generating external - I2 
multiple-storage - 74s 
nature of - 634 
refined - 53s 
refinement of -_ s35 
evidence, empirical Y 430 





counting problem 2 I 
expressions 385 
learning 6 I3 
order 719 
relationships 365 
shortest distance 657 
solutions 387 
values 252 
exactness 529. 666 
genericity guarantees - 529 
exceptional 
behaviour 439 
values 5 IS 
exceptions 
data types with -._ 66 
equational deduction of - 6.5 
exchanged information 144 
exchanges I44 
exciting developments 143 
excluded middle 3 15 




temporal logic system 635 
execution 
time distributions 720 
times 144, 466 
times, behavior of N 144 
executions 13, 144, 157, 368,436, 745, 755, 795 
distributed - 144 





fragments 2, 268, 686 
quantifier 18 
exit time distribution 389 
EXP 220, 457,762 
expanding graphs 362, 474 
expansions 263, 356 
expectation 447, 715, 717, 720 
expected 
number 382 
time 167, 729 





experiments 9, 430,662 
computational - 9 
expert systems 483 
explanations, honest - 295 
explicit 
characterizations 797 
language equations 724 




upper bounds 408 
exponential 
distributions 382 
formal power 247 
function 2.51, 523 
growth 752 
lower bounds 723 
single server 389 
size 92, 672 
ttme 77, 223, 277, 351, 489, 507, 603 
time, deterministic double N 552 
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upper bound 302 
worst-case time complexity I75 
exponential-time 219, 457 
algorithm 555 
languages I77 
exponentials 153. 23 I, 283, 406, 469. 720 
exponentiation 463 
exponentiation bifunctor 272 
expressibility 479 
expressible queries 225 
expression complexity 223 
expressions 
evaluating - 575 
expressive 
extensions 790 
powers 2. 6. 14. 33, 126. 194. 225, 321, 407. 
593. 787. 790. 791, 796 
EXPTIME 398 
EXPTIME-completeness 694 
extant specification approaches 190 
extended 
applicative type structures 324 
free-choice Petri nets 193 
low hierarchy 554 
Markov reward mode1 see EMRM 
theories 35 
subclass of - I93 
extending computability I82 
extensible systems 224 
extensional 
equality 200, 33 I 
knowledge base 483 
semantics 192 
extensions, I-strict continuous - 278 
external functions I I2 
invocation of - I12 
external merging 442 
external path length viewpoint 85, 86 
external trace preorder relation 633 
extra links, adding - 443 
extraction 275, 331, 536. 573, 688 
coefficient - 260 
proof net - 573 




solutions, computation of - 773 
extreme points-the initial I54 
FAG 
inf-faithful domains - 588 
natural transformations w 588 
F-models 445 
F-semantics 445 
F< expressions 639 
Fq type checking 639 
divergence of N 639 
F< , system N 639 
FI 153 
f,(x), recursive hierarchy N 400 
F’, inductive types I53 
faces, total number of - 653 
facilitate efficient bottom-up evaluation 682 
factor order 245 




factoring 83, 295, 750 
property 750 
factorization forests 677 
factorizations 242, 55 I 
zigzag - 242 
factorizing words 416 
factors 79, 82, 103, 245, 437, 454, 465, 5 17, 5 
599, 604, 613,671, 723 
distinguishing N 56 
large - 21 
thin - 517 
two-dimensional N 517 
failed derivations 679 
failure 
equivalence 373 






failures IO. 102, 175, 388, 457 
fair 
execution sequences 636 
executions 636 
infinite behavior 99 
merge constructs 643 
nondeterminism I52 
fair Petri nets 583 
fair termination rule 152 
fairness 33, 99, 748 
assumptions 99 
constructs 643 
definition of N 748 
strong extreme - 152 
false 66, 222. 296, 575 
families 
large N 784 
learnable N 666 
polyomino N 764 
unambiguous circuit - 90 
fan-in I81 
125. 
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Farach and Amir 487 






geometric approximation techniques 76 
parallel string prefix-matching 618 
planning 6.56 
recognition 239, 366 
scan-line algorithm 766 
turnaround 466 
fast algorithms for unique decipherability 543 
fault 
preorder8 440 
tolerance 283, 438 
tolerant 438 
tolerant distributed systems 439 
fault-tolerant 283, 438 
architecture 443 
mesh architecture 443 
processes 440 
faults 439. 440, 443, 732 
occurrence of - 439 
presence of - 443 
tolerating r~ 443 
faulty processes 540 
hierarchy of - 440 
favorable input 68 
FBDDs 723 
FE 445 
feasibility problems 262 
feature 
constraint system 336 
descriptions 749 
descriptions, quantified Y 749 
graphs 749 
tree structure 336 
trees 336, 749 
features 336, 749 
competitiveness - 470 
feedback vertex set 664 




Fiat et al. 469 
Fibonacci words F99 
tibrntions 95, 586 
theory of ti 586 
held arithmetic operations 16.5 
fields 92, 123, 165. 613 
closed - 529 
fife channels 179 
unboundedness of N 179 
fife nets 179 
FIFO-queues 187 











blocking probabilities 384 
common subtrees 119 
design errors 33 
errors 33 
maximum 765 
maximum, approximability of N 765 
sequences consistent 734 
complexity of N 734 
finer control 148 
finitary implicit operations 208 
subclass of - 208 
finitary proof system 636 
finite 
alphabetic information 176 
alphabets 342, 557, 704 
arity 647 
finite automata 73, 87, 103, 212, 287, 303, 428, 
455, 525, 620,622 
2-D alternating N 393 
alternating multihead N 511 
alternating two-way - 511 
factors of N 525 
synchronized - 213 
synchronized alternating - 124, 511 
two-dimensional alternating - 393, 696 
two-way - 242 
two-way deterministic N 213 
finite automata, two-way synchronized N 213 
finite 
behaviour 390 
bifix code 736 
canonical presentation 486 
finite complete 
rewriting systems 752 
set 160 
finite 
computation sequences 804 
configurations 559, 779 
configurations extending 770 
data types 372 
degree 69 
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depth, trees of -. 803 choices of - 625 
derivation type 486 machines 12, 33 
developments 32 I machines, behavior of - 33 
differences 7 14 finite state transition system 745 
discrete neural networks 542 finite 
divergence 624 string-rewriting system 549 
fimte elementary codes IO9 structures 2, 222, 269 
groupq of - IO9 Sturmian words, characterization of - 599 
finite subsets 74. 166, 408 
elements 588 subsets, semiring of N 408 
event structures 338 finite symbolic 
failures 61 transition graphs 632 
fields 123. 165. 700 trees 632 
games 359 finite 
games. winning strategies of Q 359 tiers 322 
graphs 69, 605 tilings 770 
heighr 677 tune 624 
identification 60X. 609 traces 176, 390 
iterations 803 transition systems 745 
labelled transition systems 482 tree automata 408 
labelling problem 338 trees 405, 407, 540 
language 547 trees, recognizable sets of N 405 
finite mathematical structures 222 type 2%. 341 
logical properties of = 222 unions 33 
finite models 377. S48 variability, assumption of N 624 
finite monadic word 405 
string-rewriting system\ I80 words, synchronized rational relations of N 106 
systems I80 worst case guarantee 465 
finrfe finite-dimensional matrix generator 389 
monoId< 540 finhe-field arithmetic 165 
morphic refinement 704 operations I65 
multisets IO8 operations, computational power of - 165 
net 373 finite-memory automata 557 
net implementation 669 finite-model theory 222 
number 6.1. 11 I, 525. 561. 605. 645, 686 tinite-state automata 107, 134, 557 
order I73 Rabin-Scott .% 557 
partition 567. 704 finite-state machines 552, 745 
finite Petri nets 373 communicating ti 179 
finite prefix codes IOR, 5SO model of z 552 
monoid of _ I ox finite-state 
finite w-languages I34 
presentations 1X6 systems 410 
process IO2 observational congruence of - 645 
representation 64S tree transducer 72, see also FST 
samples 459 finite-trace monoids 299 
sequences 33, 353 finite-valued 
set D 4’)s distance automata 552 
sets 64, 108, I IO. 114. 121. 138, 166. 167, 267, graphs 6 
3.55. 391, S47. 609. 621 finite-valuedness 72 
sets, monoids of x IO8 finitely-generated 
finite state free monoid 567 
asynchronous cellular SOS submonoid S67 
automata guaranteemg 625 finiteness 704 
cellular automata 429 condition 486 
finite state control automata 625 problems 558 
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Finkel and Gelenbe 75 existence of N 630 
firing 583, 605 uniqueness of N 751 
firing-squad synchronization problem 3, 429. see fixed 
czlso FSSP 





first-order differential equations 
solution of - 712 
first-order 
equational theory 642 
format 321 
formulae 683 
formulae, quantrfied - 749 
formulas 329 
functional language 744 
languages 175. 22.5, 377, 636 
lazy functional languages 270 
linear logic 574 
logic 155. 156, 222. 407, 479, 785. 791 
logic formulas 534 
logic specifications 329 
first-order logic 
completeness- and - 187 
expressive power of N 407 
LOGSPACE extension of N 791 
first-order 








queries 790, 792 
reasoning systems I59 
terms 749 
theory 60, 80, 107, 268, 414 
theory FT 336, 749 
typable A-terms 41 
type dependency 340 
types 8 
Fix et al. 481 
FIX logical system 594 
FIX-logic 594 
fixed 
alphabets 4 I6 
arity constructors 336 
bound on the cardinality of set values 790 
number of sortings 726 
















logic 479, 791 
logic, PTIME extension of N 791 
semantics 34, 61, 327, 533 
transformations 448 
transformations, correctness of N 448 










flexibility 65, 278 
floor operator 806 
floor-like operator 806 
flow graphs 55 
FLU0 334 
FO 785 
focus 275, 655, 656 
fold 637 
folding rule 60 
forbidden pairs 726 
force player 117 
Ford and Fulkerson 780 
Ford-Fulkerson 
maximum flow procedure 780 
procedure 780 
forest, proof N 534 
forests 394, 799 
factorization N 677 
forgetful functor 38 
form 
/J-normal IV 97 
closed normal N 314 
conjunctive normal N 611 
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disjunctive - 537 
flat - 295 
infinite grammar - 164 
S-m-n - 352 




formal languages 1 IO. 161. 233, 247, 283, 309, 
448, 508, 607, 614 
theory of - 233, 309 
formal language theory 229, 410, 419 
perspective of ,.- 410 
formal 
methods 133, 185, 588 
models 112. 130, 225, 280 
operational semantics 334 
parametric polymorphism 3 12 
formal power series 105. 123, 242, 247 
formal power 
functional composition of - 247 
theory of - 105 
formal 
programming semantics 628 
properties 77 
semantics 378. 607 
system. length-bounded elementary - 608 
verification 33 
formalisms 
nonmonotonic h 797 
nonstandard N 188 
formation tree 635 
formats, tabular - 534 
forms 
canonical - 280 
normal - 44. 96, 792 
o-normal ~-i 64.5 
quadratic Boolean - 22 
sentential - 306 
formula complexity 60 I 
formulae 
constant-depth N 89 
Mellin-Perron pr 356 
read-once threshold - 89 
well-typed N I46 
formulae-as-types correspondence 97 
formulas 
atomic - 156 
BCK-provable x 97 
closed - 216 
complex - 359 
cut - 301,452 
existential Y 297 
first-order - 329 
Horn iy 237 
PAL - 265 
propositional N 237 
quantified implicational CY 329 
quantifier-free - 107 
satisfiable N 25 
unrestricted N 447 
unsatisfiable N 25, 237 
Fortnow and Sipser 177 
Fortune 308 





foundations 14, 155, 324, 327, 593, 608, 748, 806 




transform 7 11 
Fourman’s analysis of potentially infinite objects 
205 
FP 224 





geometry 614, 728 
pattern 728 
sets 614 
fractals 235, 614, 728 
describable 614 
MRFS - 614 
self-aftine w 728 
theory of - 614 
fragmentary complexity 769 
Francez I52 
Fredman 30 
free algebras 322, 686 
definable 322 
free choice nets 7 
bounded - 17 
free choice systems 7 
free 
binary decision diagrams 723, see also FBDD 
constructions 28. 577, 587 
distributive lattices 411 




noncommutative algebra 548 
partially commutative Lie algebras, Lyndon bases 
of - 255 





variables 79 1 
free-choice nets 76 1 
1 -safe - 761 





Ff constraint system 336 
constraints of - 336 
first-order theory - 336, 749 
Fulkerson and Ford 780 




classes FL2 668 
coarsest partition problem 4.56 





mapping permutations 261 
memorization 56 
shells 136 
shells, properties of - 136 
space 150 
function symbols 36, 44, 685, 686 
absence of - 44 
associative-commutative - 268 
finite number of N 686 
function value queries 613 
function-type constructions 49 
functional 
application 49 
attributes 336, 749 
composition 247 
dependencies 537, 793 
dependency inference problem 793 
dimension 6 
equations 363, 7 12 
forms 224 
graphs 498 
implementation technique 56 
implementations 56, 57 
A abstraction algebra 363, 712 
language ML 317 
functional languages 744 
first-order lazy - 270 
Implementations of h 744 
type-free N 316 
typed - 639 
functional 
logic languages 680 
model 535 
programming languages 148 
programs 35, 64 






&, pair of N 165 
AC” - 181 
algebra of - 647 
arithmetic - 356 
Boolean N 22, 181, 238, 601, 610, 672, 708, 
723 
Boolean-valued - 610 
bounded objective - 765 
cellular automata probability N 770 
Collatz type N 363 
composition - 302 
composition of w 243 
computable process - 643 
computation of N 115 
computing aggregate IU 225 
congruential - 363 
constant - 312 
continuous Y 8, 150, 151, 182, 278 
cost ry 408 
external N I12 
failure N 487 
generating N 243,254, 259, 385, 491,713 
lattice-Bessel N 389 
Mobius N 105, 245 
monotonic N 71 
multivalued N 405 
natural number N 153 
norms of - 778 
one-way - 457 
one-way productive k 457 
ordering - 379 
output - 72 
partial N 202 
Pfaflian - 523 
piecewise linear N 342 
polylogarithmic - 395 
polymorphic N 312, 323 
primitive N 224 
q-Bessel - 254 
Ramseyan - 677 
rational - 560 
real - 182, 523 
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recursive - S6. 3 18. 32.5, 5IS, 646, 744 rotating-table - 117 
reductton z 213 subtraction ++ 775 
reward w 441 two-player - 142 
s-l-l - 302 I’ 60 
sequential - 8 
smooth - 
call-consistent program N 60 
778 gap 226 
span-l - 87 garbage collection 478 
specifications of - 580 garbage-theoretic properties 478 
stable - 150. 151. 753 
steady-state probability distribution - 
Garrido, Diks and Lingas 706 
385 gate operators 523 
symmetric - 247 gates 181, 523, 708 
transition - 3.52 comparator Y 475 
tree - I12 threshold - 89, 181 
typed - 315 gathering possible interpretations 154 
valued - 611 Gaussian distribution 491 
witness - 762 Gaussian elimination 565 
functor category semantics 58X algorithm 548 
functorial Gaussian processes 7 I5 
semantics 577 Gelenbe and Finkel 75 
strength 637 Gen,, class - 763 
functorial theory 577 68 
functors 9.5. 588 
general-purpose pattern matching algorithms 
generalization 128, 206, 276, 413, 630, 801 
contracting k 751 formalism 593 
Furst et al. I 0 generalizing reduction 593 
future generalization 
behavror 466 inference mechanisms 534 
input 662 procedure 185, 606 
Gabbay 63.5. 64X procedure, bottom-up - 606 
Cabbrielli 327 rule 6X1 
Gale, game of - 461 generalization theorem 44 
Galil 756 generalized 
Gah-Seifer-as algorithm 7.56 bound 529 
Gallier 4 I7 database 226 
result5 of - 417 dimensions 6 I I 
Gall0 237 eigenvahre problem 529 
Galois e-approximation 612 
connection. special type of - 589 form 151. 321 
connections 563, .5X9, 806 framework 133 
connections, properties of - 589 generalized geography game 141, 142, 358 
lattice theory 537 generalized high2 2 14 
game generalized inductive definitions 480 
techmque 79 I realizability interpretation of N 480 
value 492 generalized 
game-theoretrc operational semantics 378 models 672 
games 26, 78. 117, 140-132, 169. 216, 289, 360. net 133 
378. 461. 492. 512. 605, 775 prefix 287 
Boolean two-person - 378 prefix order 287 
chip - I68 
coloring - 7X 
processor optimization problem 55 
product 278 
domination - 5 I?. proof principle 300 
domineering - 290 spaces 151 
infinite - 512 rpectrum 311 
misere - 2x9 star height 79 
node-search - 617 subsequence order 287 
path-forming - I42 topological spaces 15 I 
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word problem 180 
enumeration of - Young Tableaux 249 
generalizing 
completeness results 44 
databases 226 
total correctness 300 
top-strict condition N 58 
generating 
concepts 537 
confluent rewrite systems 748 
external events 12 
generating functions 243, 254, 259, 385, 491, 7 13 
hook - 2.59 
powers of - 713 
generating Hamiltonian circuits 5 13 
generating 
multiple closed tours 5 13 
plans 188, 189 
self-affine fractals 728 
set 539 
generation ordering 799 
generation 
plan - 188 
test pattern - 672 
generative power 547 
generators 107, 3.55, 411 
finite set of - 355 
probabilistic finite - 235 





guarantees exactness 529 
theorem 323 
Gentzen-type axiomatization 265 
genus 174 
bounded - 174 
genus- 1 
maps 243 
rooted maps 243 
Gentzen sequent calculus 202 
geography 
generalized 141, 142, 358 
impartial arc 141 
impartial vertex 141 
partizan arc 141 




characterization 189, 529 
concept 6 12 
embedding problems 76 
hierarchy 53 
objects 655 
problem solver 230 
problems 76 
rewrite rules 230 
structure 467. 653 
geometrical 
decomposition operations 243 
interpretation 2 15 
transformations 2 15 
geometry 143, 158. 189 
computational - 655 
Euclidean - 230 








linear logic 148, 188, 203 
proof nets 189 
system F 101, 312 
girth, large - 474 
glasses, drinking N 117 







model checking algorithm 403 
optimization 729 
partial order 206 
serializability 368 
specification 640 
states 13, 132 
system availability 388 
time 39 












region, polygonal - 658 
goals 165, 185, 222, 240, 276, 296, 365, 465, 
47 I, 644, 655,658 
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Gold paradigm 666 
Goldreich et al. 5 IO 
Goldwasser et al. 5 10 
Goltz 373 
Gonthier et al. 688 
gossip problem 433 
gossiping 433 
Gddel and McColm 785 
Gramlich 598 
grammar formalisms S3 





grammars 28, 57. 160. 164. 283, 498, 547, 609, 
678 
actor - 130 
attribute - 112. 267 
collage N 728 
context-free N 53. 56, 241.420.488.614, 678 
context-sensitive - 608 
decreasing generalized Sierpinski - 728 
hyperedge-replacement - 128, I39 
hypergraph - I 
increasing generalized Sierpinskl - 728 
k-separated - 306 
matrix - 52 
phrase structure - 38, 77 





codes, properties of N 394 






drawing 29 I 




grammars 132, 133, 333 
grammars, edge replacement - 227 
graph languages 306 
Cayley - 107 
k-separated eNCE - 306 
graph 
matchings, counting complexity of w 2 1 
nomsomorphism 5 10 
partition problem? 774 
problem 403 
productions I32 
properties 98, 139 
graph rewriting 
language DACTL 478 
systems 210, 673, 744, see also GRS 
graph rewritings 130, 132, 142, 478, 673 
relational N 673 
traditional - 673 
graph 
theoretic methods 362 
transductions 405 
transductions, second-order definable N 405 
transformation 125, 131 
transformation method 37 
transformation, single-pushout N 13 1 
graph problem, kernel of - 726 
graph-rewriting formalism 126 
graph-theoretic characterization 105 
graph-theoretic structures 133 
graph-theoretical properties 784 
graphical 
language I2 




visual query language - 225 
graphs 1, 21, 69, 72, 76, 87, 98, 127, 129, 130, 
132, 133, 142, 169, 174, 210, 216, 217, 274, 
324, 362, 377, 405, 433, 506, 551, 565, 597, 
673, 694, 702,726. 727,785 
generalizing closed curves 702 
annotate state-transition N 410 
attributed N 274 
bipartite - 2 I, 78, 358, 490, 739, 767. 774 
bipartite permutation N 217 
block - 217 
Boolean - 403 
C-edNCE sets of - I 
Cayley - 107, SO9 
chordal rr 657, 759 
communication N 509 
comparability N 727 
connected N 128 
connection - 189 
context-free N 1, 32, 69 
convex-bipartite - 767 
database - 225 
dependence - 176 
drawing - 490 
expanding - 362,474 
feature - 749 
finite-valued N 6 
flow N 5s 
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functional - 498 
grid - 759 
infinite r~ 512 
input N 107 
interval ti 78, 774 
labelled - 305 
lattice - 709 
node-labelled - 192 
orderable - 727 
ordered Y 785 
Pd-reducible - 735 
perfect - 78 
permanent of - 21 
planar - 169. 174. 234, 472, 706, 722 
process - 16 
recognition of - 597 
represented large-scale - 739 
split - 78. 759, 774 
rymbohc transition - 632 
tree decomposition of N 506 
tree-decomposable - 127 
vsertex-coloring - 473 
visibility 2 655, 6.57 
VR sets of - 405 
weak-connected - 433 
weighted - 276. 564, 777 
grate construction 362 
greedy 
algorithms 564. 768 
methods 659 
greedy-like algorithm 467 
greedy-style algorithms 564 
gnd 
graphs 759 
interconnection networks 755 
lines 654 
Grobner bases 548 











reducibility 70, 4 17 
reducibility, decidability of N 70, 417 
ret 768 
solvability 686 
term equation system 22 I 
trees 221 




isomorphism problem 395 
language 730 
presentations 16 1 





groups 107. 109, 161, 180, 184, 383, 385, 389, 
730 
bisimulation of N 184 
permutation N 109, 257 
growing Abelian 
group 88 
monoid sequences 88 
growing 
groupoid sequences 88 
systems 305 
growth equivalence 305 
growth 
intermediate N 752 
obtaining irrational speeds of N 172 
GRS 744 
Grundy values 289 
Grzegorczyk 400 
hierarchy 62. 400 




best competitive - 437 
finite worst case N 465 




guingois trees 244 
Gurevich 788 
Habel et al. 127 
Hagino 153 
Hagino-Wraith style 637 
HAL 279 
half-plane 485 
halting 107, 516 
problem 499, 636 
set 636 
Hamiltonian circuit construction problems 513 




Hamming distances 20 
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hand 2. IO. 131, 175. 180. 213, 404, s14, 525, 
622. 676. 785 
Hanoi, towers of - 317 
Hansel 614 
hard 
logspace counting class 87 
promIce problems 2 I4 
set 163, 308 
hard-real-time preemptive task systems 262 
hardest 
context-free language 77. see U~SO HCFL 
function I65 
problem 68 




harmonic sums 7 I I 
harmonics 474. 7 I I 




dimension 6 I4 
propeny 753 
Haussler and Welzl 612 
HCFL 77 
HDOL languages 760 
families of - 760 
head linear reduction S73 
heads 285. 335. S67 
heap data structure 266 
heapsort algorithm HEAPSORT 569 
HEAPSORT beating. variant of - 266 
HEAPSORT 
heapsort algorithm - 569 
variant of Y 266 
heights 424, 636. 66.5, 718 
Hemachandra 
and Allender 554 
and Cai 2s 
Henkin 41 
quantifier elimination procedure 41 
Hennessy-Milner logic 67. 194. I 95 
formula I94 
Herbrand 336 
agent language 279. .see U~SO HAL 
bases 267. 797 
basis 9X 
interpretations 327 
model equivalence 796 
system 336 
universe 370. 679 
constructor trees of - 336 
Herbrand-Robinson. modification of n I75 
hereditarily-finite sets 282 
hereditary 504, 683 
graph property r 772 
Hertrampf et al. 783 




heuristics 122, 386, 679 




hidden sorts 372 
hierarchical 
data structure 167 
implementation 656 
memory model 514, see also HMM 
relationships 655 
hierarchirs 12, 53, 167, 213, 223, 237, 353, 419, 
440, 458. 498,664, 670,705, 782. 787 
almost-everywhere complexity - 211 
high - 288 
relativized polynomial-time - 19 
hierarchy result 791 
high 
complexity 368, 637 
hierarchies 288 
level dependency rules 536 




high-dimensional space 502 
high-level 56, 345 
declarative query languages 555 
model 5 13 
availability of - 55.5 
higher-dimensional word problems 204 
higher-level specifications 798 
higher-order 596, 642 
algorithms 8 




logic programming language 596 
operation 223 
programs 805 
rewrite systems 32 I, see also HRS 
rewriting 32 I 
typed A-calculi 591 
unification 200 
logic of - 596 
Higman 287 
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Hilbert’s tenth problem 101 
Hillman-Grass1 algorithm 259 
histogram 659 
histories 157, 629, 795 
collapsing execution - 13 
history-preserving 263 
bisimulation 196, 263 
equivalence 263 
hitting set 768 
HMM 514 
Hoare 
axiomatic proof formalism 534 
logic 805, 806 
logic inference rules 806 
power domain 38, 586 
Hoart-He postspecification operators 800 
Hoare logic 
completeness of - 806 
style of - 805 
Hodgson 80 
Hoffman 68 
Hoffmann, subclass of N 68 
Hoffmann-Lawson duality 197 
home 
state property 7 
states 7 
homogeneous systems 765 
homological 
algebra 752 
finiteness condition FP, 486 
homomorphic 7 I 
images 187 
homomorphisms 65, 159, SOS, 747 
rational sets of - 508 
homotopies 53 1 
homotopy 53 1 
algorithms 529 
construction methods 53 I 
continuation concepts 53 1 
methods 53 1 
methods, regional - 531 
regional ‘v 531 
honest explanations 295 
Hoofman 197 
hook generating functions 259 
horizontal bar 561 
Horn clause 
languages 276 
logic 10, 596 
theories 29s 
Horn clauses 276, 295, 329, 447, 596 
languages 276 
Horn 
equational theory 679 
formulas 237 
logic 2, 296 
programs 296 
set 381 
Horn-equational axiomatization 692 
host 
language 228 
programming language 792 
bough transform 659 
hp-T degrees 357 
L7z theories of N 357 
HR 405 
images of N 405 
HromkoviE 520 
et al. 511 
HRSs 321 
hulls 29 
minimum vertex N 29 
Hungarian algorithm 564 
Hunt and Steams 788 
hybrid 
atomicity 794 
control systems 627 
dynamic systems 628 
realtime embedded systems 628 
reorganization scheme 293 
scheme 795 
systems 620-625.628 
systems models 622 
systems, representations of - 624 
task systems 262 
capabilities of N dynamical systems 622 
computational capabilities of = 622 
hybridization 695 
Hyland and Pit& 95 
hypercubes 467, 414, 755 
hyperedge channel 432 
hyperedge channels 432 
hyperedge replacement 1, 139,405,728, see 
HR 
graph-grammar 127 
jungle rewriting 126 
theory of - 139 
hyperedge-replacement grammars 128, 139 





theory of N 227 
hypergraphs 1, 32, 128, 129, 139, 168 
hypertext links 534 
hypotheses 
residual r~ 295 
spaces of N 608 
hypothesis space 608 
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refute - 608 
hypothesis 
immediate consequence 776 
operator 796 
abductive - 295 
hypothetical reasoning S.13 
immediate consequences operator 61 
lmmerman 785 
functionality of - 533 
I/O 442 
immigration 305 
immune, existence of - sets 19 
automata 633 immunity 455 
operation 442 impartial two-person game 141 
performance 442 
I-categories 206 






dual characterization of - 563 language 46, 71 
examination of Y 563 Imperative programs 35, 479 
representations of - 563 logic of N 479 
I-strict continuous extenstons 278 imperfect control 658 
IAG 141 implementation 
lbarra errors 489 
and TrSn 213 language 669 
et al. 3 mapping 669 
ice pile model 216 proofs 46 
ideal balance 655 levels of N 280 
idempotent 
relator 355 
implementations 47.48,68,92,96, 191, 280,345, 
439, 462, 513, 577. 591, 650, 65 1, 656, 659, 
substitutions 369 669, 678. 684, 744, 756,798 
idempotents/generators 1 10 behavioural N 46 
identification 105, 138, 608 functional - 56. 57 
criteria 609 795 
reliable - 
implementing atomic data types 
608 implication 
vacillatory N 609 problem 537 
identities 45. 241, 247. 377, 497, 541, 647 rules 537 
complete system of - 541 implicational 
missing binomial coeffictent n 360 fragment of linear logic 97 
rational N 541 logics 584 
science of ^U 241 implications 267, 315, 384, 513, 576 
theory of Y 241 embedded - 533 
identity implicit 
function 377 definition 678 
functor 272 equations 724 
Aa.x 314 equations, behavior of N 724 
relation 6 16 implicit language equations 724 
search of - 241 system of - 724 
IFS method, Bamsley’s - 235 operations 208 
ignoring synchronization 370 
IL0 785 
operations, finitary - 208 
implicit 
image polymorphism 742 
arrows 588 specifications 194 
processing tasks 659 specifications. expressive power of N 194 
Sl‘ 242 impossibility 444 
image-finite processes 271 proof 444 
images 20. 65. 242, 405 imprecise data 538 
compressing - s17 impredicative theory 49 
cutting - 517 of operations, control and classes 49 
homomorphic - 187 in-degree 699 
imbalanced nodes 424 inclusion 
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constraints 37 I 
order 783 
relation 3 I6 
inclusions 134. 316. SOI, SS8 
subsort Y 65 
incomparable 
constraints 795 
synchronization protocols 795 
incomplete information 26, 533 
games of - 26 
incomplete 
knowledge I98 
specifications I S4 
incompleteness 653 
theorem 476 
incompressible string 170 
inconsistent first-order set theory 156 




data complexity 227 




computation. nonuniform model of - 37.5 
concept formation approach 537 
incremental constraint satisfaction 679 
incremental 
constraint solver 679 
efficiency 475 








independence 42, 336, 546 
relations 354 
computational - 22 
parallel _ of derivation steps 133 
mutual stochastic N 563 




complete restrictions IS 
factors 5 17 
letters 7X4 
recursion variables 6 
sets 664. 739, 774 
subtrees 3 IS 
traces 784 
waiting-time constraints 382 
3-v&e - 777 
index set 738 
indexed categories 577 
indexings, existence of N 315 




individual patterns 487 
deletion of - 487 
individual terms 71 I 
induced 
domain 579 
partial order 176 




principles 42, 64, 300 
principles, intermittent assertions N 300 
rules 624 
inductionless induction method 748 
inductions 534, 536, 606 
iterated - 6 
mathematical - 606 
inductive datatypes 637 
inductive definitions 6, 205 
framework of = 205 
functional dimension of N 6 
iterated N 6 
inductive 
graph properties I39 
inference 138, 608, 666, 670 
inference machines 608 
inductive inference 
framework of - 608 
power of - 138 
inductive proof 267 
mechanizing N 70 
mductive 
query 6 
specification method 267 
types 101, 153 
types, F’; - 153 
valuations 7 19 
primitive - 637 
inductive-read-k 6 13 
inefficient algorithms 640 
inequalities 103 
nonstrict - 765 
inequality system 627 
inequations 773 
extremal solutions of - 773 
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m&table properties 300 
inexpensive run-time error 65 
inf function 585 
inf-faithful domains 588 
inference 
algorithms 459 
rules 572, 748 
rules, Plotkin style -._ 482 
semantics IS 
system, complete - 4X 
systems 683 
capabilities of - 138 
inferences 138. 276. 359, 572. 606, 608, 683 
constructing logical - 692 
infinite sequence of - 276 
inferencing mechanism 477 
inferred properties 275 
inferring tree languages 359 
methods of - 459 
mfening valid logical models 627 
inlima 588 
nonempty - 588 
intimal solution 773 
intinitary 
closure conditions 636 
condittonal equational logic 187 
_ logic 791, 792 
logic formulas 792 
infmitary logic 
natural effective fragment of - 
semantics of x 702 
intinitary 






behavior, fair - YY 
hehaviours IO_‘, 3YO 
binary sequences 499 
cases 276 
class I64 
concurrent processes I76 
derivations 645 








linear Gauss-reduced basis 548 
nondeterminism 630 





protocol automata 444 
repetitions 136 
rule set 160 
sequences 33, 205, 276, 337, 410, 708 
set 160, 313 
snakes 485 




infinite traces 176, 299, 390 
concatenation of N 176 
domain of - 390 
rational sets of - 390 
infinite 
trees 31, 173 
unfolding process 61 
value set 632 
words 106. 390, 540 
infinite-trace 299 
monoids 299 
infinite-valued distance automaton 552 
Infinity 176, 276. 337, 658 
infix 602. 678 
code S39, 602 
operator precedences 678 
influence of noise and speed 455 
information 
dissemination process 759 
exchange 402 
fiow 571 
flow. treatment of - 571 
source tracking method 538 
information systems 197, 206, 595 
category of - 206 
method of - 197 
tokens of - 595 
Information 
context-specific N 795 
exchanged ‘Y I44 
finite alphabetic - 176 
incomplete - 26, 533 
indefinite - 227 
local - 471 
maintaining a-edge connectivity - dynamically 
472 
partial - 38, 402, 640 
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sideways - 746 
source tracking method 538, see also IST 
specification collects N 379 
updating geometric CY 655 
information-theoretic 5 14 
inheritance 639, 652 
hierarchy 555 
initial 
algebra theorem 206 





















injective mapping 123 
injectivity, degree of N 364 
inlet-outlet pair 23 
Inner 
product algorithm 497 
products 497 
inorder traversal 604 








length 88, 552 
read-modes 77 1 
relation 537 
size 489, 530, 706 
tapes 106 
tapes, rectangular - 696 
tree 72 
types 323 








pairs, connected w 362 
inputs 4% 84, 107, 115, 163, 283, 323, 393, 415, 
439, 473,622,633, 661,662,693,757 
generic - 323 
insensitivity 387 
inserting vertices 399 




insertions 472, 487, 503, 715, 781 
sequence of N 715 
instability 75 
institutions 577, 644 
instructions 117, 464 
modelize assignment - 446 
integer 
coefficients 73, 765 
labels 718 
order constraints 226 
sequence 5 12 
vertex labelhng 512 
integers 73, 79, 121, 171, 226, 325, 347, 348, 
356, 391, 392, 428, 446, 454, 462, 526, 611, 
760, 806 
addition of N 73 
fixed N 561 
m-bit binary - 304 
n-bit binary N 304 
nonnegative - 360,408 
periodic sets of w 428 
integral 
positions 493 
representations 385, 7 14 
transforms 7 11 
integrals 385, 714 
Cauchy - 385 
integration 224, 639 








strictness ordering 8 
inter-dependence 466 
interacting systems 625 
interactton 
axioms 63 
geometry of - l-13 
interactive 
case 510 
perfect zero-knowledge proof? s I 0 
utteractive proof 
construction 534 
system model 568 
systems 177. 56X 
interactive proofs 177 
multjple prover - S68 
utteractive system 36. 3 IO 
intercomputer communication JO2 
interconnection network 660 
grid - 7SS 
popular _ 755 
interconnection networks. large v 385 
interfering rules 734 
anterior region 73 I 









induction pnncipler 300 
method 300 
interpretable typed A-calculus 318 
interpretation, simpltcity of _ 318 
interpretations 7 I, 86. 136, 2.54, 267, 29.5, 297 
302. 316. 3 18. 331, 340. 479. 480, 632, 684 
computational 2 I-28 
cyclic _ 51 
effective h 297 
grammatical _ 247 
Herbrand h 327 
prefix _ 551 
semantic k 6X9 
strict/general ._ I64 
interpreting 
actions 263 
classical linear logtc 571 
interprocess communication 798 
theory of _ 798 
intersection type 
asstgnment system 44s 
discipline IS, 316 
intersection-emptmess problems 501 
intersections 113. 246, 410, 420, 462. 692. 703 
72x. 73x 
intertype operation\ 578 
interval 
graphs 78, 774 
mapping, ergodic subsystems of N 350 
orders 693 




representations, construction of N 693 
mtervals 245, 388, 523, 774 
intractability 55.5 





hnear logic I48 
logic 18, 143, 446 
logic, fragment of N 18 
model semantics 533 
propositional logic 143 
Intuitive semantics for ELECTRE 745 
tnvalidates 302 
invariant level 157 
invariants 157, 209, 489 
inverse SO, 134. 560, 588 
generators SO 
monoids 355 
inversion 5.59, 770, 806 
inversion-free 104 
invertible 
binary word SO3 
operations 503 
invisible actions I6 
presence of ‘V 16 
invisible lines I20 
invocations 57, I I2 
involution 254 
parity-changing - 245 
IOCC 49 
constructing models of N 49 
irrational speeds 172 
irreducibility predicate 683 
irreducible elements derivable 556 
irregular 662 
irreversible 779 
isolated roots 529 
isomorphic 22, 69. 149, 218, 282, 428, 587, 647 
friendlier language ‘V 637 
isomorphism 451, 504, 579, 582, 592, 735, 799 
conjecture 457 
problems 395, 729 
Curry-Howard N I48 
subalgebras N 641 
tsopetimetric number problem 174 
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isotonic mappings 1 10 
IST 538 
method 538 
Istrail, Bloom and Meyer 482 
ISWIM 325 
Itai, Even, - and Shamir algorithm 381 
items, searching - 122 
iterated inductions 6 
iterated inductive definitions 6 
language of - 6 
iterated 
look-ahead 70.5 
piecewise-linear maps SO2 
piecewise-monotone maps SO2 
strength reduction 729 
iterating maps 341 
iteration-with-parameters, generalization of N 322 
iterations 153, 261, 276, 344, 347 
average number of N 344 














Janssens and Rozenberg 130 
Jerrum and Sinclair algorithm 21, 739 
jeu de taguin 259 
Jiang and Li S64. 697 
Jiang and Zhang 697 
jigsaw 
operator 48 1 
program composition operator 48 1 
job 
class change 387 
lengths 465 
values 465 
job-assignment problem 774 
jobs 382, 386, 387, 465. 466, 774 
blocked - 387 
on-line scheduling of - 46.5 
processed - 465 
single class of - 387 
total number of N 387 
Johnstone 197, 586 
join 228, 491, 718, 800 
stzes 491 
demonic N 800 
Joinnault’s undecidability results 232 
joint distribution 386, 718 
Jones 17 
Jouannaudand Kounahs 70 
Joyal 80 
jumping automaton on graphs 785, see nlso JAG 
jumping bisimulation 192 
Jung-Tiuryn characterization of A-definability 742 






k-chordal graph 657 
k-connected hypergraphs 128 
recognizing N 128 
k-dominating set problem 664 
k-hypergmphs 168 
degree-k - 168 
k-label spaces 612 
k-queue machines 178 




nonvertical-stripe picture language 501 
picture language 501 
k-reversal-bounded 
picture language 5 I 
regular picture languages 5 1 
k-separated 
eNCE graph languages 306 
grammars 306 
k-server problem 469 
k-sparse multivariate polynomials 613 
k-split trees 128 
k-stack-counter 124 
k-structure generalization 506 
k-structures 506 
k-tape alternating Turing machine 177 
k-term subclass 613 




Kahn and Plotkin’s concrete data structures 8, 3 19 
Kanovich 575 
Kapur et al. 62, 70 
path ordering of N 62 
Karma&x et al. 21 
Karp 
and Lipton 619 
et al. 232 





Kedem-Landau-Palem algorithms 5 I7 
Kennaway and Raoult 673 
Kennedy and Cocke 729 
kernel 
dynamic Prolog 277 
Prolog 277 
conjugate - 199 
E-complete N 2 I9 
E-hard - 219 
key-to-key comparisons 7 I7 
KF 63 
Khovanskii, Bemshtein, - and Kushnirenko 529 
616 
Khrapchenko’s theorem 236 
Kifer and Bonner 532 
Kleene 
algebras 104, 544. 6 16 
algebras, Equational properties of 
characterization 390 
closure 428 
extension of N 390 
recursive realizability 689 
Kleene-Ochma theorem 390 
Kleene-type characterization 804 
Klein and Wood 701 
Klein-Reif algorithm 239 
Kleisli categories 590 
Klop 
Bol, Apt and - 44 
Toyama, - , Barendregt theorem 801 
KLP algorithm 5 17 
Klug’s first order language with aggregates 225 
KMP failure function 618 
Knaster-Tarski fixed point theorem 773 
knight tours on a chess board 5 13 
knowledge 437, 466, 536, 604, 715 
bases 281, 483 
complexity 5 10 
discovery 536 
discovery mechanisms 536 
rules 536 
extraction of - rules 536 
incomplete - 198 
partial - 227 
perfect zero - 5 IO 
procedural - 532 
knowledge-base systems 536 
Knuth’s algorithm 274 
Knuth and Bendtx 748 





string-matching algorithm 158 
Ko 19 
and Schonig 554 
Konig 105 
Kohn and Nerode 625 
Koiran 527 
setting 527 
Koiran’s weak model 521 
Kolmogorov 
complexity 178 
random string according to N 170 
Komori 97 
Kounalis and Jouannoud 70 
Kowalski 347 
Kreisel’s, variant of - modified realizability 689 
Kreitz 182 
Kripke models 154 
Krivine 446 
Krivine’s machine 591 




Kunen’s three-valued completeness theorem 298 
Kushnirenko, Bemshtein and Khovanskii 529 
L z NL question 785 
L-domains I50 
distributive stable - 150 
L-sentence 377 




dimension-complemented N 647 
point-relativized functional - 647 
widest class of N 647 
labeling 688 
labelled combinatorial objects 498 
random generation of w 498 
structures 498 
structures, random generation of - 498 
labelled domains 579 
labelled event structures 39 
labelled 722 
graphs 405 
P/T nets 16 
partial orders 545 
rules 69 
transitions graph 632 
trees 247, 697 
labelled transition 
graph 632 
system semantics 482 
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systems 403, 579. 669, 804 
labelling 133, 338 
function I92 
integer vertex - 512 
labels 133. 338, 1512, 688 
LAG 77 
Lagois connections S89 
theory of - 589 




abstraction algebras 647. see U~,W LA,+ 
A calculus 148. 313. 647 
lazy - 376 
second-order typed - 639 
typed - 200, 322. 593, 742 
untyped - 647 
A definability 742 
characterization of - 742 
A terms IS. 100, 58.5 
A-calculi 13. 143. 146. 15.1, 321. 324. 413, 573, 
593. 606, 688, 689. 744 
polymorphic - 101. 323 




standard operational classitication criteria 413 
theory of - 321 
well-typed formulae of - 146 
A-contluent 549 
A-notation 593 
A-terms 97, -3 14, 4 1.3, 446 
closed - 314 
first-order typahle - 41 
typed - 689 
untyped - 145 
&calculus 3S 
AP 314 
AP-calculus 3 14, 324 
APT-calculus 324 
A Prolog 596 
Lambek l.53. 203 
Lamping 688 
Landweber accepting conditions 134 
language 
classes S3, 554 
language equations 488. 500. 503, 724 
explicit h 724 
implicn Y 724 
theory of - 488 
language 
hierarchy 53. 77 
inclusion problem 410 
learnability 666 
learning 609, 666 
learning, monotonic N 607 
language processing problems 729 
reformulating N 729 
language terms 96 
language-theoretic problems 233 
language-theoretic terms 792 
languages 3, 6, 25, 50, 51, 53, 61, 79, 93, 225, 
282, 283, 309, 318, 401, 420, 421, 503, 510, 
540, 547, 553, 594, 595, 602, 603, 609, 629, 
631, 639, 675,678, 679,744, 745, 760, 789 
logspace-reducible 365 
polynomial-time truth-table reducible 668 
&complete - 603 
I -truth-table-hard N 220 
2-bounded N 285 
algebraic - 27 
call-by-name - 594 
collections of - 609 
concurrent constraint logic - 61 
constant N 724 
context free N 675 
context-free - 53, 161, 231, 283, 365, 398, 
405, 420. 428, 503. 614,709, 760 
context-sensitive - 77, 5 I I, 674, 704 
D’OL - 760 
DOL N 567, 704, 760 
database - 789 
EFDOL - 760 
enumerable - 213 
exponential-time N 177 
families of N 401 
finite identification of - 609 
first-order N 175, 225, 377, 636 
formal - 110, 161, 233, 247, 283, 309, 448, 
508, 607, 614 
functional logic - 680 
generalized DTOL N 427 
HDOL -zi 760 
HFDOL - 760 
higher-order - 35 
Horn clause - 276 
hypergraph - 128 
infinite class of N 164 
low-level imperative N 56 
multi-pattern N 670 
natural - 56 
NDOL - 760 
non-context-free N 500 
nondeterministic finite-automaton - 283 
object-oriented N 652 
w-tree N 540 
one-symbol - 135 
P-bi-immune - 603 
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parallel - 547 
parenthesis - 355 
parser-independent definition of - 678 
pattern - 607 
PCF style - 594 
Petri net - 420 
quadratic residuosity - 5 10 
rational N 27, 103, 212. 730 
recursive N 77. 666 
regular N 5. 104, 23 1, 287. 396, 401, 488, 500, 
525, 546, 553, 561, 704, 783. 792 
representations of - 541 
slender - 309, 519 
specification - 33, 481 
string - 459 
tree - 31. 407.415.459 
vacillatory identification of w 609 
value-passing w 632 
value-passing process N 632 
Laplace transform 7 I I 
large 
categories 155. 579 






lark combinator 147 
Larsen-Thomsen modal transitive systems 67 
last-birth problem 7 I8 
late 
semantics 754 
bisimulation equivalence 632 
Latin square isotopism problem 395 
lattice 
graphs 709 
reduction algorithm 344 
lattice-Bessel functions 389 
lattices 195. 278, 392, S37, 563, 773 
continuous complete - 324 
distributive - 197. 692 
semimodular v S63 
Lautenbach I7 
laws 224. 3 IS 
O-I * 222 
dynamical - 620 
program level - 80.5 
Lawvere hyperdoctrine 95 
layer size 676 
layering 409 
layers 490. 523 
lazy 
abstract machine S9 I 
adversary I22 
evaluation 270 
functional language 595 
A calculus 376 
LCFS-PR queuing discipline 75 
LCNS 710 
LCS problem 757 
LDM 223 
L&y term model for the A-calculus 744 
Uvy’s redex-families 688 
leads, chance N 360 
leads-to 636 
proposition 636 
intended semantics N 636 
learnability 666 
results 607 
case-based - 607 
polynomial-sample - 61 I 
learnable families 666 
learner 613, 666 
prudent N 666 
learning 431, 537, 607, 612,613, 670 
capability 431 
learning machines 609 
aggregating teams of N 609 
multiset of N 609 
team of - 609 
learning 
model 294 
noisy data 612 




semilinear sets 52 
strings 294 
strings, complexity of N 294 
case-based N 607 
computational N 431 
exact - 613 
framework of N 431 
on-line - 778 
standard framework of N 612 
theory of - 670 
unknown-terrain - 655 
least-fixed-point operator 272 








terminating behaviour 374 
termination 374 
left-associative grammar 77 
left-cyclic rules 744 
left-hand sides 36. 478 
matchings of - 478 
left-linear 
recursions 750 
term rewriting systems 801 
tern-rewriting systems 70 
trf rewrite system 4 I7 
left-moves SO I 
left-right SCY LR 
left-to-right sips 746 
leftmost position 36 
legal 
arithmetic operations 524 
move 169 





pumping - 419 
lifting - m logic programming 449 
mgu - in logic programming 449 





EFSs. inductive inference of - 608 
elementary formal systems 608 
length-preserving semi-Thue systems 687 
lengths 
job - 465 
superlinear period - 775 
superpolynomial period - 775 
transient time - 216 
Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz algorithm 344 
level specification, deriving lower N 535 
levels, programming language - 65 I 
Levi and Gabbrielli 327 








LK algebras 218, 255, 548 
enveloping algebras of ti S48 
Lie elements 2 I8 
Lifschitz, Glelfond- - stable model semantics 
lifting lemma 449 
limit 61. 437. 608. 774 
40 
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language I35 
sets 135, 425 
sets, nontrivial properties of N 425 
theorem 7 18 
theorem, local - 713 
limited asynchrony 436 
network of N 436 
limited 
computing power 525 
counting ability 79 1 




distributions 713, 716 
Lindenbaum-Tarski algebras 544 
Lindenstrauss and Dershowitz 175 
linear algebra 418, 474 
programs 28 I 





algorithm permitting 597 
algorithms 127, 349, 381, 702 
approximation 564 
arithmetic decision procedure 534 
arithmetical terms 606 
average cost 175 
combinational complexity 708 
combinations 613 
combinations, unate rv 613 
complexity 38 I, 475 
constant restrictions 686 
construction 702 
context-free languages 420 
cost 416 
decision tree 665 
embeddings 604 
equations 503 
exponential time 603 
first-order predicate logic 18 
form 348 
hybrid systems 620 
inequalities 627 
inequalities, system of - 627 
isomorphism 22 
linear logic 97, 143, 148, 188, 189, 203, 571, 572, 
574, 575, 638 
computational interpretations of - 148 
expressive machinery of - 574 
first-order N 574 
fragments of - 575 
implicational fragment of - 97 
253 
interpreting classical - 571 
intuitionistic - 148 
multiplicative - 57s 
multiplicative fragment of - 575 
nonsymmetric N 63X 
propositional multiplicattve _ 575 
linear 
lower bound X9 




numbers, sum of - 1% 
orders 229, 282 
orders. natural generalization of - 229 




relations. subsystems of - 76.5 
sentences I X0 
sets 52 
siLe 498 
size test sets 231 
size. construction ot Y 231 
space 657 
speedup 264 
speedup thcorcm ? 
storage 472 
tapes 562 
tense logics 447 
tiJJX 76, 77, 406. 430. 756 
time algorithm 701 
time equivalent to satiShabihty 
SAT 
time proofs 477 
trees 246 
unifcatton algorithm 175 
unsorted - 122 
linear-time 726 
afgotithms 217, 349. 3SS. 735 
cellular automata 69 I 
Composition function 302 
constant-space algorithm 756 
fragment 406 




grid - 6S4 
invisible - 120 
straight - 2lS 
Lingas, Diks and Gatrido 706 
linked memory structure S I 4 
links 443 
extra - 443 
hypertext - 534 
Lipschitz 
ODES 622 
ODES. system of - 622 
Lipton 
Karp and - 395 
et al., algorithm of N 395 
LISP Machine 514 
Lisp-based compiler 48 
list-processing programs 64 
literals 37. 237, 38 I 
two-valued consequence - 483 
literature 126. 192, 302, 303, 402, 459, 501, 577. 
604. 622, 634, 681, 743. 746, 751, 771 
hveness 17, 193, 761 




LLL algorithm 344 
LM S14 









decreasingness 4 12 
dependencies 98 
funny rank 460 
utformation 471 
limit theorems 7 13 
morphisms 545 
ordering, power of - 785 
orthogroups 550 
rank 460 





wability graphs 625 
locales I5 1 
L’ietotis power N 197 
localic semilattices 197 
localities 
observation domain for N 799 
observing Y 191 
localizing genes 737 
locating P/poly 554 
location equivalence 19 I, 799 
theory of - 191 
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variation of - 799 
locations 117, 270, 5.54, 799 
locks 795 
log m-processor CRCW-PRAM algorithm 6 I8 
log n colourable graph 473 
log n/ log log n-processor 667 
log-time 
alternating Turing machines 77 1 
hierarchy 77 I 
logarithmic 
depth 362 
singularity 7 I3 
time 239, 782 
logarithmic-cost addresses 5 14 
logarithmic-space counting 87 
logarithms, linear form of - 348 
LOGCPL 88. 177 
lower bound of - 177 
logic cube 593 
logic formulas 
effective infnitary - 792 
infinitary - 792 
logic 
infinitary regular temporal - 33 
operators 296 
logic program synthesis 329 
method 329 
logic 
programming paradigm 796 
programming 28, 40, 44, 126, 132, 175, 267, 
271, 336, 449, 532, 796, 797 
programming languages 96, 572, 749 
programming languages. design of - 572 
programming simulation 574 
logic programming 
concurrent - 132 
equational - 96, 679 
extension of - 796 
multimodal * 63 
theory of - 449 
typed - 296 
logic programs 28, 34,40, 58, 267,275,327. 330, 
369, 370. 379, 608, 681. 682, 796, 797 
algebra of - 796 
bottom-up abstract interpretation of - 370 
concurrent - 370 
concurrent constraint - 61 
constraint - 59 
definite - 59, 330, 682 
legal three-valued -. 296 
normal - 59, 98 
open - 327 
OR-compositional semantics of - 327 
partial deduction of - 330 
semantics of - 327 
stable model semantics of - 797 
stratified N 6, 479 
three-valued - 296 
transforming normal N 59 
logic ranges 593 
presence of - 593 
logic 
rules of N 202 
unified systems of - 143 
logical 
approach to coherence questions 203 
characterizations 1, 5, 31, 785 
compilation 483 








discrete event systems 773 




foundations 156, 315 
framework 572, 606 





model, inferring valid N 627 
properties 6, 47, 222 
reasoning 145 
reductions 269 
relations 592. 595 




synthesis process 672 
systems 63, 331, 407 
theories 74 




variables bindings 334 
logics 
constructive - 143, 331, 332 
dynamic N 544 
implicational N 584 
linear tense N 447 
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LCS 
consistent superstnng 695 






tree languages 705 
loop checking 44 
loop-invariant elimination 28 I 
method of - 281 
loops 44, 209. 639 
paired - 5 I9 
lop-sided trees 244 
loss 
functions 77X 
in learning power 778 
networks 384 
networks. compulatlonal complexity of 
quadratic - 699 
lossless power domains 587 
Lov&! 
local lemma 168 
Lenstra. Lenstra and -. 344 
low 
hierarchy 554 
parallel complexity 22S 
sets 3.57 
low-complexity aggregation 22.5 
low-dimensional dynamical systems SO2 
low-level imperative languages 56 
lower bound 
constraints 489 
results I IS. 402, 485 
lower 
bounding 475 
propositional - 198. 284. 301.450, 763 
logspace 93, 475 
extension 79 I 
logspace machines 785 
model of - 785 
randomized - 93 
logspace polynomial-time public-coin verifier 177 
logspace-complete 225 
logspace-hard 676 
long steady-state periodic behavior 703 
longest ascending subsequence problem 490 
longest common nonsupersequences 7 IO, 734, see 
ulsr, LCNS 
approximation of - 710 
longest common nonsuperstring 695 
longest common subsequence 734 
longest 
common subsequence problem 7.57. see also 
3x4 
lower bounds 89, 92, 137, 168, 174, 177, 178, 
236. 287, 365,402, 419, 433, 436, 455, 466- 
470. 473, 474, 520, 523, 553, 610, 613, 732, 
757, 778, 785 
asymptotic - 610 
circuit complexity N 362 
exponential - 723 
nonlinear N 238, 601, 708 
lower 
complexity 270 
level EL;’ 554 
lower-bound 
problem 4 I9 
proof techniques 419 
lower-right corner 393 
lowest time complexity I75 
Lozano and TorAn 163 
LR 56. 57 
parser 57 
parsing 56 
LU modal logic 648 









words 83, 518 
words, generalization of N 83 
M x M template 600 
m x n chessboard 5 13 
m-ary trees 246 
m-bit 
binary integers 304 
strings 92 
rn-edge graph 565 
M-program model 88 
MA class 619 
machine discovery 608 
foundation of N 608 
logic of N 608 





additive real w S24 
distributed-memory N 693 
finite state - 12, 33 
inductive inference N 608 
k-queue N 178 
probabilistic - 4 
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programmable - 13.5 
relational r~ 792 
robust oracle - 788 
sequential N 3 
turning N 699 
Machtey 
and Young 302 
et al. 302 
Ma&me 128 
and Feferman 155 
macro tree transducers 112 
characterization of - 112 
magic sets 370, 682 
program 750 
transformation 746, 750 
transformation results 750 




2-edge connectivity information 472 
disjoint sets 252 
majorations 342 
Malrev permutation theories 268 
Malajovich 526 
man-optimal stable marriage problem 47.5 
management 538 
storage - 469 
Manasse et al. 469 
manipulations, obstacle - 654 
Manna 300 
many-one reduction 2 I9 
many-sorted algebra 65, 633. see ako MSA 
map theory 14 
expressive power of - I4 
Maple and Waldinger 25 I 
mapping image processing algorithms 659 
mappings 80, 408, 669 
admissible - 218 
isotonic N 1 IO 
shift - 769 
maps 192, 243, 588. 604 
maps, genus-1 ti 243 
maps. genus-l rooted - 243 
maps 
Iterated piecewise-linear Y so2 
Iterated piecewise-monotone - 502 
maps 
rooted planar - 243 
rooted toroidal - 243 




marking 193. 403. 713, 717 
reachable r~ 7 
successor r~ 7 
Markov 
chains 463, 740, 768 
chains, approximation of N 768 
decision theory 441 
models 442 
reward models 441 
strategies 461 
Markovian models 7 16 
Martelli-Montanari algorithm 175 
Martin-Liif, Tait and N confluence proof 321 
Masseron et al. I89 
matching 
lower bound 467 
modulo commutativity 158 
relation IS8 
substitutions 37 
upper 178, 468 




data structures 47 
inductions 606 
logic 143 
memory model 652 




structures 47, 229 
structures, treatment of - 47 
mathematics 
concrete N 140 
foundation of N 14 
foundations of N 593 
Matos 674 
matrices 
arithmetic of N 709 
Boolean - 709 
matrix 22, 236, 611, 659 
extension of Winograd’s algorithm 497 
grammars 52 
multiplications 82, 362 
transpose algorithm 659 
transposition, complexity of w 115 
matroid theory 563 
Mauldin and Williams 614 
MAX 
NP 94 
NP NPO problems 94 
MAX SNP-hard 697, 710 
Max-f-DS problem 706 
MAXCLIQUE problem 94 
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maximal error N 793 
cohesive prefix codes 602 outer N 614 
distance 552 performability - 441 
elements 7 I, 753 similarity - 607 
elements, topological properties of - 753 well-founded - 330 
maximal f-dependent set 7Oh mechanical procedures 14 
problem 706 mechanisms 
maximal independent efficient induction - 536 
set problem 772 escape - 49 
sets 772 generalization inference - 534 
maximal 
infix codes 602 
mechanizing inductive proofs 70 
Meer’s Pli,, + NP/i” result 524 
information 533 Mellin 
orbitsize 39 1 transform asymptotics 714 
parallelism I 0 transforms 356, 71 I, 714, 716 
quasiperiodic substrings 286 Mellin-Perron formulae 356 
stable functions 75.3 
subset 706 
Mellin-transform techniques 116 
.Mellish. logic programs of - 682 
subtrees I I9 membership 79, 103, 558 
suffix 7.56 problem Sl, 128, 501, 508 
vertex-induced subgraph 772 question 665 
maximal-period linear recurring sequences 20 memo-functions 57 
maximality preserving bisimulation 16 memory 140, 5 14. 652, 740 
maximize availability 388 bandwidth 385 
maximizing states in a transducer 4S8 cache 442 
maximum game 140 
alignment score 737 group 385 
complexity 658 modules 385 
degree 358. 772 functions with N 57 
distance 50 I limited - 93 
flow 780 perfect - 140 
flow problem 7.14 role of - 652 
job delay 474 shared - 434 
load 468 memoryless source 7 I6 
number of edge disjoint perfect mathcings 21 Mendler and Aczel 201 
satisfiability problem 802 Menegus and Bossi 327 
space costs 424 ME0 565 
Mazurkiewicz 390. 409 problem 565 
mbd 380 Meseguer and Montanari 28 
circulant - 380 mesh 443, 659, 660 
McColm and Griindel 785 network 660 
McGeogh and Bentley 122 rectangular - 307 
McKenzie and TheCrien 88 two-dimensional N 467 
McKinsey-MalEev quasivariety theorems 65 mesh-connected networks 307 
McNaughton 663 metalevel structures 96 
MDSC 100 MetateM temporal logic system 635 
Metlvier result in trace theory 804 metatheorems 3 12, 689 
Yves - 339 metatheoretic properties 64 
meanders methods 
combinatorial properties of - 2.56 asymptotic - 720 
projective - 256 cubic time - 303 
meaning-preserving translations 648 divide-and-conquer - 565 
measures 84. 223, 246. 419, 603. 6 IS. 697, 698. effective - 548 
731. 769. 793 graph theoretic -., 362 
dependability - 441 greedy - 659 
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homotopy - 531 
homotopy construction - 531 
insertion 2 399 
multidimensional quasi Monte-Carlo N 346 
octal N 463 
standard tableau Y 477 
suboptimal N 656 





metric spaces 182, 399, 426, 469 
admissible representations of Y 182 
compact .- 751 
separable - 182 
metric temporal logic 626, see also MTL 
metrics 76. 576 
Meyer, Bloom lstrail GSOS format 482 
mgu lemma m logic programming 449 
MH 781 
construction algorithm 78 1 
middle, excluded - 315 
Miller’s time bound 395 
Mimer 376, 571 
Milner’s 
bisimuiation equivalence 9 
notion of confluence 11 
observational congruence 743 
MIN operator, randomized - 469 
min. aggregate operation N 538 
Min-path Heap 781 
Ming-Hua Zhang 66 
minimal 
automaton 579, 690 
broadcast digraph 380 
cancellative automaton generating 579 
elements 287 
elimination ordering 565 
fill-in 565 
graphs violating rr 772 
model 797 
network 23 




path length 701 
requirements 444 
solutions 444 
minimal staged networks 23 
designing of ^Y 23 
minimal 
subalgebra 64 I 
transition system 64 1 
tree 701 
diameters of N graphs 772 
minimization procedures 620 
minimizing states 458 
minimum asynchronous 
automaton accepting T SO5 
cellular automaton 505 
minimum 
broadcast time problem 759 
cut-off ratio 609 
degree 380 
fill-in 565 
size of representations 52 
size OBDDs 723 
spanning tree problem 76 
time 380 
vertex hulls 29 
rectilinear - 657 
Minsky-like solutions 429 
mirror image 341 
Mistre games 289 
Misra and Chandy 636 
missing binomial coefficient identities 360 
mixed ordering 192 
causal semantics 799 
mixed 
powerdomain 38 
search game 6 I7 
mixed searching 6 17 
mixed 
subsequence problems 710 
supersequence 7 10 
volume 529 
mixed-search number 6 17 
mixing expressivity 593 
ML programming language 334 
conservative extension of ,-- 334 
functional language N 317 
MLOG 334 
programs 334 
Mobius functions 105, 245 
combinatorial theory of N 105 
words of N 105 









Horn clauses, satisftability of N 447 
logic programming 63 
modal logics 63, 154, 191, 195, 447, 648 
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first-order normal - 450 
normal - 4.50 
modal ~-calculus 403. 406 
running 403 
modal 
operators 63, 1.54, 195. 763 
proof system 279 
propositional logics 447 
specifications 194 
transition systems 67 
modal-p formulae 440 
modalities 154, 574 
backward - 648 
past-time - 787 
model 
cellular automata SO9 
checking 403 
checking approach 33 
checking problem 33 
concurrency 7 
construction, techniques of 
dynamic semantics 74S 
model elimination 
procedure 48 
reduction rule 48 
model 
generation 335 
hybrid systems 620 
refinement amounts 263 
model semantics I83 
perfect - 14s 
supported - 40 
model 
structure 328 
systems 299. 440 
theory 222, 578 
model-checking 787 
symbolic - 620 
model-theoretic 
operation 146 
semantics 296. 596 
viewpoint 327 
98 
modeling unbounded nondeterminism 6 
difficulties of - 630 
modelize assignment instructions 446 
compositional - 321 
connected - 263 
constructing N 49. 324 
contrasting 10 N 
convergent - 209 
coordinatizing environment N 647 
elementary - 324 
filter - 324 
formal - 112, 130, 225, 280 
generalized N 672 
hybrid systems N 622 
initial-algebra N 209 
Kripke - IS4 
Markov - 442 
Markov reward - 441 
Markovian - 7 I6 
mathematical N 39, 505 
noninterleaving - 157 
nontrivial - 324 
object-based - 790 
object-based - data 790 
perfect - 98, 145 
prioritized N 631 
probabilistic - 86 
queuing - 75 
real number ti 521 
semantic - 49, 99, 409, 628, 631 
sequential computing N 419 
specification N 179 
stable - 58, 797 
supplying - 638 
untimed N 629 
urn - 491 
well-founded N 59, 328, 746, 791 
modification method 29.5 
modification 
of narrowing 642 
of the Blum-Shub-Smale real number model 
527 
modified 
director string calculus 100, see also MDSC 
realizability 689 
modelling polymorphic types 203 
modelling queueing systems 720 
benefits of - 720 
models rewriting 129 
models 
behaviour - 63 I 
categorical - 591. 742 
ccc N 142 
cellular array - 691 
classical - 338 
30 modular 267, 598 
approach 187 
correctness 65 I 
decomposition SO6 
modular Nim 707 
modular 
program, foundation of N 327 
properties 598, 801 
property 794 
software design 651 
specification 187 
systems 65 1 
systems, correctness of N 651 
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termination 801 
termination property 80 I 
modularity 36. 333, 404, 598, 801 
module 
logic 187 
refinement 65 I 
modules 145, 187. 218, 651 
deductive database Y 145 
quotient - 258 
sub-K(A)-- 258 
moduli 25 




molecular species, symbolic representations of _ 
248 
molecule, patterns of protein Y 737 
monadic 
defined predicates 227 
relations 6 




logic 1. 3 I, 127, 405, 407 
logic SIS 635 
logic, restriction of - 31 
monadic second-order properties 1 
monadic string-rewriting systems 180 
monads 590, 641 





sequences, growing Abelian - 88 
varieties 353 
monoidal closed categories 203 
theories of - 203 
monoidal closed structures 203 
monoids 88. IO8, 353. 390, 486, S40, 545. 730, 
752. 784 
aperiodic - 353, 730 
commutative - 105, 299 
finite-trace - 299 
Infinite-trace - 299 
inverse N 355 
Schiitzenberger product of - 390 
trace - 299. 784 
monomial terms 529 
monotone 
operator 376 




functions 7 1 
language learning 607 
operations 692 
predicate transformers 805 
monotonic recurrence 322 
Montanari 
and Meseguer 28 
and Martelli 175 




congruence 567, 704 
equivalence relation 704 
refinement 567 
morphism equivalence 231 
morphisms 150,206,390,427,560,59 I,6 14,690 
Bernoulli - 614 
cpo of - 206 
local - 545 
partial - 129. 131 
restricted class of - 560 
total graph - 131 
Morse sequence 460 
Moschovakis 643 
Moser and Moon 551 
motion planning 291, 653, 655, 657 
problems 654 
translational - 653 
motions. feasible in motion planning N 654 
Motzkin word 566 
movable obstacles 654 
move 78. 120, 141, 169,289,393,605,654, 694 
legal N 169 
unit - 120 
Move-Set-to-Front algorithm 470, see also MSF, 
MTP 
move-to-front 122, see ulso MTF 
movement 658 
backward - 572 
moving 337, 469, 501 
elements 122 
object 653 
convex polyhedron r~ 653 
Mozes, game of - 493 
mplete languages 603 
MPST rule 332 
MRFS 23.5 
fractals 6 14 
MSA 65 
MSF 470 
competitive ratio 470 
MTP 122 
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strategy 123 
MTL 626 




/+calcuhJs 776 linear logic 575 
@r growing 720 sequences 260 
Muller and Schupp 32, 69 multiplicative-additive fragment 574 
acceptance conditions 410 multiplicities 116. 242, 541 
context-free graphs of - 32 multiplying 304 
multi-pattern languages 670 
special classes of - 
multiprocessor online competitive algorithm 437, 
670 see also MQCA 
multi-prover interactive protocols 56X multiprocessor realtime 
power of - 568 environments 437 
multi-text/multi-pattern approach 5 I7 systems 437 
multi-writer atomic registers 798 multiprocessor systems 385, 441, 466 
implementation of N 798 heterogeneous - 386 
multichains 2.54 multirate systems 769 
multichannel multiset 
facilities 75 calculus 359 
queuing systems 75 discrimination 729 
multicomputer network 402 disctim%ation technique 729 
multidimensional 562 path orderings 62 
cost functions 408 status 62 
multidimensional quasi Monte-Carlo methods> multisets 136, 225, 609, 729 
346 Dedekind - 136 
multidimensional real space 620 revised theory of - 136 
multihead one-way determinism pushdown automa- multistage model 402 
ton 285 multitype 
multilayered 1 X4 nodes 718 
multilinear systems 529 process 7 18 
multilist layering 676 multivalued encodings 543 
termed - 676 unique decipherability of - 543 
multimodal logic 63 multivalued functions 405 
multimodal multivariate 7 18 
logic programming 63 structure 7 18 
systems 63 multiview image-sequence 659 
multiple multiwalks 254 
alignment 697 mutate data 64 
inheritance 65 mutual 
levels 628 algebraic independences 563 
memorized occurrences 745 exclusion algorithm 252 
prover interactive proofs 568 relations 764 
provers 568 mutual stochastic independences 563 
returns 347 mutual-exclusion problem 444 
visits 681 mutually recursive function systems 235, see also 
multiple-disk organizations 442 MRFS 
multiple-disk prefetching strategies 442 MVISA 659 
multiple-job classes 387 Myers decidability result 485 
multiple-storage events 745 Myhill 313 
multiples 93, 392 Myhill-Nerode-like theorem 401 
multiplications 123, 247, 463, 730 n-ary predicates Q” 763 
average number of - 463 n-bit 
multiplicative binary integers 304 
complexuy 22 long exponent 463 
conjunction I8 strings 92 
constant 520 rr-dimensional 
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hypercube 610 
word problem 204 
n-input I-output threshold circuits 610 
n-node 389 
n-outlet networks 23 
n-permutations 261 
n-pointsets 6 IO 
n-positions I69 
n-processor algorithm 667 
n-queens problem 158 
n-vertex graph 174 
undirected N 76 
n-writer m-reader atomic registers 798 
Nafmi and Trehel 252 
NaDSet 155. 156 
NAF rule 298 
naive comprehension axiom scheme 156 
Nakano and Rusinowitch 6 I2 
name form variables 763 
named 
cycle congruence 690 
variables 334 
Narendran 685 
narrowing 96, 679 
ordinary - 642 
natural 
abstract machine 132 








complexity classes 5 11 
constraints 43 1, 666 
coordinate systems 655 
deduction 143, 203 
deduction method 324 
deduction system 203 
effective fragment 792 
expansion I23 
families 364 
framework 64 I 
generalizations 632 
generalization 56, 154, 229. 557, 617. 735 
hierarchy 223 
intrinsic characterization 647 
languages 56 
mode1 340 
mode1 theory 532 
number functions 1.53 
numbers 209, 3 IS, 606. 635 











transformations F i G 588 
transformations F i G, domains of N 588 
natural-deduction 




set theory 156 
navigational algorithms 656 
NC complexity class 177, 395, 422, 706, 739 







problem 418, 475 
reduction algorithms 418 
NC* 772 
NCL circuit 395 
NDOL languages 760 
NE complexity class 457 
near-perfect search 5 13 
nearest embedded relation 806 
necklaces 24 
negation, absence of w 226 
negations 18. 34, 98, 226, 483, 746, 797 
negative constraints 336 
conjoined - 336 
negative 
counterpart 59 
data 607, 609 
premises 27 1 
strings 564, 695 
strings, constant number of - 564 
subgoal 59 
neighbor cells 509 





Nerode and Kohn 625 
nested 
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inductions 606 
iterated substitution 420 
relations 789 
terms 295 
transaction systems 794 
transactions 794 
nesting 223. 766 
tree 766 
depth of - 223 
net calculi 669 
nets 7, 193, 489. 669 
l-safe - 761 
Boolean neurnl - 542 
calculus of - 669 
fife N 179 
free-choice - 761 
W/R - 184 
PT- I6 
Petri - 7. 28. 52. 133, 184, 193. 333. 373, 




network-stability problems 475 
networks 23. 238, 307. 387. 389. 402. 436. 474. 
23 
489. 502, 660, 755, 780 
analog = 542 
communication - 380. 759 
loss _ 384 
mesh-connected - 307 
minimal staged -_ 23 
n-outlet - 23 
neural - 489, 66 I. 703 
processor - 759 
recontigurable - 304 
ring - 72s 
shifting - 238 
umallest cy 780 
staged planar - 23 
standard-path 2 x 2 switching 
two-station - 387 
Neumann type 578 
neural 
compiler 66 1 
networks 489. 66 I, 703 
networks research 489 
neural networks 707 
artificial -v 76s 
finite discrete - 542 
recurrent N SO2 
neurons 489. 703 








Nim game 775 
Nipkow higher order rewrite systems 321 
Nivat 423 
and Beauquier 764 
NL complexity class 88, 458, 785 
NLOG 511 
NLOGSPACE 225,475 
node faults 443 
node-labeled trees 394 
node-labelled graphs 192 
node-search games 6 17 
nodes 
becoming empty 389 
branching - 55 
ghost N 718 
imbalanced N 424 
maximum numbers of N 424 
multitype - 718 
nonterminal N 306 
pairs of - 234 
redundant N 443 
spare N 443 
Noetherian graph rewriting systems 210, see also 
PGRS 
noise 455, 489, 536 
effects of N 45s 
nominalist interpretation 156 
non-AC-equivalent ground terms 685 
non-closure properties 508 
non-context-free languages SO0 
non-degenerate systems 526 
zeros of - 526 




non-queueing theory approach 720 
non-unique attribute types 555 
non-well-founded set theory 201 





nonatomic nature 100 
nonbounded domain 232 
noncircularity. test of N 274 
nonclairvoyant scheduler 466 
nonclairvoyant scheduling 466 
nonclairvoyant scheduling schemes 466 
nonclosed term 776 
digital - S24 
fair - I.52 
power of - 691 






choice operator S3S 
circuits 395 
complexity classes 395 
exponential time 568 
nondeterministic finite automata 287, 303, SS3 
see ulso NFA 
complementation of - 287 
nondeterministic 
finite-automaton languages 283 
finite-state transducer 458 
gates 395 
gates, bounded number of - 395 
iterative programs 99 
logspace 2 
machines ~2 1 
numerical function 636 
online tesselation acceptor 393 
nondeterministic polynomial-time 
computations 783 




single-tape Turing machines 264 
space 51 1 
space complexity classes 4 
nondeterministic synchronized 
automata 4 15 
tree automata 415 
nondeterministic time 211 
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noncollapsing hierarchy 790 complexity 91 
noncommutative nondeterministic 
algebras 548 timed automata 410 
case 548 transition systems 300 
polynomials 258, 427 tree automata 663 
polynomials, ring of - 258 Turing 421, 696 machine 
nonconfluent term rewriting systems 801 while-program schemes 265 
nonconstructive principle 42 accepting powers of N 421 
noncrossing paths 249 574 
configurations of - 
logic programming simulation of N 
249 nonempty 
nondeleting 556 closed subset 625 
nondensity result 783 infima 588 
nondeterminacy 378 subset 609 
nondeterminant 184 agents nonerasing Turing machines 464 
nondeterminism 107, 152, 395, 511, 532. 631, nonexponential behaviour 116 
691. 740 noninteractive model 510 
noninteractive perfect zero-knowledge 510 
noninteractive 
perfect zero-knowledge proofs 5 10 
proof 510 
noninterleaving models I57 
nonisomorphic posets 343 
nonlinear 
first-order differential equation 523 
lower bounds 238,601, 708 
number R 708 
systems 624 
systems, theories of - 624 
nonlogical phenomena 532 
nonmodal 574 








integer-valued function 706 
integers 360, 408 
integers, semiring of - 408 
nonnegligible 
reconfiguration delay 441 
set 499 
nonordered alphabets 756 




measure 73 1 
programs 225 
real number 731 
nonregular solutions 500 
nonself-intersecting curves 256 
nonstandard 




nonstrict inequalities 76.5 
nonsymmetnc 
linear logic 638 
situation 638 
nonterminal nodes 306 
nonterminating 
concurrent systems 390 
rewritmg relation 645 
nontermination JS 
nontransitive dependency relation SOS 
nontrivial 
components 102 




parallel implementation 657 
properties 425 
refinement 77 1 
regular language 783 
set SR1 





nonuniv,ersal processors 55 
normal 
hehaviour 439 
form theorem 643. 747 
forms 44. 96. 792 
hmiting distributions 49 I 
logic programs S9. 98 
proof 97, 572 
tableau-h - 450 
normal-form representations 390 
normalization 
process 336 
function of 5 73 
normalizing transformations 72 
%xpence of -.. 72 
normed context-free processes ?Sl, 494 
bisimilarity of ti 3Sl 
normed unary 
context-free processes 494 
processes 494 
processes, bisimilarity of _ 494 
norms 379, 778 
semilinear N 379 
NP complexity class 2.5, 214 WJ 788. 308, 384, , AI.-, _ 
395. 457. S21, 554, 603. 619. 668, 694, 727. 
762. 765. 770. 783, 788 
languages 788 
machine 25 
optimization problems 94, 802 
question 522 
sets 554 
NP f co-NP, complexity question - 758 
NP/R nets 184 
NP-complete 
problems 311, 496, 528, 551, 555, 765, 770 
sets 507 
NP-completeness 501, 726 
results 759 
NP-hard 29. 141, 214, 695, 765 
problems 338, 489 
sets 308 
sets, symmetric differences of N 308 
NP-hardness 575 
NP-simple sets 288 
NPO 
PB-complete 765 




ntyftjntyxt format 271 
ntyft/ntyxt format 271 




representation systems 356 
sequences 714 
average - I 16, 344, 463 
bi-infinite - 276 
bounded - 347,395 
Catalan - 261 
computable natural - 567 
mixed-search N 617 
nonrecursive real - 731 
polynomial - 365, 772 
superlinear - 362 
number-theoretic 172 
numberings 138 
nonstandard - 138 
numbers 
game 493 
coprimality of N 74 
crossmg - 174 
sequences of - 30 
Stuling - 247 
numeration systems 73 
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solution procedure 441 
value 342 
O’Donnel’s class of simple patterns 68 
O-model 328 
O-semantics 328 
OBDDs 672, 723 







data models 790 
databases 795 
object-oriented 
conjunctive queries 555 
database system 555 
databases 532. 536 
databases. behavior of N 532 
languages 652 
programmmg 65 
programming languages 652 
programming paradigm 47, 224 
object-oriented query languages 224 
transfer 224 
object-oriented query ootimization 224 
objectives 188: 564, j98 
objects 
complex - 789 
geometric - 655 
heterogeneous .- 37 I 
mathematical n 315 
polyhedral - 65s 
two-dimensional _ 517 
two-dimensional unit-square 
universal - I.50 
well-nested - 766 





domains 192, 799 
equivalences 799 
level 157, 650 






congruence 645, 743 
equivalences 192, 641 
satisfaction relation 644 
specifications 644 




vertices, total number of _ 656 
obstacles 607, 653, 654, 656, 658 
convex polyhedral N 653 
movable N 654 
polygonal N 656, 658 
obtaining 
extremal solutions 773 
irrational speeds 172 
occupancy, computation of N 246 
occurrence 
patterns of N 624 
real-valued time of N 410 
occurrences 72, 79, 97, 103, 118, 119, 221, 286, 
381, 391, 398,410, 439, 487, 624, 653 
connected N 97 
multiple memorized N 745 
pattern N 487 
Ochmaiiski 390,784, 804 
octal methods 463 
ODEs 622 
654 
Lipschitz N 622 
off-line 115, 122, 441 
multitape Turing machines 520 
Ogiwara and Watanabe 163 
n 
lower bound of N 365,474, 613 





algebraic specification 372 
initial algebra specifications 372 
R-decision trees 81 
R-denotations 327 
w-languages 134, 690 
accepted N 134 
families of N 134 
f&models 327 
w-normal forms 645 
w-regular sets 33 
w-regularity 305 
w-tree languages 540 
strong monoid recognizability of N 540 
w-trees, free monoid of N 540 
o-words 31, 134, 614 
congruence. complete axiomatization of - 645 
equality 644 
space of N 614 
on-line algorithms 168, 426 
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on-line learning 77X 
on-line load balancing 46X 
on-line scheduling 465 
on-line string matching 662 
one-character buffel 662 
one-counter I6 I 
groups 161 
one-way synchronized alternating - I24 
one-dunensional 2 16. 425. 779 
cellular automata 172, 352 
irreversible cellular automata 779 
one-way cellular automata SO9 
reversible CA 779 
reversible simulation of -cellular automata 779 
one-letter alphabets 396. 428. 488, SO0 
one-letter rational expressions 541 
algebra of - 541 
one-output 708 
one-sided error I8 I 
one-symbol languages 13.5 
one-tape off-line Turing machines Il.5 
one-to-one correspondence 244 
canonical - 10.5 
one-to-one maps elements 377 
one-wav 
alternating multl-atack-counter automata I24 
automata 285 
one-way cellular array 675 
real time 675 
one-way cellular automilta SO9 




infinite path 5 I2 
locally ordered 785. see U/.SO ILD 
multihead automata 28S 
nondeterministic multicounter automata 124 
productive functions 457 
one-way synchronized alternating 
k-counter I 24 
one-counter I24 
one-word-decreasing self-reducible 163 
sets I63 
online 68, 168, 473. 514 
2-colonng algorithm I68 
approximations 465 
deterministic algorithm 426 
graph coloring 473 
greedy algorithm 46X 
job-scheduling 467 
leammg 778 
load balancing problem 46X 
model 473 
parallel realtulle scheduler 437 
parser 3 10 
parser processes 3 10 
problems 426 
repair strategies 441 
scheduling 467 
scheduling algorithm 437 
scheduling algorithm schedules 467 




2-colored - 168 
open 







rules 195, 743 
operational semantics 65, 148, 270,276, 277, 327, 
440, 478, 595, 632, 679, 745, 754 
clean - 333 
formal N 334 
game-theoretic - 378 
Plotkin-style - 271 
structural - 743 
operations 
aggregate - 538 
arithmetical - 392 
basic - 396 
bit - 37 
Boolean - 165, 213, 410 
composition h 796 
concatenation - 428 
concurrent N 795 
currying - 8 
deletion - SO3 
derived refinement N 263 
executable - 774 
execution of - 795 
first-order - 223 
fundamental N 789 
geometrical decomposition N 243 
I-strict continuous extensions of N 278 
intertype - 578 
invertible - so3 
monotonic -- 692 
partial - 65 
primitive - 275, 789 
priority queue Y 781 
relational database - 228 
operations, theory of - 49 
operator 





precedence parser 678 
operators 38, 96. 112, 144, 187, 199. 271, 397, 
446, 500, 544,625, 630,631, 635, 800, 806 
auxiliary process algebra w 187 
building blocks of N 187 
differential N 247 
dynamic clauses control - 277 
gate - 523 
Lyapunov - 397 
modal N 63, 154, 195, 163 
nonmonotonic - 202 
parallel program composition N 48 I 
postfix N 678 
postspecification - 800 
prioritized N 631 
renaming TU 194 
storage - 446 
superposition - 481 







binary search tree 82 
bounds 361 
clairvoyant scheduler 466 
cycle 564 
distributed algorithm 307 
optimal gossip algorithms 433 
construction of - 433 
optimal 
gossiping 433 
graph reduction techniques 688 
implementations 688 
length 564 










probabilistic algorithms 693 
reduction 100 
regular mbd 380 




solution trajectories 441 
strategy 23, 140 
time 755 
triangulation 82 
winning strategies 1 I7 
worst-case - 303 
optimal-speedup 667 
optimality 
of parallel configurations 441 
of Valiant’s depth reduction technique 362 
optimization problems 768 
optimization 
aspects 383 
classes # 87 
optimization problems 94, 441, 765, 802 
computational cv 771 
connected combinatorial N 565 
optimizaton 
of labelling 338 
of number of processes 441 
algebraic N 224 
compiler N 744 
optimizer, database query - 224 
optimizing finite-state transducers 458 
complexity of N 458 
optimum value 388 
OR-compositional semantics 327 
oracle computations 418 
oracle decreasing time-space complexity 520 
density of N 520 
oracles 19, 25, 91, 93, 507, 520, 522, 568 
density of - 520 
pseudorandom IV 9 1 
orbit size 391 
maximal 391 
orbits 341, 495. 542 
order preserving renaming 732 
order 
dictionary N 287 
factor N 245 
global partial N 206 
inclusion - 783 
induced partial cv 176 
lexicographic N 5 18 
prefix r~ 287, 299 
prescribed N 78 
subsegment N 287 
subsequence N 287 
subword - 245 
order-sorted 
algebra 65, see also OSA 
logic 63 
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order-theoretic functions 72 
characterization IS0 shortest curve 162 
properties 278 tape I IS. 213 
tools 338 tree 72 
orderable graphs 727 output-polynomial time 793 
ordered outputs 48. 633, 730 
alphabets 287. 756 overhead 175, 434,436 
binary decision diagram 672, 723. see also overlap 321, 737 
OBDD overlap-free 2 I2 
graphs 78.5 words 212 
rings S22 overlapping 442 
set I IO overlay 728 
shared relationships 795 overlaying systems 684 
trees I 19, 697 overlining 688 
ordering functions 379 overloading 65 
orderings 4.5. 197. 440, 672, 685, 761, 785, 799. OWHY 325 
800 P + NP 528, 762 
total division - 581 question 528 
orders 88, 287 P + PSPACE 447 
interval N 693 P/T-system 545 
ordinary classical logtc 202 p-automatic 123 
ordinary differential equations 622, 768 P-bi-immune 603 
solutions of - 768 languages 603 
ordinary sets 288, 603 
distributtve law 477 sets, existence of - 603 
encodings 543 P-complete 422. 676 
encodings. unique decipherability of N 543 problems 422 
narrowing 642 P-immune sets 288 
resolution 237 p-isomorphic 457 
resolution. restriction of or 237 p-rn-complete degrees 762 
submonoids I I? p-processor 78 1 
subsequence order 287 p-random 603 
topological spaces IS I P-selective sets 308, 738 
Turing tapes, symmetry of - 107 P-selectivity 738 
unambiguous context-free grammar 678 Pj-reducible graphs 735 
universe HF 282 PT nets 16 
organizatton strategy, absorbing list - 293 P&m, conjecture of - 519 
orienting non-ground rewrite systems 685 PAA 235 
originators 759 PAC-leaming model 6 11 
orthogonal PAG 141 
polynomials 250 Paige and Tarjan 729 
proving termination of - 684 patr criteria 683 
otthogonality 2 I 8, 32 I useless - 548 
assumption of -. 321 paired loops 5 19 
OSA 6.5 pairing 49 
Birkhoff variety theorem 6S pairs 
signature 65 decidable characterization of - 72 
Othello game 3.58 embedding-projection - 751 
out-degree 699 input-output N 362 
outer measures 6 I4 random N 17s 
outperforms 70 unifiable - 17s 
output unstable N 426 
behaviour 439 pairwise disjoint polygons 29 
bits 783 collection of N 29 
bits, words of - 783 PAL 265 
formulas 265 
formulas, validity of - 265 
palindrome words 599 
palindromes 599, 667 
Papadimitrou and Jannakakis 94 
paperfolding sequences 292. 454 
recurrence function of - 4.54 
paradoxes 15.5, 1.56, 593 
parallel algorithms 8, 693, 767, 781 
concurrent-read concurrent-write - 667 
theory of - 8 
parallel architectures 232 
constant-degree - 708 
parallel 
chip firing game 605 
communicating grammar systems 419, 558, .W 
nlso PCGS, PCS 
complexity 523 
complexity class 5 
complexity, low - 225 
composition 13 I 
computation 352 
computation models 52 
computation strategy 8 
computational complexity 422 
configurations 441 
detection 667 
distributed-memory computers 755 
execution 409 
image identification algorithms s17 
implementation 148. 3 10 
interval order recognition 693 
jobs 467 
jobs, collection of - 467 
languages 547 
machines 435, 467 
numerical linear algebra 418 
one-dimensional pattern matching 517 
online parsing 3 10 
palindrome detectron algorithms 667 
processor systems 382 
processors subject 386 
program composition operators 48 1 
programs 300, 636, 650 
queries 668 
parallel RAM algorithms 416 
parallel random 693 
access machine .sre PRAM 
models of N 693 
reduction 321, 517 
parallel 
refutations 28 
time 565. 781 
time bound 92 
time, resisting sublinear - 565 
parallelism 8, 129, 132, 338, 441, 511 
distributed N 129 
maximal degree of N 132 
parallelizable 225 





parameterized affine recurrence equations 232 
parameterized algebraic specifications 577 
theory of N 577 
complexity 757 
complexity, theory of N 757 
parameterized 




specifications, implementations of - S77 
parametric 
approach 799 
polymorphism 37 1 
polymorphism, formal - 312 
setting 799 
paramehicity 312, 323, 592 
Reynolds-Ma theory of IV 592 
theory of N 592 
parametrization 345, 353, 702 
parent clauses 237 
parenthesis languages 355 
Parikh’s theorem 405 
parity 25. 81, 788 
decision trees 81 
parity-changing involution 245 
Park. loosely implementable in the sense of N 643 
parser-independent definition 678 
parsers 56, 57 
look-ahead - 56 
recursive ascent ‘U 57 
parses 77 
Cl-LAGS +. 77 
parsimony 295 
parsing 56, 158 
tables S6 
parallel online - 310 
recursive ascent N 56 
partial algebras 208 




Cartesian closed categories 590, see nl.ro pcccs 
commutativity relation 284 
correctness 267 
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deduction 330 
deduction procedure terminates 330 
descriptions 38 
partial function 




information 38. 402. 640 
knowledge 227 
map classifiers 590, SYC CllSO pmcs 
maps 590 
partial morphisms 129. I3 I 
categories of - 129 




order semantics 409 
ordering 132, 192 
ordering bisimulation equivalence 649 
ordering relation 65 
ordering semantics I32 
partial orders 1 I. 71, 206,287. 376 
causal - IS7 
interval N IS7 
labelled Y 545 
theory of - 206 
partial 
products 586 
recursive function 3 IX 






type information 37 I 
types 371 
partial-order sets 299 
partiality 590 
partition problems 774 
partitioned cellular automaton 779, see U!SO PCA 
partitioned. framework of - 779 
partitions 333. 495, 621, 716. 726 
functions 385 
skew plane - 259 
skew shifted plane - 259 
partizan variations of impartial games 141 
PASCAL program 661 
Pascal triangle I72 
passing strategies 746 
past-time modalities 787 
Paterson and Wegman lmear unification algorithm 
175 
Paterson-Zwick conjecture 671 
path 
dissolution 477 
lengths 656, 701, 716 
lengths, suboptimal N 656 
orderings 62, 684 
orderings, lexicographic - 646 




path-forming games 142 
complexity of N 142 
pathological behaviour 624 
paths reversals 252 
paths 
accepting N 25, I63 
disjoint ,-- 722 
Dyck - 254 
n-tuple of - 31 
noncrossing - 249 
shortest - 6, 234, 656,709 
suboptimal - 656 
Patricia 85, 86, 7 I9 





graph, rooted - 69 
growth 721 
languages 607 
matching 68, 101, 158, 334 
matching problem 101 
pattern matching 
theory of - I58 
two-dimensional N 517 
undecidability of N 101 
pattern occurrences 487 
total number of - 487 
pattern preprocessing 68 
pattern-matching 334 
two-dimensional - 517 
patterns 
abstract common - 224 
individual - 487 
nonuniform addressing N 385 
repeating - 737 
two-dimensional w 393, 756 
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PCD systems 621 




extension of ti 284 




Peleg and Awerbuch 474 
Penttonen and Farinb de1 Cerro 447 
perfect 
graphs 7X 
matchings 21. 726, 739 
matchings, edge disjoint - 21 
memory 140 
model semantics 145 
models 9X. l4S 
search Sl3 
zero knowledge 510 
perfect zero-knowledge 
proof system 5 10 
perfect zero-knowledge proofs 510 
interactlve - 510 
noninteractive - S10 
perfect ZK proof systems 5 10 
performability 
rneilsures 44 I 
modeling techniques 441 
performance equivalence 649 




measures 385, 387 
specification 625 
performance-oriented unavailability 441 
performance. automatic improvement of v 68 I 
performing minor 799 
periodic 
dumps 388 
fractal function 356 
orbit 341 
sets 428 
finite number of - 525 
recursive construction of N 703 
penodicity 704 
phenomena 356 
periods 599. 605, 719, 730 
permissive supervisors 773 
permutability properties 572 
permutation 
equivalence 579 
groups 109. 2.57 
groups, characterization of N 257 
variants 39 1 
permutation-of-transitions 669 
permutation-reset deterministic automata 740 
permutation-SCSe 391 
permutation-SC% 391 
permutations 257, 261, 391, 413, 495, 498 
cycle decomposition of N 498 
function mapping N 261 
wedge-free - 261 
permutative theories 268 
perpetual strategy theorem 4 13 
Perrin 736 
and Berstel 614 
and Ochmanski 804 
Persiano and De Santis 701 
perspectives 98, 154, 410, 435, 634, 714 
PEs 659 




Petri nets 7, 28, 52, 133, 184, 193, 333, 373, 545, 
583, 669, 761,786 
1 -safe N 761 
algebraic treatment of N 28 
extended free-choice N 193 
Fair N 583 
finite - 373 
subclass of - 7 




locking protocols 795 
phenomena 
nonlogical N 532 
self-organization N 525 




r-calculus 195, 57 1 
112 theories 357 
rc property 316 
II: formula 636 
If;-hard 410 
picture languages 5 1 
2-retreat-bounded regular N 501 
k-reversal-bounded regular N 5 1 
retreat bounded N 501 
reversal-bounded N 51 
stripe context-free N 51 
stripe linear - 51 
picture 
273 
recognition algorithm SO1 Kahn and 
words 120 
- theory of concrete data structures 
8,319 
pictures 120. 501. 728, 766 methods of Y 594 
digital - 766 Plotkin-style operational semantics 271 
piecewise deterministic zero Lmdenmayer scheme pmcs 590 
704 Pnueli I.52 
piecewise linear Polya urn models 718 
functions 342 point-relativized functional LAAs 647 
Voronoi roadmap 653 
piecewise-constant derivattves systems 
pointwise ordering 8 
621, see Poisson arrival stream 386 
al.srJ PCD policies, static traffic allocation N 383 
piecewise-linear trajectories 620 polyadic algebras - 647 
Pierce et al. IS3 polygonal 
Pierce’s proof of undecidability of typing 639 goal regions 65X 
Pitts obstacles 656, 658 
and Hyland IS.? polygons 29. 82, 162, 653,655. 657, 728 
Crole and - FIX logical system 594 pairwise disjoint - 29 
PL 447 rectilinear N 657 
placejtransition 333, 669. 7X6 special classes of N 6.57 
Plaisted 62 polyhedral 
algorithm of -- and Kapur et al 70 domains 29 
conjecture of Y 62 objects 655 
plan generation I RX sets 621 
planar subsets 62 I 
acyclic dtgraphs 291 world 6.53 
digraphs 29 I polylog 395, 676 
graph embedding 79 I polylogarithmic 706 
graphs 169. 174. 234, 172. 706. 722 factor S6.5, 668, 671 
graphs. bipartite - 759 functions 395 
motion planning 6.58 POLYLOGTIME reductions 782 
regions 162 polymorphic 
trapezoidal 349 functions 312, 323 
function countmg rooted - maps 243 A-calculi 101, 323 
planarity 29 I 
plane 
polymorphic programming languages 588 
29. 76. 162. 167. 256. 423. 48.5, 656 semantics of - S88 
Euclidean -_ 399 polymorphic 
projective - 256 rype assignment system 445 
two-dimensional - 73 I types 595 
planning 656 polymorphism 65 
paths 656 implicit h 742 
fast n 656 structural Y 207 
motion - 291. 653, 6SS. 657 polynomial 
shortest-path - 655 algorithm I93 
plant 625. 627, 628 bound 605 
DES - 627 coefficients ,523 
physical - 62X decision procedure I47 
player model 643 polynomial equations 526, 530 
players 78. 117, 140. 142, 169.289. 354.492. St2 solving systems of - 526 
plethysm operation 260 system of N 530 
Plotkin 324 polynomial evaluation 700 
and Tait 594 problem 700 
power construction 587 polynomtal 
powerdomain 38 hierarchy 19, 198, 288 
powerdomain operation I SO ideal 548 
style inference rules 482 rnterpretations 68.5 





number 365. 772 
reduction 770 
size 672 
systems 529. 53 I, .54X 
systems, symbolic solution of N S4X 
time 2. 21.25.51, 52.55, 72, 87,282,40X. 490, 
530. 55.5, 564, 603, 676, 695, 697. 765, 78X 
time algorithm 17, 169, 495 
time random matching algorithm 739 
time Turing degrees 357 
polynomial time 
characterizations of - 2 
weak - 521 
polynomial upper bounds 81. 302 
polynomial-length 
program characterizations X8 
programs 8X 
polynomial-related time-space complexity I 77 
polynomial-sample learnability 61 1 
polynomial-size 89, 165 
arithmetic circuits 165 
circuits 619 
deterministic 8 I 
polynomial-time 364, 489, 664 
It-hard sets 220 




preserving reducibility 802 
polynomial-ttme 
c0mposition function 302 
computability 282 
computable 73 I 
cotnputable curve 73 I 
constraints 489 
counterparts 87 
hierarchy 87. 181, 619, 783, 788 
k-to-k’ reduction 364 
many-one-hard 220 
public-coin verifier 177 
reducible 61 1 
reductions 364, 505, 727 
relative strengths of - 364 
simultaneous - 676 
polynomial-time-solvable 391 
polynomials 21, 127, 141. 377, 395, 408. 496, 
523. 526. 531. 664, 700, 752 
Bell - 247 
Bernoulli - 165 
k-sparse multivanate Y 613 
non-degenerate systems of N 526 
noncommutative N 258, 427 
orthogonal - 250 
probabilistic N 181 
polyomino 423, 764 
tilings 764 
parahelogmm - 423 
polyominoe families 764 
polyominoes 423, 764 
counting parallelogram N 254 
pomset 
classes 576 
trace equivalence 373 
PoSets 299 
positions 169, 286, 358, 490, 508 
canonical N 454 
domineering snake N 290 
final N 654 
positive 
coefficients 25 1 
component 59 
data 607, 609, 666 
examples in learning theory 52 
groundedness property 59 






interpretations, gathering - I54 
possible matching substitutions 37 
reduction of N 37 
possible plant state trajectories 625 
Post correspondence problems 5 16 
postfix operators 678 
postspecification operators 800 
potential 
concurrency 1 X4 
function method 252 
power domains 149 
convex h 149 





pseudovarieties, calculation of N 103 
set operations 223 
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p0WX 
accepting h 421 
symmetric - 260 
powersets 805 
PP counting class 25, I81 
PRAM 
model 693, 755 
simulation 434 
PRAMS 90, 365, 467. 693 
pre/post specifications 379 
pre-applicative structures 689 
pre-existing types 592 





precedences 678. 685 
infix operator - 678 
precomputed numerical table 49X 
predicate calculus 66 
LS 359 
predicate logic 359 
classical linear - I8 
linear lirst-order Y IX 
predicate 
symbols 98. 37Y 
transformer wp 747 
predicate transformers 805. 806 
categories of - 805 
conjunctive - 805 
monotonic - no5 
predicate variable 480 
predicates 13, 84, 163. 267. 331, 439, 480. 681 
750. 763 
coinductive definitions of - 331 
monadic defined x 227 
numerical - 5 
run-time - 48 
second-order - 149 
predicates, unary - 749 
predicative monotonic recurrence 322 
predicattvity conditron 322 
predomains. property of - 376 
preemption cost 466 
preferred umque maximal model 328 
prefetching 442 
strategies 442 
strategies, multiple-disk - 442 
prefix 65. 287. 560, 678 
prefix codes 258. 550 
cohesive v 602 




order 287, 299 
ordering 176 
rewriting 69 
transition graph 69 
preordered category 805 
preorders 440, 689 
derived - 754 
fault - 440 
preperiodic 525 
kneading sequence 525 
preprocess 657 





pattern - 68 
Presburger arithmetic 414 
prescribed 
order 78 
viability set 625 
presentation 156, 187, 328, 355, 633. 642 
finite canonical N 486 
group - 161 
mathematical - 156 
regular complete - 752 
unifying - 98 
presorting vertices 473 





operations 275, 789 
programs 284 
recursion, scheme of N 112 
primitive recursive 
bound 62 
derivation lengths 62 
functions 101, 400 





coinductive N 637 
induction - 42, 64, 300 
pnoritized 
models 631 
operators 63 1 
priority queue 781 
operations 78 1 
pro-finite topology 730 
probabilistic 
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affine automata 235. see cilso PRAM 





assumptions. needed - 75 
choice operator 63 1 
finite automaton see PFA 
finite generators 235 




models, sequence of - 86 
polynomials 18 I 
results, interpretation of - 86 
systems 740 
techniques 7 I6 
techniques, combination of - 7 16 
transition systems 740 
probabilities 91. 175, 181. 246, 434. 538, 631 
blocking - 384 
equilibrium state - 387 
transition - 389 
unequal - 716 
probability distribution 7 IS, 720 
equilibrium state _ 387 
unknown - 293 
probability model 76X 
balanced - 246 
space 777 
space, enlarged - 566 
probability 
theory I70 
binary search tree model of - 246 
problem-oriented verification system 28 1 
problem-oriented verification system SPECTRUM 
281 
problems 
algebraic Y 362 
ambiguity - 501 
approximable - 94 
classical tiling w 485 
common logspace-complete - 47s 
context-freeness - 760 
decision - 169. 180, 269, 410, 415, 558, 559. 
574, 575, 611. 686, 770, 784, 788 
disunification - 686 
dynamic programming - X2 
E-unification - 642 
equivalence ti 108, 760 
feasibility - 262 
finiteness - 558 
tixed-parameter - 664 
geometric w 76 
Hamiltonian circuit construction N 513 
identifying N 640 
intersection-emptiness N 501 
language processing N 729 
language-theoretic N 233 
mixed subsequence N 710 
network-stability - 475 
NP-complete - 311, 496, 528, 551, 555, 765, 
770 
NP-hard - 338, 489 
online N 426 
open N 37, 45, 51, 105, 198, 326, 511, 519, 
564, 670, 716, 736 
optimization N 94, 441, 765, 768, 802 
P-complete N 422 
parameterized N 664 
partition N 774 
path - 722 
Post correspondence - 5 16 
PC-dimension N 61 I 
PSPACE-complete N 142 
representability - 607 
restrictions N 475 
robotic navigation N 655 
solving communication N 435 
supersequence N 391 
tile connectability - 485 
unresolved N 785 
unsolvable - 315 
validity - 284 
VC-dimension - 610, 61 I 
VLSI - 24 
word - 88, 104, 161, 180, 355 
procedural 
knowledge 532 
semantics 335, 797 
procedures 
decision N 160, 179, 621, 639, 748 
designing efficient N 748 
iterative - 620 
mechanical - I4 
minimization - 620 
semidecision N 371, 639, 748 
process 
algebra HAL 279 
algebraic 633 
algebraic approach 440 
process algebras 187, 195, 649, 743 
modular specification of N 187 




description language 192 




interpretation 57 I 
meets 640 
terms 263 
terms. algebras of - 763 
transformations 643 
process-calculus translations 57 1 
processed jobs 46.5 
processes 
asynchronous - 133 
basic parallel b 7X6 
complicated - 263 
concurrent - 9 113 643 &. 
deterministic timed - 630 
discrete - 640 
distributed - 640 
distributed nature ot k 191 
fault-tolerant - 340 
faulty -._ 440 
GaussIan n 7 I5 
image-tinite - 771 
mobile - I95 
normed context-l’ree e._ iSl.4Y4 
normed unary -_ 494 
normed unary context-free - 494 
online parser z 310 
recursion-i&c - 631 
rewriting - I I?, 130 
rings of L S83 
stochastic - 455 
systems of - I 3.3 
theory of - 63Y 
mned predetermimstlc -_ 630 
unique decomposition of Y IO? 
value-passing _ 632 
processes-sharing Lariables 333 
processing 
bulk data 224 
data collectlons 224 
elements 659. WC CL~SO PE, PEs 
cost of - 122 
document - 301 
processol 
arrays 304 
elements 14 I 




processor-time product 82 
prOCeSsO~'u 55. 82. 118. 39. 262, 310, 365, 366. 
382. 386. 416, 434, 431, 441. 461, 414. 565. 
61X. 651. 660. 661. 693, 706, 725. 732, 759. 
767. 772, 774, 781 
adjacent - 759 
expected number of N 382 
mesh of Y 660 
minimum number of N 55 
nonuniversal N 55 
polynomial number of Y 365 
producer-consumer system 583 
product 
operation 278 
operations of - 223 
product-form distributions 385 
production schemas 713 
products 
inner - 497 
partial Y 586 
semidirect - 110,389 





program composition operations 796 
semantics of N 796 
program 





development 185, 484 
entq 300 
equivalence, theory of - 49 
executions 300 
program extraction theorem 33 1 
Etream - 331 
program 
inefficiency 6X 1 
level laws 805 
primitives 49 
properties 300, 636 
properties. proofs of r~ 636 
refinement, calculus of N 806 
segments 409 
size restrictions 43 1 
specifications 281, 534, 805 
synthesis 160. 331 
transformations 438, 448, 746 
union 28 
vetification 479 
programmable machines I35 
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descriptions 678 
design 143 
formalisms 65 1 
levels 651 
systems 68 
programming languages 12. 14, 49, 150. 300, 334, 
481, 578, 637,639, 651, 678 
denotational semantics of ‘V 150 
higher-order functional - 376 
imperative higher-order - 35 
implementations of - 678 
object-oriented - 652 
polymorphic - 588 
semantics of - 578 







programming semantics 156 
development of C? I56 
formal - 628 
programming 
system. choice of - 431 
systems 47, 302, 352, 431 
techniques 796 
theory 451 
analogical - 185 
concurrent constraint N 132, 333 
high complexity of cu 637 
object-oriented ^ V 65 
principles of - 789 
quadratic - 527 
programs 
computing total recursive 374 
abstract v 578 
algebra of - 224 
basic - 438 
branching - 723 
compositions of - 796 
concurrent N 284, 368 
constrained equivalence of N 64 
definite N 267 
definite clause - 329 
derivation of - 49 
deriving h I85 
ELECTRE - 745 
extraction of - 331 
first-order - 60 
functional Y 35, 64 
higher-order - 805 
Horn -., 296 
imperative - 35. 479 
iterative N 152 
linear algebra N 281 
list-processing N 64 
logical content of w 148 
MLOG - 334 
nondeterministic N 99 
nonrecursive N 225 
optimization of - 224 
parallel - 300, 636,650 
polynomial-length N 88 
primitive - 284 
Prolog - 48, 275, 277, 379 
propositional semantics of - 578 
proving inevitability properties of N 300 
semantic transformations of N 302 
semantics of w 796 
sequential ^ J 300 
stored N 805 
stratified N 34, 298, 746 
strict N 58 
subclasses of - 44 
tail-recursive w 209 
total correctness of N 300 
transformation of N 374 
union of N 327 
UNITY - 636 
progress properties 636 
progression 53 
Proietti-Pettorossi 68 I 




Prolog 48, 275, 277 
clauses 48 
inferences 48 
Prolog programs 48, 275. 277, 379 
computational complexity of N 277 
space complexity of N 277 
Prolog 
subclasses 277 
technology theorem prover 48, see also HTTP 
extension of - 48 
flat dynamic N 277 
kernel dynamic - 277 
operational semantics of N 277 
Prolog-based 48 
implementation 48 
PITP interpreters 48 
prolongability 212 
promise problem 214 
proof 
forest 534 
methods 13, 267, 379 
proof net 




proof nets 143. 189, 203 
properties of - 203 
proof normalization 32 1, 57 I. 572 
possibilities of - 572 
proof 
object 42 
principles 300. 376 
procedures 96, 450, 533 
procedures. resolution-based x 37 
rules 325. 409, 624 
search strategy 572 
structures 57 I 
proof systems I43 
interactive -_ 177. 568 
perfect ZK -- 510 
proof theory 155, 323 
compositional network - 439 








proof-theory 57 1 
proof-tree roots 267 
proofs 
algebraic - 806 
allowable forms of -. 300 
constructing - 534 
constructive N 313,488 
converting noninteractive zero-knowledge - S I () 
depth of - 452 
implementation - 36 
inevitability +_- 300 
interactive N 177 
linear time k 477 
perfect zero-knowledge - S IO 
round-optimal zero-knowledge - 510 
proofs-as-processes 57 I 
propagating, method of - 270 
proper-path-width 6 I7 
properties 
algebraic x SO6 
approximation - 94 
alomicity Y 434 
behavioural - I57 
case intrinsic w 4 
categorical Y 78 
closure - 2S. 150. 309. 390. 393. 410, 415, 
420. 733 
code - S46 
combinatoric N 460 
common ti 537 
data-dependency - 145 
deadline meeting - 720 
decision N 557 
declarative N 267 
duration N 626 
dynamical - 704, 721 
equational - 154,616 
ergodic w 460 
formal - 77 
fundamental - 75, 240, 788 
garbage-theoretic N 478 
graph N 98, 139 
graph-theoretical N 784 
inevitability - 300 
inferred - 275 
liveness N I2 
local rank - 460 
logical - 6, 47. 222 
mathematical - 199 
metatheoretic w 64 
modular N 598, 801 
monadic second-order N 1 
non-closure N SO8 
order-theoretic - 278 
partial order - 409 
permutability N 572 
progress - 636 
safety 439 
strictness h 316 
structural - 157,455 
term - 379 
timing - 484 
topological - 753 
undecidability N 363 
undecidable - 556 
uniqueness N 637 
universal h 478, 637 
vertical composition - 651 
propositional 
algorithmic logic 265, see also PAL 
calculus 483 
case 198, 575 
circumscription 198, 273 
constants 18 
dynamic logic 284, see also PAL 
formuIas 237 
knowledge base 483 
level 265 
logic, fragments of N 198 
logics 198, 284, 301, 450. 763 
multiplicative linear logic 575 
semantics 578 
temporal logics 33 
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theories 198 
variables 763 
propositions 42. 300, 57.5 
ProPre program synthesis system S80 
protein molecules 737 
protocols 436. 510. 732, 795, 798 
event-based - 634 
incomparable synchronization N 79s 
multi-prover interactive N 568 
parallelize multiple prover (_ 568 





prudent learners 666 
pruning infinite SLD-derivations 44 
pwudo-orbits 542 
pseudorandom 603 
oracles 9 I 
oracles, presence of N 91 
pseudovarieties 103. 550 
Y--dimension 61 1 
problem 6 1 1 
Vc-dimension 61 1 
problems 61 1 
PSPACE 351. 395, 410. SI 1, 694, 783 
subclass of v 3.51 
PSPACE-complete 141. 142, 169. 358, 410. 447, 
485, 552, 761 
problems 142 
satisfiability problem 635 




PTAS aproximation class 802 
PTIME 226 
extension 79 I 
PTL. Gabby’s separation theorem for - 648 
PT-rP 48 
theorem-provmg 48 
Prolog-based implementation of N 48 
public key cryptosystem 83 
public-coin 
interactive proof system 177 
polynomial-space exponential-time verifiers 177 
Pugh 717 
pullbacks 95. 451 
pumping lemmas 4 19 
generalization of - 419 
pure-future fragment 787 
pursuit, complexity of - 694 
pushdown automata 69, 77. 213 
bottom-up tree - 417 
power of - 213 
synchronized - 213 
pushdown transition graph 69 




systems, dynamical properties of - 704 
pyramid computer 600 
q-analogues 25 I 
y-automatic 123 
sequences 123 
q-Bessel functions 254 
y-realizability interpretation 33 1, 480 
q-series 251 
canonical - 251 
Q” 763 
n-ary predicates - 763 
quadratic Boolean forms 22 
multiplicative complexity of - 22 
convergence 526 
convergence theorems 526 
quadratic 
loss 699 
nonresiduosity 5 10 
programming 527 
programming, complexity of - 527 
residues 5 10 
residuosity 5 10 
residuosity languages 5 10 
residuosity, thresholds of N 5 10 
time 788 
time-space tradeoff 92 
quadratic-time 
composition function 302 
decision algorithm 303 
quadtree algorithm 600 
quadtrees 224, 714 
qualitative behavior 542 
quantifiable resource 395 
quantified 
Boolean formula validity 574 
feature descriptions 749 
first-order formulae 749 
implicational formulas 329 
quantifier-free formulas 107 
quantifiers 94, 156, 575 
modulo-counting - 407 
universal second-order - 6 
quasi-deterministic OL system 760, see also D’OL 
quasi-free theories 268 
quasi-free theory 268 
quasi-injective reductions 364 
quasi-linear time universal cellular automaton 352 
quasigroup isomorphism problem 395 
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quasigroups 395 
quasilinear time 352, 788 
quasilinear-time complexity 788 
theory 788 
quasilinear-time hterarchy 788 
quasiperiodic 286 
quasiperiodicities 286 
quasipolynomial time 788 
quasistationary distribution 389 
queries 6, 52. 163. 223, 225-228, 282. 296, 330. 
462. 472. 533. 58. 55.5, 613, 657. 715. 746, 
792 
aggregate - 53x 
complexity of - 223 
database - 224. 682 
Datalog - 226 
expressible +., 225 
first-order - 790. 792 
function value - 6 I3 
hierarchy of - 223 
interval - 733 
parallcl - 668 
ptoceswrg of 2 S38 
reachability - 291 
sequence of - 715 
shortest distance - 657 
transforming relational - 224 
query anwenng 227, S33 
complexity of x 227 
query 
anwet-s 746 
query languages 792 
developing - 789 
high-level declarative - 555 
object-oriented - 224 
query 
node 234 
optimization 7 IT. 746 
optimrzation. objecttoriented - 224 
processmg 223 
processing, complexity of - 223 
result 228 
siLe estimation 228 
querying 6 I.7 
queueing network 3X.5 
model 387 
closed - 385 
two-station - 3x7 
queueing systems 720 
queues 178, 386, 3x7 





systems, multichannel - 75 
QUICKSORT 266 
quiescent states 634 
quotient 
modules 258 
term algebras 268 
quotients 6.5, 110, 459, 669 
r-consistency 801 
r-consistent term rewriting systems 801 
R-structures 197 





tree automata 3 1, 540 
Rabin’s 
complementation lemma 663 
theorem 663 
Rabin-recognizable relations 3 1 
Rabin-Scott finite-state automata 557 
radii 732 
Ramadge and Wonham 773 
Ramanathan and Alagar 53.5 
RAMS 4, 469 
space complexity of - 4 
Ramsey theorem 205 
Ramseyan 
factorization forest 677 
functions 677 
random 
bipartite graphs 768 
bits 93, I81 
coin 93 
deadline W, 382 
random edge cuts 777 
behavior of - 777 
families 768 
families, generation of - 768 





mappings 7 13 
move-to-front I22 
NP-complete problem 770 
oracle separations 9 I 
pairs 175 
set systems 768 
source 93 
strings 170 
strings, topological structure of - 170 
tape 93 
ttme 720 




random-sampling algorithm 228 
randomization 426. 492 
randomized 
algorithm HIT-for-Sets 470 
algorithms 469, 473, 612 
construction 167 
decision tree complexity 89 
logspace machines 93 
many-one polynomial-time reduction 181 
mm operator 469 
online algorithm 426. 468 
polynomial 469 
space-bounded computation, definition of - 93 
upper bound 469 
randomness 93. 740 
Raney results on completely distribution lattice\ 
197 
range 
property ? I3 
theorem 3 13 
rank 22, 128. 166 
hyperedges of _ 12x 
local N 460 
local funny _ 460 
Rae result on regular interative arrauys 232 
Raoult and Kennaway 673 
rapid prototyping I2 
rates, breakdown - 386 
ratio, minimum cut-off - 609 
rational expression 523 
one-letter - 511 
functions 560 
functions. characlerization of w 560 
identitles 541 
identities, complete system of - 541 
rnrlonal 




w-languages. Characterizations of 
power 242 
relations 106 
relations. rynchronized - 106 
sets 390. 508 
transductions 405 
rationality 242 






transition system 669 
RE 220, 762 
re-ordering property 584 
reachability 193, 404, 493, 620, 621. 761, 785 




set equality 786 
tree 179 
decidability of N 404 
reachable 
marking 7 
states 193, 634 
reactive 
behaviors 61 
reactive systems 12, 190, 535, 648 
modal logics of +- 648 
verification of N 535 
read-once 89, 93 
de Morgan formula 671 





read-once vs 93 






functions 182, 523 
functions, properties of N 182 
interval 525 
real number models 73, 123, 527 
framework of b 527 




time 514, 675 
time BDD 723 
time binary decision program 723, see also 
RBBD 
time OCA 675 
time OCA language 675 
equivalence of N and digital nondeterminism 
524 
real-time 624 
real-time distributed systems, development of N 
53s 
real-time systems 
behavior of N 410 
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development of - 184 
refinement of - 4x4 





realizability 446, 689 
interpretation 33 1, 480 
theorem 689 




realizers. property of - bX9 
reals S22. 524. 526. 528, 613 
nonstandard h 528 
realtime 134. 691 
concurrency I3 
distributed systems 535 
one-way alternating k-counter 124 
requirements 4 IO 
synchronized alternating automata 124 
system scheduling 437 
realtime systems 410, 484. 720, 745 
multiprocessor 5 437 
traditional 62X 
verifying - 626 




abductive ^U 295 
analogical - 185 
case-based _ 607 
closed-world - 19x 
equational h 35 
hypothetical - 533 
logical - 14.5 
nonmonotonic - 797 
REC 603 
recalculation 683 
recoded rrr-ary method 463 
recognizing k-connected hypergraphs I28 
recognition 520. 597 
algorithm 215 
algorithm, linear-ttme - 735 
fast h 239. 366 
parallel interval order - 693 
recognizability 417, 540 
strong monoid - 540 
theory of - s40 
recognizable bitix codes 736 
completion of - 736 
recognizable 
complete bifix code 736 
languages 804 
sets 390, 405, 776 
sets, basic families of N 390 
strong maximal codes I I I 
subsets. Kleene characterization of - 390 
recognizable trace languages 390, 505 
closure properties of - 390 
recognizable 
tree languages 221, 556 
decompositions of ^Y II I 
f-1 h 556 
Rabin ti 540 
recoloring 473 
reconfigurable 
bus systems 304 
networks 304 













recurrence equations 232 
computability of - 232 
pararnetetized affine N 232 
system of Y 232 
Sj’StWJS Of Y 232 
recurrence 
function 454 
monotonic - 322 
predicative monotonic N 322 
tiered monotonic - 322 











recursion, translation of N 594 
recursion-free I94 
processes 633 
recursions 194, 225, 378, 594, 606, 643, 750 
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bounding functron 5 I 5 
bounds S 15. 646 
causal behaviour 373 
construction 703 
decomposnion ordering 62 
definitions 156. 400 
definmonr, presentation of - I.56 
derivation lengths 646 
equations 32, SXO 
equattons. \ystems of - 37 
c’xtensrons 792 
feature theory 749 
formula 257 
function syhtcm$ 235 
recursive fimcttona 56. 3 18. 425, 5 1.5. 646. 744 
primitive - 101. 400 
theory of -. 42s 
rec”r’i,Ve 
hterarchy 1; -100 
toin 757 
language\ 77, 666 
languages, families of - 666 
ordinals large 636 





procedure\. weakest-preconditton mterpretatton 
of -._ 37x 
program schemes 44X 
query processing techniques 533 
reahzability 6X9 
rule 245 
\ets 214. 357 
sets two-variable 171 
specitications 352 
structure 7% 
recurstve trees 71x 
bucket -. 71x 
generaliratron 01 -._ 71X 
recursive 
guarded - 645 
redex-families 68X 
redexes 131, 478. 688 
Redko 
and Basarab 282 
and Salomaa 104 
reduced tree 179 




adaptive N 782 
candidates of N 689 
polynomial-time approximation preserving N 
802 
reducible 499, 507, 802 
reducing 101, 316, 362 
method of - 362 
reduction 
axioms 584 
functions 2 I3 
longest 4 I3 
machines 96, 591 
rules 153, 318 
rules, search space - 37 
wnantics 112 
strength of N 364 
reductionist semantics 155 
reductions 37, 181, 213, 214, 219, 270, 364,418, 
420. 516, 688, 750 
approximation-preserving - 94 
logical - 269 
POLYLOGTIME - 782 
polynomial-time - 505, 727 
quasi-injective - 364 
Turing N 788 
redundancy 683 
criteria 683 
criteria, predicates simulate - 683 
reduction S72 
redundant 748 
key comparisons 7 I7 
nodes 443 
nodes, row of - 443 
values 68 1 
Reed and Roscoe 629 




temporal language 6.50 
retinement 





calculus of - 806 
program level laws of - 805 
refinements 148, 194, 263. 267. 484. 535. 577, 
63 I. 634, 650. 805. 806 
action - 16. 196. 263 
reflexive I97 
reflexive-transitive closure 616 
reformulating language processmg problems 729 
refutability 608 
refutational completeness 748 
refute hypothesis spaces 608 
regional homotopy 53 I 
methods 531 
region in a ?-structure 453 
regions I 16. 162. 4%. 62 I, 6%. 737 
connected w 162 
curved boundary Jordan 5 I62 
planar - 162 
repeating h 737 
registers 444 
dedicated commumcation x 659 






expressions 303. 428, 724 
expressions, rewriting extended - 692 
grammars 547 
grammars, fimte set of - S47 
graph problem 396 
iterative arrays 232 
regular languages 5. 104. 23 I. 287, 396,401. 488. 
500, 525, S46. 5.53, 567. 704, 783, 792 
acceptance power of - 783 
independence of -. 546 
minimal elements of -- 287 
star-free ‘V SO 
wary - 213 
regular mbd 380 
constructing opttmal -- 380 
regular 
minimal broadcast dipraphs 380 
ptcture languages SO I 
registers 444 
relations 4.5 I 
rewrite rule 43 
semigroups 550 
sets 33, 124. 173, 23 I. 428, 549 
sets, affine - 23s 
solution SO0 
structure 69 
syntactic monoids 550 
temporal logic 33. .crr ii/.w RTL. 
trees 71 
unimodal systems 525 
zigzag submonoids 113 
O-reversal-bounded - 5 1 
regularity 305. 760 
reheap procedure 266 
Reiter 40 
relabelling 669 
relation algebras 800 
properties of - 800 
relation sizes 715 
relational 
calculus 673, 789, 806 
database operations 228 
databases 224, 491. 537, 715, 789 
databases parameters 7 15 
relatronal databases 
large 536 
parameters of - 491 
relational 
dkision operator I99 
graph rewitings 673 
machines 792 
operator 7 IS 
structures I, 129 
tuples 226 
relations 4, 31, 58, 60, 67, 98, 179, 188. 199, 
21.5. 216, 22.5, 243, 267, 292, 312. 355. 419, 
439. 452, 455, 459, 475, 491, 495, 546, 616, 
715. 76.5, 793, 806 
automaton-definable N 31 
behavioural implementation N 46 
cardinalities of - 791 
conflict 5 795 
congruence - 35 
dependence - 784 
derived - 715 
elementary - 578 
functional - 243 
k-ary -- 506 
Kleene algebras of - 616 
lo.&11 .x 592, 595 
monadic -._ 6 
mutual - 764 
neighbourhood - 764 
nested - 789 
Rabin-recognizable - 3 I 
rational - 106 
recursion -.. 385 
satisfaction - 577, 644 
sizes of k 71s 
well-founded - 636 
relattonships 4. IO. 40, 75, 88, 89, 94, 153, 191, 
203, 222. 235, 303, 433, 453, 455, 485, 489, 
1533. 602, 617, 6.55. 669 
exact - 365 
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hierarchtcal - 655 
ordered shared _ 79s 
structural - 739 
relative 
computahthty 643 
consistency proof I4 
expressive power I95 
network completeness 439 
parallel-time complexity 4 I8 
priorities 63 I 
processor speeds I44 
simplification 336 
simphtication, system performing - 336 
situation IO5 
speeds 355 
strength 44. 364 
weights 3X5 




complextty classes 54 
functional LAAs 647, see trlso RFA 
relativized polynomtal-time hierarchies 10 
existence of cv 19 
relativized world 56X 
relativizing complexity classes 4 
release time 466 
relevance 1-t-t. 199 
relevant 




atomic data types 795 
identification 608 
identificatton. criteria of - 60X 
remote mechanism 6.54 
renaming 38 I 732 
operators I94 
order preservmg - 
renewal equation 7 I6 ‘32 




deferring - 441 
guarded _ 441 
repeated 

















systems, semantics of - 440 
replication operator 440 
representability problems 607 
representable dynamic algebras 544 
representation 
theorems 299, 647 
theory for a 2-structure 453 
convenient methods of N 428 
representation-independent fashion 165 
representations 3 I, 52, 73.92, 165. 182,244, 368, 
377, 428, 448, 547, 560, 563, 624, 723, 760, 
790 
admissible - 182 
binary - 356 
graphical - 282, 534 
integral - 385, 714 
intermediate N 406 
interval - 693 
minimum size of N 52 
normal-form N 390 
visibility w 291 
representative 373 
represented large-scale graphs 739 
requested 
set largest 470 
sets 470 
requirements 
constant memory N 293 
realtime ry 410 
resource “U 467 
storage - 311 
residual hypotheses 295 
residue calculus 7 14 
residuum 295 
resisting sublinear parallel time 565 
resolution 96, 116, 155, 156 
deductions 369 
ordinary ‘Y 237 
SLD - 296 
SLDNF - 98, 298 
resolution-based proof procedures 37 
resolution-like inference 450 
resource requirements 467 
resource-aware logic 575 
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resource-sensitive nature 203 autodistance 20 
resources I IO, 2x2. 3 IO. 189 transformation 69 
responsiveness 666 reversed inclusion 705 
restricted classes 32 I, 555. 560 reversible 
restncted CRCW PRAM< 365 Lstructures 504 
restricted simulation 699, 779 
CCS see RCCS revised theory of multisets 136 
derivations 6X-t reward functions 441 
form 51 I rewrite rules 36, 160, 230, 478, 685 
instruction Sets 365 intinite set of - 160 
model 137.489 left-hand sides of - 36 
nondeterminism classes 691 properties of - 478 
number SO4 rewrite systems 321, 417, 516, 646, 6X4 
restricted Perfect Matchmg 126 generating confluent - 748 
restricted orienting non-ground - 685 
subsumption algornhnr 37 trf - 417 
system IS rewriting 
restriction, axiomatic treatment of - 571 components 159 
rmstricttons 7. 31, 37. Sl. 54, 77, x7. 194, 213. extended regular expressions 692 
237. 271. 3h.i. 524. 577. 669, 685, 77qx 791, grammars 1 
79S mechanisms 405 
problems 375 processes I 12. I30 
linear constant Y 686 relation 645 
program size h 431 relation, nonterminating - 645 
syntactic - 792 rules 280 
restructuring operatron 293 steps 64s 
result steps, finite number of ru 645 
state\ 21-I. 297, 302. 486, S23 strategy 645 
\&es 6X0 rewriting systems 73, 160. 339, 486 
resultant program 59 branching term - 598 
P’ 59 confluent term - 556 
results dis.joint term N 801 
analytic - -1-17 linite complete - 752 
category-theorem - 6.37 left-linear term - 801 
complementary hardness - 2 I Noetherian graph - 210 
computational adequacy -. S94 nonconfluent term N 801 
connected oracle separatton - 19 r-consistent term - 801 
convcrsativitv - 57s terminating term - 598 
decidubility - 108. 179, 180. 305, 485. 7X6 rewriting, theory of - 105 
decisron - 26X rewritings 45, 96, 105, 120, 159, 280, 534, 645, 
lower bound -. I IS. 402 673 
magic sets transformatton Y 750 Reynolds work on parametricity 3 I2 
MSA -.. 65 Reynolds-Ma theory 592 
NP-completeness _ 759 RFA 647 
three-valued logic _ 202 Rice’s 
undecidability 2 232. SOI. 620. 621 integrals 7 I4 
unsolvabiltty x 315 theorem on limit sets of cellular automata 425 
retractrons 272 Rrchelieu cryptosystems 233 
retransmission prohahthty I I6 rien XX 
controlled - I I6 right 
retreat bounded picture languages 501 congruences 690 
Reutenauer and Berstel 6 14 ideals 258 
reversal-bounded ptcture languages Sl semaphore code 602 
reversals Sl. 213,419 sub-K(A)-modules, bases of - 258 
reverse subsequential transducer 73 
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ring networks 12s 
rings 165. 258, 583. 725 
hardware - 725 
ordered ‘V 522 
RMBP problem 657 
RNC 706 
RNP complete 770 
roadmap, Voronol - 653 
robber and cops pursuit game 694 
Roberts 57 
Robinson’s algorithm 175 
robotic 
navigation problems 655 
system 628 
robotics 657 
robots 628. 6%. 656. 658 
robust oracle machines 78X 
robustness 48Y 
theorem 526 
Rockoff and C‘ook 7X.S 
Rojas and Canny S29 




counting exactness. combinatorial geometric cn- 
terion for - 529 
edge 243 




pattern graphs 64 
planar maps 243 
toroidal maps 243 
weak hisimulations 192, 743 
roots 181. 529, 604 
isolated - s29 
proof-tree 5 267 
Roscoe and Reed 629 
Rose 565 
best sequential algorithm of ,-- et al. S6S 
et al. 565 
Rocenfeld and Wu 597 
Rosenkrantz et al 399 
Rosensthlel SY7 
rotating-table game\ 117 
Roth 613 
rough equivalence 177 




perfect zero-knowledge proof 5 10 
zero-knowledge proofs 5 10 
rounds of communication 732 
Roucht’s theorem 53 1 
Roux et al. 745 
Royer 302 
Rozenberg 
and Ehrenfelt 229, 504 
and Janssens 130 
RP 384 
RP + NP 294 
RPO 685 
ordering 685 





rewrite systems 516 
schemes 147 
systems 5 I6 
rules 
rewrite terms 684 
binary - 276 
characteristic ti 536 
discriminant -. 536 
head of - 335 
high level dependency - 536 
implication * 537 
induction Y 624 
interfering N 144 
labelled N 69 
left-cyclic - 744 
natural-deduction N IS6 
non-left-linear N 126 
operational - 195,743 
precedence - 678 
primitive - 159 
rewrite - 36, 160, 230, 478, 685 
rewriting - 280 
simplification _ 321 
structural - 188 
substitution N 247 
syntactic N 481 
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operators 634 
process 3 
context-spectlic - 795 
synchronized alternating 
finite automata 124. 51 I 
machines S I 1 
space SASPACE Sl 1 
synchronized finite automata 213 
synchronized 
pushdown automata 2 13 
rational relations 106 
system 545 
synchronized tree automata 415 
decision problems of - 4 I s 
synchronizer 436 
synchronous S7 I 




replicated N 440 
syntactic 












characterization 379, 68 I 
object 276 
syntax 283, 631, 792 
fault tolerance of N 283 
syntax-directed translation 112 
synthesis 55, 331 










partition function 385 
performance 441 
performance measures 383 
systems 
communicating, framework of N 179 
literature 466 
abstract reduction N 412 
AC/E - 184 
actor - 130 
asynchronous N 434 
asynchronous parallel - 434 
systems, asynchronous shared memory N 434 
systems 
Automath-like N 593 
behaviour of IV 133 
fl numeration N 61.5 
C/E N 184 
combinatory reduction N 321 
complex - 502 
computability of N 232 
computational - 455 
concurrent N 16, 67, 194. 332, 390, 505, 579, 
650 
conditional - 232 
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confluent - 180 
confluent linear numeration - 73 
systems, confluent semicommutation f 
systems 
constructor - 404 
constructor-sharing - 598 
continuous control - 623 
continuous nonlinear control N 623 
cooperating grammar N 419 
cyclic extended free-choice - 193 
D’OL ‘u 760 
DOL - 305 
database - 536, 538, 555 
dependable - 44 I 
design - 263 
distributed - 299, 333 
DTOL - 427 
dynamic - 628 
dynamical - 347, 489, 525, 542, 621 
elementary net - 582 
engineering - 385 
equational axiom - 743 
expert - 483 
extensible - 224 
finite monadic - 180 
finite-state - 410 
first-order reasoning - 159 
flat - 216 
free choice - 7 
growing - 305 
hard-real-time preemptive task N 262 
homogeneous - 765 
hybrid - 620-625,628 
hybrid control - 627 
systems 
hybrid realtime embedded - 628 
hybrid task - 262 
systems 
inference - 683 
interacting - 625 
knowledge-base - 536 
large Y 385 
logical - 63, 331.407 
logical discrete event - 773 
modular - 651 
monogeneous - 179 
multilinear - 529 
multimodal - 63 
multirate - 169 
natural coordinate - 655 
nested transaction - 794 
non-degenerate - 526 
nonlinear h 624 
number representation - 356 
numeration - 73 
105 
, 703 
overlaying - 684 
parallel communicating grammar - 419, 558 
parallel - processor 382 
PCD - 621 
polynomial - 529, 531, 548 
probabilistic - 740 
programming language - 68 
PWDOL - 704 
queueing - 720 
queuing - 75 
reactive - 12, 190, 535,648 
realtime - 410, 484, 720, 745 
reconfigurable bus - 304 
recursive function - 235 
replicated - 440 
rewrite - 321,417, 516,646, 684 
rule - 516 
RWDOL - 704 
S-unimodal - 525 
semi-Thue - 516, 687 
sofic - 525 
software - 283, 388 
solving - 526 
string-rewriting - 62, 549 
term-rewriting - 62, 70, 126 
textual markup - 303 
time-sharing operating - 466 
two-dimensional - 621 
type - 71, 340.445, 593,606 
type assignment - 445 
unified - 143 
unimodal - 525 
weighted - 276 
systolic array synthesis 232 
T-functions 229 
T-structures 229 
Tp -like semantics 370 
tableau deductions 477 
tableau-like 
approach 450 
proof procedure 450 
tableaux 249, 406 
analytic - 477 
tables 117, 25 1 
tabular formats 534 
combination of - 534 
tail recursion 209 
tail-recursive constructions 209 
tail-recursive 209 programs 
tail-reduction-free 417, see also trf 
tailored equational theories 63 
Tait and Plotkin 321, 594 
Tait’s proof of confluence for the A-calculus 321 
Takamizawa et al. 127 
Takanami and moue 393 
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TAM 484 
tape compression 264 
tapes 107, 178, 264 
d-dimensional - S62 
Turing - 107 
taguin, jeu de - 2.59 
target 
formula 613 






and Paige 729 
and Sleator 122 
and van Leeuwen 252 
Tarski’s reductionist semantics 1.55 
tasks 
arrivmg - 720 
image processing -- 659 
recurring - 262 
scheduling aperiodic - 720 
Taylor 95 
TC 78.5 
power of - 785 
TCSP parallel operator 649 
teams. aggregating TU 609 
techniques 
analytical - 716 
approximation - 76, 620 
combination - 686 
common deterministic automata-theoretic +_. 740 
equational - 63 
iterative - 773 
lower-bound proof - 419 
Mellin-transform - I 16 
nonmonotonic - 198 
optimal graph reduction v 688 
performability modeling TV 441 
probabilistic - 716 
recovery - 388 
recursive query processing N 533 
relativizable proof N 21 I 
standard program-analysis - 620 
term-rewriting N 692 
transformanon N 681 
tree pruning N 308 
Tecton proof system 534 
template matching 600 
temporal 6.15 




dependencies, models of N 638 
interactions 144 
temporal logic semantics 650 
refinement of N 650 
temporal logics 33, 635, 650. 787, see also CTL 
branching-time N 787 
hierarchy of N 787 
propositional - 33 
temporal 
semantics 650 
verification method 409 
logic infinitary regular N 33 
term algebra 65 
modulo associativity 686 
term 
graph rewriting 478 
language 35 
logic 637 
model 689, 744 
observation 644 
properties 379 
rewriting 65, 321, 333, 478. 670 
rewriting approach 645 
term rewriting systems 36, 404, 598, 646, 801 
disjoint union of N 404 
modular property of N 801 






systems 62, 70, 126 
techniques 692 
termed 
fixed-parameter tractability 757 
multilist layering 676 
terminal coalgebras 201, 375 
existence of N 201 
terminal 
Petri net languages 420 
symbols 274 
terminate, partial deduction procedure N 330 
terminating 36, 147, 556, 681 
behaviour 374 
semi-Thue system 687 
sets 160 
simplification system 749 
term rewriting systems 598 
termination 36, 43, 45, 99, 152, 230, 275, 276, 
374, 516, 598, 684, 773, 801 
problems 687 
proofs 62, 379, 646 
proofs, automatizing - 580 
property 598 
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modular N 801 
modularity of N 598, 801 
preservation of - 598 




abstnction - 156 
branching structure of - 373 
ccs - 373 
combinatory - 200 
concrete - 484 
first-order N 749 
individual N 711 
A N 15, 100. 585 
language-theorem N 792 
linear arithmetical N 606 
manipulation of - 126 
monomial N 529 
monotone - 613 
nested - 295 
non-AC-equivalent ground - 685 
observation - 644 
process - 263 
rigid ,-.. 379 
o-equivalent cv 413 
typed combinatory logic N 200 
ternary intermittent assertions 300 
tesselation acceptor 393 
test 
pattern generation 672 
test sets 231 
linear size - 231 
single exponential - 231 
test, s-link - 37 
text string 487 
textual 
markup systems 303 
substitution 422 
theorem proving 63, 748 
automated N 6.7 
theorems 
classical N 222 
complexity N 526 
deviation - 523 
e-general - 763 
Gs-extension h 182 
initiality - 65 
key - 488 
McKinsey-Malcev quasivariety N 
quadratic convergence N 526 
representation N 299,647 
storage - 446 
theories 
algebraic - 587 
dynamic - 297 
equational - 35, 147, 372, 541, 748 
extended - 35 
Horn clause N 295 
logical - 74 
permutative - 268 
II2 N 357 
propositional N 198 
quasi-free N 268 
success of - 633 
syntactic - 35 
type N 185, 593 
O-subsumption 37 
definition of - 37 
Therien 88 
and McKenzie 88 
thin factors 517 
three-dimensional (3-D) polyhedral world 653 
three-valued 296 
logic 58, 60, 202 
logic programs 296 
logic results 202 
65 
three-valued strong completion 58 
three-way 393 
nondeterministic Turing machines 696 
threshold circuits 89, 610 
n-input l-output N 610 
threshold 
elements 610 
gates 89, 181 
thresholds 25. 510 
language of - 5 10 
TlD,, untyped predicative theory - 33 1 
tiered monotonic recurrence 322 
tiers 322 
tile connectability problems 485 
treatment of N 485 
tile sets 770 
tileability 561 
tiles 349, 764 
tiling 460 
tiling recognition 764 
complexity of - 764 
tilings 349, 423, 460, 559, 561, 764 
time bound 162,395 
subexponential N 668 
time 
complexities 57, 162, 264, 302, 307, 400, 436, 






units of N 416 
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time-bounded multistorage Turing machines 
time-complexity 403 
time-consuming 52, 649 
time-dependent 388, 441 
failure statistics 388 
time-out 12 
time-sharing operating systems 466 
time-space complexity 
oracle decreasing - 520 
polynomial-related - 177 
lime-space 
efficient string-matching 7.56 
tradeoffs Q2, 137 
timed automata 410 
theory of . 410 
behaviours 39 
behaviours, compound - 39 
timed case 630 
timed CSP 629 
timed 
infinite traces model 630 
predeterministic processes 630 
process algebras 629 
refinement 629 
setting 630 
transition systems 626 
words 4 IO 
ttmes 
average servtce - 7s 
execution - 144. 466 
search - 487 
update - 487 
timestamp-based algorithms 794 
timestamps 794 
timing 
constraints 4 10 
properties 484 
Timkovskit 39 I 
TMS 797 
Toffoli 779 
Tofte and Mimer 376 
token-passmg mutual exclusion 583 
tokens 7. 141. 169. 197, 595 
size of - 595 
Tokuyama and Nakano 6 I2 
tolerating faults 443 
Tompa and Dymond 562 
tools 
CAD .... 672 
laboratory - 737 




top-strict conditton generalizing S8 
178 topological 170 
filling 766 
flavor IS4 





spaces, ordinary N 151 
status 766 
structure 151, 170 
topological upper bounds 134 
existence of N 134 




Toran and Lozano 163 
toric varieties 529 
theory of - 529 
torus 561, 597, 659, 769 
SIMD N 659 
tossing coins 360 
total 
complexity 658 
correctness 13, 99, 300 
deterministic programs SOS 
division orderings 58 1 
embedded edge length 76, 604 
failure rate 441 
graph morphisms 131 
maps 590 
search cost 717 
size 444 
value 437, 465 
tours 399, 513 
constant approximate N 399 
constructing competitive N 471 
generating multiple closed - 5 13 
Toyama, theorem of N 801 




equivalence 102, 641 
equivalence, pomset - 373 
language 505 
monoids 299, 784 
semantics 13 
theory 579. 804 
trace-based compositional proof theory 439 
traces 105. 176, 299, 390, 409, 786 
directed set of - 176 
extension of - 299 
generalization of - 176 
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infinitary Y 299 program 370, 438 
partial - 545 property 438 
partial order semantics of - 409 transforming 185, 682 
tractable, fixed-parameter - 757 embedded implications 533 
tradeofts, time-space - 92, 137 
traditional 
normal logic programs 59 
relational queries 224 
completion 147 transform 
graph rewritings 673 integral N 711 
set theories 15.5 Mellin IV 356, 711, 714, 716 
systems 77 transient 
traffic allocation problem 383 
trajectories 621, 62.5 
data retrieval process 293 
time 397 
optimal solution - 441 
piecewise-linear - 620 
time lengths 216 
transition 
possible plant state - 625 functions 352 
transaction output 458 
execution 532 probabilities 389 
logic 532 relation 271 
transactions 794. 795 
transducer 72. 552, 730 
relation, branching N 633 
semigroups 110 
bottom-up finite-state tree Y 72 
deterministic finite - 231 
system specifications 271. see also TSS 
transition systems 300, 403, 582, 641, 669, 745 
left subsequential - 73 asynchronous w 579 
nondeterministic finite-state N 458 branching - 633 
optimizing finite-state r~ 45% category of - 641 
right subsequential - 73 equivalences of N 641 
transducers S46 finite labelled - 482 
transfer result 528 inevitability properties of N 300 
transfinite 176 labelled - 403. 579, 669, 804 
induction 300, 636 probabilistic - 740 
induction, principle of - 636 structured - 28 
transformation timed - 626 
process I3 1 transitions 28, 231. 235, 408, 583, 730 
semigroup T I IO algebraic structure of - 28 
semigroups I IO DES plant - 627 
semigroups. decomposition of ti I IO monoid of - 730 
strategy 68 I prespecified set of N 583 
system 14.5 transitive 197, 644 
system, unfold/fold - 60 closure 225, 428 
techniques 68 I 
transformations 61. 131, 200. 215, 331. 374, 448. 
closure operator 785 
translating 403, 653 
490, 510. 559 
affine - 
translational motion planning 653 
2.35 translations 63, 446, 571, 594, 642, 648 
compile-time - 48 autoepistemic w 40 
dinatural - 203 default N 40 
double-pushout h I3 I meaning-preserving N 648 
explicit polynomial - 377 process-calculus N 57 1 
hxpoint - 448 projection - 269, 727 
linear-time y 726 transmitting 
normalizing N 72 
semantic - 302 
communications protocol N 631 
task of N 380 
single-pushout r~ I31 transpose 115, 659 
structural - I33 trapezoidal decomposition 656 
transformed traps 7, 17, 193 
function 7 I I traveling salesman problem 399 
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traversal 379 
inorder - 604 
Trehel and NaTmi 252 
treatment 47, 56, 333, 478, 485, 571 
axiomatic - 577 
mathematical N 38 
recursive ascent - 56 
tree automata 22 1, 408 
deterministic top-down - 705 
nondeterministic synchronized - 41s 
simulating alternating N 663 
synchronized N 415 
tree 
automaton model 4 IS 
decompositions SO6 
edit 697 
functions 1 12 
functions, primitive recursive - I I2 
grammars 274 
grammars, attributed - 274 
height 718 
language representation 3 1 
languages 3 1, 407. 41.5. 459 
tree languages 
congruential - 221 
inference of - 4.59 
inferring - 459 
logical definability of N 407 
look-ahead - 705 
tree 
prunning techniques 308 
recognizers 459 
representation 735 
tree transducers 72, 112 
attributed - 112 
copying top-down - 5% 
deterministic top-down CY 556, 705 
macro N I12 
tree transformations 705 
deterministic top-down N 705 
tree update problem 122 
tree-decomposable graphs I27 
trees 31, 61, 68, 72,83, 119, 122, 127, 173. 17.5, 
210. 229. 246, 252, 274, 276, 336, 394, 433, 
697, 701, 713, 718. 719. 749, 766,776, 803 
alignment of - 697 
AVL - 424 
bmary N 76. 254, 394, 498, 604 
brother - 424 
causal N 263 
Cayley - 498 
constructor - 336 
derivation - 28, 127 
directed h 141 
families of - 17s. 246 
feature N 336, 749 
finite symbolic N 632 
grammatical codes of N 394 
guingois - 244 
infinite N 31, 173 
k-split - 128 
labeled N 247, 697 
lop-sided N 244 
Lyndon - 83 
“-ary N 246 
minimal path length of - 701 
multiple alignment of - 697 
node-labeled = 394 
observation N 192 
R-decision N 81 
ordered N 119. 697 
path length of - 701 
random N 720 
random pairs of N 175 
recognizable set of N 776 
Z-labelled ry 803 
submonoid of - 72 
succinct representation of - 72 
suffix N 487 
unary - 459 
unique split - 128 
unordered N 697 
well-balanced - 246 
trf 
property 417 
rewrite systems 417 
triangles 726 
triangulation 167, 656 
Delaunay - 167 
triple modular redundant system 439 
trivial 
cell probe algorithm 700 
result 706 
tropical semiring 408, 541 
true-concurrency semantics 132 
truth 14, 327 
TSSs 271 
I-E 182 
tuple recognition problem 226 
tuples 225, 408, 545, 790 
argument N 680 
Turing degree 499 
Turing machine 
program 464 
Turing machines 43, 93, 115, 135, 172, 178, 223, 
352, 421, 464, 489, 516, 524, 559, 562, 574, 
622, 699, 726, 771 
I-inkdot alternating - 421 
alternating TV 421 
alternating I-inkdot N 421 
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complex model of N 516 
deterministic one-tape - I l S 
halting of - 516 
log-time alternating - 77 I 
natural hierarchy of N 223 
nondeterministic -+ 421 
nondeterministic polynomial-time r~ 2.5 
nondeterministic single-tape - 264 
nondeterministic N with only universal states 
421 
nonerasing - 464 
off-line multitape w 520 
one-tape off-line N 115 
simulation of N 43, 172. 178 
three-way nondeterministic - 696 




Turing-computable function 226 
turning machines 699 
Tutte 243 
two-dimensional 
alternating finite automata 393, 696 
cellular automaton 559 
factors 5 I7 
grid precedence graph 755 
mesh 467 
mesh architecture 443 
modular lattice 392 
nondeterministic cellular automaton 393 
objects 5 I7 
pattern-matching 5 17 
patterns 393, 756 
plane 731 
rectangular input 393 
systems 62 I 
two-dimensional unit-square objects 654 




two-layered theory 49 
two-member context-sensitive partition 704 




semidirect product SO 
two-station 
networks 387 
queueing networks 387 
two-valued consequence literals 483 
two-valued strong completion 58 
two-valued well-founded semantics 58 
two-way 
deterministic finite automata 2 13 
finite automata 242 
input tape 115 
synchronized finite automata 213 
type assignment 97 
systems 445 
type 
2 theory of effectivity 182, see also TTE 
checking 591, 639 
constraints 296 
dependency 95 
dependency, semantics of - 95 
domain 275 
expressions 37 1 
h ,,I 349 
inference 275, 316, 371 
inference rules 316 
inference system 3 16 
information 371 
of a A term 585 
0 1s 
ordering 71 
systems 71, 340, 445, 593, 606 
theories 185, 593 
variables 97, 200, 642, 742 
continuity of N 578 
implicit specifications of - 194 
type-assignment 584 
type-free 
functional languages 316 




typechecking 316, 639 
problem 639 
typed 
combinatory logic terms 200 
concurrent programming 148 
confluent functional language 334 
functional languages 639 
functions 315 
A calculus 200, 322, 593, 742 
A-calculi 143, 146, 153, 318, 321, 322, 325. 
588, 606 
A-calculi, higher-order N 591 
A-calculus, model of N 146 
A-terms 689 
logic programming 296 
system 325 
types 1, 63, 71, 78, 97, 137, 139, 182, 185, 194, 
196, 200, 219, 227. 233, 262, 275, 283, 295, 
303, 312, 316, 323, 340, 371, 488, 489, 517, 
523. 765, 789 
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collection - 789 
data N 42, 49, 66. 280, 372, 446, 5 14 
defined - 71 
document - 303 
first-order - 8 
inductive - 101, I.53 
input - 323 
non-unique attribute N ss.5 
operation - 795 
partial - 371 
polymorphic _ 595 
pre-existing - S92 
station - 387 
storage - 134. 178 
stream - 372 
strict - I.5 
universal - 595 
typing 148. 639 
constraints 55.5 
undecidability of - 639 




unambiguity 90, 303 
unambiguous 
automata 90 
circuit families 90 




output alphabet 552 
predicates 749 
regular languages 2 13 
trees 459 
unate linear combinations 613 
unbounded 
alphabet 4 I6 
angelic choice 378 
capacities 373 
demonic chotce, combination of - 378 
depth-first search 48 
fan-in 238 
function 708 
unbounded nondeterminism 300, 630 
modeling N 630 
theory of - 630 
unbounded power 489 
unbounded-time case 69 I 
unboundedness problem I79 
unchanging number of neurons 489 
undecidability 34, 43, 101, 179, 516, 5.56, 639, 
786 
properties 363 
results 232, 501, 620, 621 
proof of - 639 
undecidable 6, 34, 80, 101, 180, 227, 232, 283, 
284, 314, 363, 410, 415, 425, 485, Sol, 503, 
556, 558, 687, 704, 750, 764 
equational theories 544 
properties 556 
termination problems 687 
understanding, image N 612 
undirected edge geography 169 
undirected n-vertex graph 76 
unfold combinators 637 
unfold/fold transformation 329 
systems 60 
technique 68 I 
unfolded declaration 378 
unfolding 61, 330, 378 
rule 60 
semantics 61 
clause IV 61 
unfolding-definition-folding 68 1 
unfolding-definition-folding steps 68 1 
unfounded sets 58 
unifiable pairs 175 
unification 48, 56, 71, 96, 159, 175, 200. 276, 
295, 336, 411, 481 
algorithms 175, 686 
failures 295 
primitive 334 
higher-order - 200 
theory of N 159 
unified 
approach 593, 734 
framework 267, 802 
proof 663 
structural theory 577 
systems 143 
unifiers 44, 200, 411, 481 








integrability 7 16 
linear upper bound 454 
method 726 





procedure enumerating 297 
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proof 546 
random perfect matching 739 
uniform recurrence equations 232 
conditional systems of _ 232 
systems of - 232 
uniform 
replacement 763 
substitution SH 508 
substitutions 508 
termination problem 687 
treatment 270 
uniformity 566, 789 
destorying - 566 
properties of - 789 
uniformizing strategies 663 





unimodal systems 525 
union 
operator I87 
operations of - 616 
unions 223, 252, 327, 410, 428, 481, 488, 500. 
519, 616. 620,686 
unique 
common path 688 
decipherability 543 
decipherability, property of - 543 
decomposability 102 
decompositions 102, 128 
degree p - 1 polynomial 165 
dinatural transformation 272 
factorization theorem 83 
feature 332 
framework 1 




split trees 128 
tree representation 735 
unique-typed conjunctive queries 555 





unit-cost pointers 5 14 





programs, prove properties of N 636 




cellular automata 135, 352 
computation, power of - 622 
Computational abilities 502 
computations 502, 622 
constant 530 
data structure 336 
universal hashing 92 
Carte-Wegrnan N 92 
computational complexity of N 92 




partial recursive function 170 
properties 478, 637 
second-order quantifiers 6 
states 213, 393, 421 
substring searching 118 
termination 379 
types 595 
universality 318, 464 
problem 410 




linear set L( SUPIINF) 52 
probability distribution 293 
running times 467 
unknown-terrain learning 655 
unlimited abstraction 14 
unnested counters 791 
unordered 
structures 79 1 
trees 697 
unresolved problems 785 
unrestricted 
alphabet sizes 757 
automata 134 
complementation 500 
concatenation 488, 500 
formulas 447 
formulas, satistiability of - 447 
subsumption algorithm 37 
union 724 
unsatisfiability 336 
unsatisfiable formulas 25, 237 
unsolvability results 315 
unsolvable problems 3 15 
unsorted linear 122 
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unstable pairs 426 
unstratified negation 746 
unstructured 
dynamic scenes 659 
specification 484 







A calculus 647 
A-calculus 3 18, 32.5, S9 I 
A-terms 445 
predicative theory TID,. 33 I 
unweighted graph 6.57 
update 
problem 122, 470 
times 487 
update-in-place 79.5. see also UIP 
updates 2.14. 29 I. 472. 487, 7 1 s 
bulk ti 532 
committed - Si2 
updating S-37 
geometric informatton 655 
upper bounds 20. 74. 103, 114, 117, 168. 174, 
287. 302. 344. 348. 452, 470, 529, 610, 656. 
723. 732, 78.5 
best-known - 231 
explicit z 408 
polynomial ^-i 81. 302 
topological -_ I34 
upper layer 49 
urelements 282 
urn models 491 
Pdlya - 71X 
useless 
code eliminatmn 729 
pair criteria 548 
user language 283 
user-defined methods 224 
users 267, 310, 388.466, 483,487. 555 
USF temporal logic 635 
USF-formula 63.5 
UTM 421 
Vbgvolgyi and Slutzki 705 
Vaandrager 27 I 
vacillatory identification 609 
Valiant and Vaztrani 25 
Valrant’s 
depth reductton technique 362 
distributive free learning model 294 
lemma 709 
Valiant-Vazirant reduction 788 
valid equations 692 
validation problem I80 
validity 265, 267, 378, 644, 749 
problems 284 
quantified Boolean formula N 574 
valuable mathematical tool 655 
valuations 3 I, 614 
value passing 279 




value-passing processes 632 
valued functions 61 I 
valuedness 552 
values 
bounded discrete - 765 
color - 766 
complex - 790 
detecting duplicate N 729 
exact - 252 
exceptional N 5 I5 
Grundy N 289 
job - 465 
logical - 149 
null - 533 
redundant - 681 







service rate 385 
variable-free 
abstract representation 96 
calculus 96 
variable-preserving rule 43 
variables 
continuous N 628 
free - 791 
ghost - 300 
input - 671 
local - 59 
logical Y 334 
name form N 763 
named Y 334 
processes-sharing - 333 
propositional ry 763 
random N 382, 715 
values of N 686 
vartance 717, 719 
vaneties 
theory of N 540 
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toric - 529 
Vazirani and Valiant 25 
VC-dimension 610, 6 I I 
problem 611 
vector space 548 
vectors 392, 423 
Veldman and Bezem, result of .-.. 205 
verification 331, 481, 535, 633,636, 672 
methods 67, 438 
automatic N 410 
formal N 33 
verifier 177, 568 
polynomial-time public-coin N 177 
public-coin polynomial-spaceexponential-time N 
177 
verify 187, 267, 679 
finite state machines 33 
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